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INTRODUCTION 
This report summarizes the work performed under Mod. 5 of Contract 
954i09 for the Jet Propulsion Laboratory . The work included several 
aspects of t he preliminary design of a Heliogyro So l ar Sail P-!odule f or 
the Halley Rendezvou5 t-lission. Hr. William Ruff was the Technical Pr o-. 
ject Hanager at JPL. The ~!acNeal-Schwendler Corporat ion (t-ISC) was the 
prime contractor and their work was direct ed by t-fSC's pres ident, 
Dr. Richard H. MacNeal. Ast ro Resear ch Corporation (Astro) was a 
principle subcontractor and their work was directed by Astro's president, 
Dr. John M. Hedgepeth. 
The project, which began in February 1977, was based on the results 
of a short conceptual design study (con~ract 954680) conducted during 
December 1976 and January 19i7 by MSC and Astro . The ob jective was to 
devel op a Baseline Design of a Heliogyro Solar Sail f.!odule on a short 
schedule, to be considered for the Halley Rende:vous ~fission in competi-
tion ~i th a Square Solar Sail Hodule and, later, in competition with a 
Solar electric Propulsion System. The main features of the Heliogyro 
Basel ine Design, including the work done at JPL as well as that done at 
MSC and Astro, are reported in the "Solar Sail Technology Readiness 
Report," JPL Report 720-1, 18 July 1977. The main part of the work 
done by MSC and Astro is reported in t-fSC' s report number HS404-1, "He lio-
gyro Pre liminary Design, Final Report," AUi'lst 24, 1977. 
The pre sent Phase II Fina l Report covers work done since that date 
on the follOWing six topiCS: 
-' -~----. 
1. Design and analys is of a stowable circular lattice batten for 
the Heliogyro blade. 
2. Design and analysis of a biaxially tensioned blade panel. 
3. Definition of a research program for micrometeoroid damage to 
tendons. 
4. A concLptual design for a flight test model of the Heliogfro. 
S. Definition of modifications to the NASTRAN computer program 
required to provide improved analysis of the Heliogyro. 
6. A User's Manual covering .. applications of NASTRAN to the Heliogyro. 
Separate memoranda and technical notes on these topics constitute the 
body of the Phase II Final Repo~t. 
-' . -~~ -. .---
Number 
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The Heliogyro concept was created in the mid 1960's by Astro 
Research Corporation (Astro) and MacNeal-Schwendler Corporation 
(MSC) under the support of NASA Headquarters. References 1 and 2 
summarize most of the results of that work. 
Astro has a subcontract with MSC to support JPL in applying 
the Heliogyro concept to the Halley Comet Solar Sa i ling Mission. 
William Ruff is the Technical Project Ma nager at JPL. The work at 
MSC is being led by Richard H. MacNeal - Program Manager, and at 
Astro under the direction of Karl Knapp - Program Manager. John M. 
Hedgepeth is Astro's Senior Scientist. 
There are 12 blades in the Heliogyro design, and each blade is 
envisioned to be 8 meters in width and 7,500 meters in length. The 
blades are expected to be compos ed primarily o f a thin membrane 
constructed of material such as Kapton film with a n aluminum reflec-
tive coating on one side and an infrared emissive coating on the 
other. An overal! view of the baseline Heliogyro is shown in 
Figure 1. 
This report is one of a series d e aling with the design and 
fabrication concepts of Heliogyro blades. In particular, this 
report details the Heliogyro stowable circular lattice batten. 
1 
DESIGN 
The Heliogyro blade requires chordwise battens at about 75-
meter intervals to hold the leadi ng - and trailing-edge tension 
members apart. These battens must be 
1. capable of resisting a design limit compressive load of 
approximately 6 newtons and temperatures of 600 kelvin, 
2. tightly stowable on the blade reel, and 
3. self-deploying wl' en the blade is unrolled. 
In addition, the batten should be of lattice construction so that 
the thermal gradients through the cross section are small and so 
that the reradiation from the batten will not produce hot spots in 
the blade reflecting membrane. 
The batten design that me e ts these requirements is shown in 
Figure 2. I ' is cO .Jstructed of thin graphite/polyimide rods in a 
circular, cylindrical lattice. The r e are six square longerons that 
support the compressive load, and six 30-degree helical half-round 
spirals, three in each di. -:-ection, that provide support to the lon--
gerons to avoid local buckling. The longeron-spiral and spiral-
spiral intersections are staggered to aid fabrication (by avoiding 
the criss-cross pileup) and minimize t he local unsupported length 
of the longeron. 
The batten is fabricated in two halves and hinged together on 
assembly. The hinges allow full compaction when stowed and expan-
sion to a circle when unrolled from the stowage reel. 
Two important principles are include d in the design: 
1. Each half-batten is fabricated on a mandrel with a smaller 
diameter than that of the finished batten. 
2 
2 . The "hinges" are composed of interlacing fingers with no 
hinge pin required. 
These two principles allow the batten, when fully deployed, to 
behave structurally as if there were no hinge and the spirals were 
continuous. Furthermore, they permit fabrication without the neces-
sity of complicated joints. The tendency of each half-batten to 
reach a diameter smaller th~n the batten diameter causes a preload 
on the hinges, permitting moment carry through. It also produces 
a force which actually holds the two halves together, resisting 
possible spreading forces. 
These principles are not new. They have been discovered and 
developed previously by Astro Research Corporation for solid tubular 
booms such as the Tablock BI-STEM. The application of the principles 
to a lattice configuration is a new and important development. 
Figure 3 shows a sample batten segment fabricated as a part of 
the development of the design. It is constructed of graphite/epoxy 
(graphi te/polyim.Lde roving was not available) and demonstrates the 
geometry of the lattice halves and finger inges. 
An accurately constructed model which was used to demonstrate 
the stIength of the batten design for local buckling is shown in 
Figure ~ . This mocel was fabricated of graphite/epoxy as a complete 
circle w~th no hinges. It is 12 cm in diameter and consists of: 
longerons • 
spirals . • 
••••• O.4€-mm square 
O.96-cm diameter half-round 
The calculated buckl ing strength of the longeron~ CO! I ~ .l(lered 
to be simply-supported columns between the intersections is 
= 24.8 N 
3 
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An estimate 0 t e genera l - i ns t ab i ity b uck i ng s t reng t h 
(involving deflection of the spirals) can be obta i n e d by starting 
with Reference 3 and substituting in the appropriate stiffness of 
the l ongero ns and spirals . In this process , the axial stiffnes s o f 
the s pira l s must b e ignored since there i s no skin to cause cylinder 
action (mid-pl a n e s tretching) to occur. The theoretical general-
instability load thus obtained after some effort is 
= 20.6 N 
The measured strength is 
p = 22.6 N 
meas 
wh i ch is very close to the theoretical strengths. The observed 
buck ling mode involved cross-sectional deformation. The res u l ts 
of t he test establish an experimental determin~tion of the amount 
of spiral stiffn es s r e quire d to rrlake the gene ral-instability load 
approximately equal to the loc2tl-l,uckling strength. 
4 
ANALYSIS 
Let longerons be square with thickness t.(, Let the helix 
angle be 30 degrees and the ratio of stiffener area to longeron 

















Equation (2) is derived by assuming that the longerons go through 
the spiral intersections. By staggering the longerons and inter-
sections, we get a potential local buckling load four times this 
much. Letting P,(,/PEU = 1 actually gives a factor of four on loca l 
buckling provided that enough stiffness is incorporated in the 
spirals to produce stabilization of the intersections and avoid 
general instability. 
Manipulating Eqs. (1) and (2) gjves 











3n E tt 
= ( 3P~U )1/6 
8n
4 
EP t L 
2 
The volume of material in the longerons and spirals is 
Let 
v = 






124.8 x 109 N/m2 
3 1550 kg/m 
-4 1/6 
1.858 x 10 (p .tPEU) m 
6 
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Mass = 0.00257(1 + 2r ) (P,P )1/3 kg 
A 'I; EU (11) 
where P.{, and PEU is expres sed in newtons . 
For a tria l design, set 
= = 12 N 
then 
R = 3.39 cm 
t.{, = 0.425 mm 
Du r ing stowage, the spiral material must elastically deform 
with a nominal strain of 
E: = (12) 
The allowable nominal packaging strain is a c0·~:icated functio n of 
materials and detailed fabrication methods. We assume for prelimi-
nary purposes an allowable value of 0.005 for graphite/polyimide. 
The trial design above gives 
= 
0.4 25 
2 x 33.9 = 
which is slightly too large. 
0.00627 










4.14xlO-3(P, ) 1/3 ( p )-1/6 
'V EU = (13 ) 
0 .005, and P
t = 
12 N. This gives 
= 46.7 N 
= 5.33 c m 
= 0.53 mm 
The strengtr t e s t describe d ea r l ier demonstrated t h a t su ffi cient 
support is give n t o t he l ongerons b y the spira ls if t h eir cross 
s ection is half-round with a diamete r of 2t t • For this case 
n 
= 2 
and the basic ma s s of an 8 - meter-long batt en is 8 7 .6 grams. To this 
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Mating Longerons 
.53 mm x .265 mm 
Spirals 
1.06 rrun dia 
half-round 




Note: Each half batten molded on 7.l1-cm dia 
mandrel from graphite/polyimide roving. 
Figure 2. Sketch of batten with dimensions showing a 
segment of lattice material (flattened) and 
a cross section of assembled batten. 
a. batten halves b. assembled batten segment 
c. flattened batten segment 
Figure 3. Demonstration batten segment. 
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The He1iogyro concept was created in the mid-1960's by Astro 
Research Corporation (ARC) and MacNea1-Schwend1er Corporation (MSC) 
under support of NASA Headquarters. Refe~ences 1 an j 2 summa rize 
most of the results of that work. 
ARC has a subcontract with MSC to support JPL in apply ing the 
Heliogyro concept to the Halley Comet Solar Sailing Mission. 
William Ruff is the Technical Project Manager at JPL. The work at 
MSC is being led by Richard H. MacNeal, Program Manager. At ARC 
the work is being led by Karl Knapp, Program Manager. John M. 
Hedgepeth is ARC's Senior Scientist. 
There are 12 blades in the Heliogyro design, and each blade is 
envisioned to be 8 meters in wldth and 7500 meters in l ength. The 
blades are expected to be composed primari ly of a thin membrane 
constructed of material such as Kapton f ilm with an aluminum reflec-
tive coating on one side and an infrared emissive coating on the 
other. An overall view of the baseline Heliogyro is shown in 
Figure 1. 
This report presents the results OL efforts made to eliminate 
the built-in wrinkles and pretensioned panels in the baseline design. 
The design was based on the data obtained from scale modeling per-
formed at ARC and incorporates the results of previous analyses 
concerning wrinkles an~ membrane tensioning (References 3 and 4). 
1 
ABSTRACT 
In the baseline Heliogyro design, wrinkles and pretensione d 
film panels control the dimensional changes in the film which ac-
company thermal variations. However, wrinkles in the film affect 
both vehicle performanc e 2nd dynamic stability. Thus, another 
method of tensioning and supporting the film panels was sought to 
allow for the expansion/contraction of the film material without 
the presence of wrinkles. 
A program of model making was initiated, coupled with a review 
of the previous analysis concerning wrinkles and sail panels. The 
experience gained in this program suggested a new panel-support 
design (see Figure 2). This design consists of biaxially-tensioned 
f ' lm panels with parabolic edge members supplying the distributed 
constant edge loadings. 
The support system for each panel extends underneath the 
adjacent inboard and outboard panels (and vice versa) producing 
a high sail-to-vehicle area ratio. This interlaced design is 
biased towards the center of revolution to compensate for the 
radially varying centrifugal loading of each panel. With suitable 
variations of panel lengths, edge member tensions, and pivot point 
locations~ this design will be applicable to al: radial stations 




The requirement for no wrinkles in the Heliogyro film panels 
has several far-reaching ef f ects on the design of the attachment 
method for the film. This can be und e rstood best by considering 
the reason for the presence of wrinkles in the baseline design . 
The panels had to be assembled with built-in sag and pretensioned 
chordwise strain to accomodate displacements resulting from thermal 
expansion and contraction o f the film during a mission . The effects 
of not compensating for this strain are explained in Reference 4 
and consist of t h e unloading '. I the edge members durin] film con-
traction and the production of chordwise wrinkling dur i ng expans~on . 
Although t he baseline design can accommodate the thermal strains 
of t he film panels without significantly changing the stress dis-
tr ibution in the blade assembly , there is an impairment in perfo rm-
ance of the Heliogyro from 5 to 10 percent due to the presence of 
the compensating slack in the film panels. The slack and accom-
panying wrinkles also have undesirable dynamic characteristics 
because they may introdu~e periodic loading patterns nea r the 
natu ra l pitChing frequency of a blade assembly. The slack in the 
baseline design was necessary due to the difference in the expan-
sion coefficients of the fi~m membrane and the graphite edge mem-
bers . For the projected thermal extremes, the graphite polyimide 
may b e considered invariant , while the Kapton will change by ±O . 75 
percent in the chorawise direction and ±O . 69 percent in the spanwise 
di r e ction. Thus, unless relative mot ion is allowed between the 
graphite polyimide edge members and the film, wrinkles are inevit-
able. 
Another separate, though related , effect investigated in the 
modeling study was the probl ~m of edge curl. If the material forms 
a closed cylinde r at the free edge of a tensioned membrane , actual 
dis integration of the material may occur in the "solar o ven" created 
by th e curl . Incoming radiation is trapped within the dead space 
enclosed b y the curl so that the temperature of the c url exc eeds 
the melting point of the Kapton. If the edge of the f i lm is rein-
forced with additional material, the curl can be contro~ led as in 
the designs which incorporate tension members bonded directly to 
the Kapton. However, bondi ng a dissimi l ar materia l to the Kapton 
C1 3ates problems of differential expansion. Therefore, a design 
was sought which supports the panel and eliminates all cond i .. tions 
3 
where curl and wrinkles might occur. If the material is cut away 
at a free edge in a parabolic scallop between supports, previous 
analysis has shown there will be no curl (Reference 4). 
Thus, the requirements for the new design were an absence of 
wr inkles under all thermal conditions while naintaining acceptable 
stress levels in the film panels. Previous analysis was available 
describing wrinkles in tensioned membranes, but its application to 
Heliogyro panels had to be experimentally demonstrated. This is 
due to factors, such as a high aspect ratio, a varying body loading, 
and extreme temperature variations, whi~~ make ' a straightforward 
analysis of the wrinkle p r operties of the Kapton difficult o The 
s tarting point of the modeling progran ver i fied the worst case 
indicated by the previous analysis (Recference 3). This case sLowed 
that, whenever one of the principal mel.ilirane stresses van i shed, 
wrinkling occurred parallel to the line of princ ipal stress (see 
Appendix A, Figure A-l(a)}. If the chordwise and spanwise stress 
are nonzero and positive, wrinkling shou ld not occur. Practically, 
however , we find tha t if the ratio of one principal stress to 
another is large, say 50:1, wrinkling is possible. 
Using the values Nx for chordwise stress and Ny for spanwise 
stress, one of the objectives of the test and mode11ng program was 
to investigate the value of Nx/Ny at the thresh01d of wrinkling. 
This number would be helpful in the Heliogyro design because it 
would help minimize the st~ess level in each panel which would, 
in turn, lengthen film lif~ and reduce long-term creep. 
4 
P. I - .. ,- .... -
MODELING 
A deta iled account of the modeling process is found in Appen-
dices A and B. A system of attaching th e edge members to the film 
material was developed which allowed relative motion. Variations 
of woven, preformed, adjustable, and catenary-type edge members 
were made, resulting in an applicable system designed for solar 
sail requirements. (Typical models are shown in Appendix A, Figures 
A-l through A-3.) 
These preliminary models were made of O.OOOl-inch mylar with 
an aluminum coating similar to the actual sail material. As the 
models became more representative of a feasible support system, 
a larger l- by 2-meter panel was constructed out of O.00025-inch 
aluminized mylar. This model had parabolic top and side edge mem-
bers attached by flexible mylar loops bonded to the panel through 
which the polyimide edge members were threaded. 
The lower edge of the model was loaded by a Whiffletree 
arrangement which distributed a concentrated central load to the 
entire lower edge of the panel. By individually changing the loads 
on the edge catenary members and the bottom edge load, different 
values of Nx ' Ny, and Nx/Ny were obtained . Table B-1 in Appendix 
B lis ts the loadings which were studied. Because of the textured 
nature of the O.00025-inch mylar and some creases which were inad-
vertently created in the panel during assembly, all the photographs 
of the 1- by 2-meter panel show a partially wrinkled surface. 
Cons equently , thes e photographs (shown in Appendices A and B) 
do not adequately reflect the d egree of f latness which some loading 
points represent. A system of photographing the panel was developed 
which used backdrops, flash lighting, and a reflected grid back-
ground (see Appendix B). Even with this special effort to high-
light the wr inkle patterns developed (or the lack of them), the 
film properties of this specific model always adversely affe ted 
the clarity of the photographs. Thus, in Figure B-l2, Appendix B, 
there is no overall wrinkle pattern, which indicates a flat panel. 
However, the four distinct patterns of wrinkles shown in the photo-
graph appeared throughout the testing and were inherent with the 
material u sed. Nevertheless, as much use was made of the 1- by 2-
meter model in the time p ermitted. 
One particularly interesting pair of photographs, having the 




and B-2 . The difference in the wrinkle patterns is due t o t he 
adjustment o f the edge c atenary, resulting in a slightly greater 
horizo ntal, o r chordwise , stres s (Nx ) applied to the model. The 
approximate valu e s o f Nx may be computed by the expression 
N = T/R 
x 
where T is th e tension of the edge me mber, and R is the approximate 
curvature over t h e arc length. For this case, 
R = 10 meters 
T = 2. 56 N 
N = x 0 . 256 ~/~ 
The effect of a l -em increase in the arc depression at this load 
c ould only account for , at mnst , a 20-percent increase in Nx • Since 
i t did not appear that this alone could be responsible f o r the 
p resence of so many wrinkles or such a well-developed wrinkle pat-
t ern, another factor was assumed to be operative . Further experi-
mentation and repetition of this test point was performed . Although 
the edge member of the catenary is f l exible and conforms t o the out-
l ine of the catenary in the s~il , after it emerges from the sail i t 
must follow the tangential extension of the curve defined in the 
p anel cutout. If it does not follow th is ex t ension , a 'Jnstant di s-
t ributed load transmitted from the e dge member into the panel wil l 
not be realized. Thus , once the c r ve is cut into the panel and 
the edge member is properly aligned with the tangents at t h e e nd 
po i nts, the only adjustment possible without changing the l oad 
d istrib ution is the tens ion in the edge members. 
Another factor which affects this situation is the elastic 
p roperties of the panel itself . That is, as Ny increases, the 
l ength of the panel changes, much as the full-size panel will 
change due to thermal variations. For edge members of this design 
to work under different loads and dimensional variations, some 
a llowance must be made for continuous alignment of the tension 
members to the panel curve . If the length o~ a free edge member is 
s hort in comparison to the length threaded through the panel, a 
mechanical means of moving the edge member, relative to the panel , 
would have to be devised. However , if the point of support for the 
edge membe r is distant , relative to the panel , small variations in 
the location of the end of the panel will not a ffect the line of 
action of the edge member due to the small angle~ involved. 
6 
These factors explain the reasoning behind the long stringers and 
edge members discuss e d in the suggested alternative design covered 
in the next section. 
In regard to the determination of the threshold rat~o of Nx/Ny 
for wrinkling to occur, this was found to be too complex to be ex-
h austively examined in a test program of this scope. In general, 
if this ratio was greater than 0.1, the wrinkles present could be 
eliminated by adjustment of the edge members. For ratios less 
t han 0.1, the presence of wrinkles was not only a function of Nx/Ny , 
as the absolute load level of either load also s e emed to be a fac-
tor. As the loads became higher, the method of adjusting the 
pos ition of the e dge members and the precision of the layou t of the 
edge memb e rs b ecame more critical. 
In addition , the low aspect ratio of this model did not allow 
the end effects to distribute themselves over the width of the 
panel. This could have been partially alleviated by increasing 
the number of attachment points of the Whi f fletree, but time did 
not permit this. Thus, in Figure B-l5 (Appe ndix B), although 
Nx/N = 0.02, it is still difficult to tell if the wrinkle pattern 
developed is due to the overall loading, or just the higher stress 
concentrations in the regions of the lower attachment points. 
7 
SUGGES';'ED DESIGN ALTERNATIVE 
The results of the modeling indicated that, for a film support 
system to prevent wrink les and still maintain a low level of stress, 
the positions and alig nment of the supporting membe rs had to be 
accu rately placed. The alternate design presented by Astro Resea rch 
satis fies the geometric and k i nematic requirements for the support 
of the edge members (see Figure 2 and the enrlosed sketch, SKl868 ). 
The biaxially tensioned panel design, as seen in Figure 2, 
tensions the film such that no wrinkles will occur under any thermal 
va riation encountered by the Heliogyro. Each panel is supported 
at each edge by parabolic tension members des igned to impart the 
correct d istributed load for that region of the panel. The use of 
inter locking parabolic end members allows for a minimum expansion 
gap b etween sail panels, as the ends of both panels are parallel 
and rectangular. 
The elements of the single-panel support system, shown in 
Figure 2, are: 
Item Description 
A* Col lapsible l attice battens 
B* Outer edge members: tensio!1 varies from minimum 
a t the tip to 650 N at the root 
C I nner pane l edge members : tensioned at 42 N, 
l -mm in diameter, and constructed of polyimide 
g raphite 
D* 2-~ fi lm material 
E Polyimide graphite flat ribbon ; connects fi lm to 
p arabol ic tensioned members 
F Inboard parel end parabola: supports centr ifugal 
l oad of panel 
G Outboard panel end parabola: maintains minimum 
tension along outboard end of each panel 
H Location of negator retractor for "G": maintains 
constant tension for 0.75-m extension (see SKl868, 
Detail A) 
I Panel edge reinforcement 
*Existing JT. ~mber in baseline des ign. 
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Th is arrangement of supporting members produces a minimum edge 
tension of 0.0125 N/m at each edge of the panel. Because of the 
sl ight chordwise contraction of the outer edge of the outboard end 
pa rabola , the stress in the cente~ portion of the outer end of each 
panel will be reduced by approximately 50 percent. However, the 
stress ratio of Nx/Ny will not be radically affected , as the span-
wise stress , Ny , is also at a m1nimum here. 
Similarly , at the inboard edge of each panel, the spanwise 
tension is the greatest, varying from panel to panel depending on 
th e radial station of the panel. In no case is it l ess than 
0.0125 N/m, and it is a maximum of 0.7 N/m at the tip . Since 
0.7 N/m -;. 0 . 0125 N/m is approximately 56 , a shorter panel l ength is 
suggested for the more distant outboard panels. 
The expansion and con t raction of each panel during temperature 
change s is taken up in la rge par t by the negator spring which regu-
la tes the t e nsion in the outboard parabola. The inboard end of 
each p a nel remains s ta tionary relative to the edge members during 
expansion and contraction of the p a nel (except for chordwise motion). 
As the p ane l expands , the looped edge members allow it to slide, 
re lative to the long , edge catenaries . The chordwise changes in 
th e p a nel are accomodated by the large-radius , small-angle devia-
tion of the edge catenaries , which are tensioned by a r ocker arm 
scis s ors mechanism connected to t he main edge members (see SK1868, 
Detail A). The displac e ments and loads for all t emperature ex t r emes 
have b een calculated and a ppear in Appendix c. 
9 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Because of the difficulty of treating the problem of wrinkles 
f rom a strictly analytic viewpoint, a series of scale-model film 
p anels were n'dde. Various configurations and methods of attach-
ments were attempted , and ultimately a larger 1- by 2-met e r panel 
wa s constructed . The rela t ions hip between stre ss levels , precision 
o f applica tion, and precisio n o f l oading was more apparent in t h e 
l arger model . On ce a s atisfac to r y me t h od of supporting the sail 
panel had been obtained, the problem of thermally-induced dimen-
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Figure 2. Biaxially tensioned panel design. 
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Lc~ding #1, Nx/Ny = 1 .02 
Figure B-2. 
Loading #2, Nx/Ny = 0 .52 (no larg e wr inkles present ) 
Figure B-3. 




Loading #4, Nx/Ny = 0.1 
(after adjustment of 
vertical edge members) 
Figure B-5. 
Loading #5, Nx/Ny = 0.10 (stringers placed in 
front o f panel) 
Figure B-6. 




~~ §; Figure B-7. Loading #7, Nx/Ny = 0.040 (more wrinkles appear 
at lower edge) 
Figure B-8. 
Loading #8, Nx/Ny = 0.17 (first attempt 
at reflective grid) 
Figure B-9. 
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Nx/Ny = 0.024 (partially wrinkl~d) 
APPENDIX C 
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PROJECT: EC-404, Heliogyro Preliminary Design 
MEMO NO: RHM-2l 
DATE: August 9, 1977 
SUBJECT: A Research Program for Micrometeoroid Damage to Tendons 
REFS: 1. R. H. MacNeal, ''Meteoroid Damage to ,Filamentary Structures," 
NASA CR-869, Sept. 1967. 
2. ~faiden, C.J., and l-fcMillan, A.R., "Protection Afforded a Space-
craft by a Thin Shield ," AIM J., Vol. 2, No. 11, pp. 1992-1998, 
Nov. 1964. 
3. Bamford, R., "r.1i crometeor~i te Damage to He li ogyro Tendons," 
J.P.L. Interoffice Memo 354:77:157, June 27, 1977. 
4. ~facNeaJ, R.H., "Extra!'olation of Hole Size due to Micrometeoroids," 
HacNeal-Schwendler Corp. Memorandum RHM-19, EC-404, July 20, 1977. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A significant \veight penalty (of the order of 300 kg) is paid against 
the micrometeoroid hazard in th,. baseline design. Estimates of the amount 
of weight required vary by a factor of four or more, because of uncertainties 
regarding the damage caused by meteoroi ds. There are uncertainties rega: iing 
the physical distribution (density, velocity and flux) of meteoroids, but 
even larger uncertainties exist regarding the damage caused to an edge 
tendon by a meteoroid with given size, density and velocity. It is proposed 
that, in order to reduce the range of uncertainty, a research effort be 
undertaken which concentrates on the damage to one-dimensional stnlctures 
similar to those proposed for the edge tendons of the Heliogyro, using 
current estimates of the physical distribution of meteoroids. 
The study should employ both analytical and experimental methods. 
Experiment s are necessary because the available experimental data was 
obtained at unrealistically low velocities, and because no data at all is 
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available for the critical case of low angle (grazing) impact, which is the 
major source of uncertainty in the meteoroid hazard. 
The results of the study will be useful in the future for th.e design of 
any large ~~dce structure. The most efficient way to carry a small load for 
a long ~istance is to use a framework of extremely slender tens ion and 
compression members, rather than panels. In the case of large structures 
for space, the member sizes tend to be in a range where meteoroid damage is 
an important consideration. Exampl~s: Heliogyro edge tendons and battens, 
square-sail ties, Astro masts. 
2. REVI EW OF CURRENT STATIJS 
Although a literature search has not been made, it is the opinion of 
qualified personnel at JPL that no work on micrometeoroid damage to fila-
mentary structures has been published between Ref. 1 (1967) and the present 
time . 
Reference 1 defines a procedure for calculating the probability of 
failure of a filamentary structure due to micrometeoroids. The procedure is, 
in part, based on the experimental data that was available at the time and, 
in part, on assumptions regarding physical behaviour which are unsupported 
by experimental data. The critical assumptions are in regard to the extra-
polation of hole size 1"\:11' normal particle i ncidence from experimental 
velocities (2-8 kID/sec) to meteoroid velocities (-30 km/sec), and in regard 
to the damage caused by grazing incidence. 
The procedures of Ref. 1 were used at ~~C and at Astro in January 1977 
to estimate meteo~ o~d damage to the edge tendons of the Heliogyro. The 
estimates indicated that the probability of failure 1~as less than l/lOth 
percent for a trifilar edge tendon with 265 kg total weight . 
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Later, Bamford at JPL discovt·red numerical errors in the procedure of 
Ref. 1 for the extrapolation of hole size for normal incidence, and sub-
stituted an extrapolation proposed in Ref. 2, which gives much larger holes. 
He retained the assumptions of Ref. 1 regarding grazing incidence and used 
a current estimate of meteoroid flux distribution which is more severe 
than that in Ref. 1. With these modifications to the procedure, he found 
that the trifilar design has nearly a 100% probability of failure. He then 
proceeded to develop an edge tendon design with five .001 in. tapes th~t 
weighed about twice as much as the trifilar design, and which he found 
(Ref. ~) to be barely acceptable (4% probability of failure). 
Recently, MacNeal (Ref. 4) has proposed another method for extrapolating 
the hole size for normal incidence which gives much smaller holes than the 
method used by Bamford, but which also fits the available experimental data. 
In any case, it may be concluded that we really don't know how to extra-
polate ~he hold si ze for normal incidence., but that it makes a big difference. 
The situation with respect to grazing incidence is even worse. The 
basi c assumption of Ref. 1 was simply to take the hole size for normal inci-
dence and divide it by the sine of the incidence angle, a procedure which, 
it must be said, is quite reasonable for particles that are very large 
compared to the thickness of the she~t. Calculation showed, however, that 
a mathematical singularity (i.e., a 100\ probability of failure) exists for 
an edge-on hit. The singularity was removed by the semi-rational assumption 
that a particle striking the tape at a small incidence ang le will break the 
tape or.ly if it can ~lso break a solid round wire with the same cross-
sect ional area. Even so, calculat ions based on the theory show that most 
of the damage is done by very small particles at grazing incidence angles. 
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Justification for the grazing 'ncidence theory of Ref. 1 is slender 
indeed. Experimental and analytical evidence presented in Ref. 2, show, 
fairly conclusively, that meteoroids traveling at 30 km/sec will be vaporized 
when they strike a target, even a very thin one. If this is so, then it 
could be reasoned that the back end of ~ high-velocity particle striking a 
target at low incidence will be vaporized before it reaches the targe~ and 
that the resulting damage to the ~ape will be surface scor~hing which 
spreads out from the initial point of contact, rather than an elongated 
hole. In this case, failure of the tape could be computed from the im-
pulsive load caused by stopping the normal momentum component of the particle. 
Such calculations have not been made. 
Again, we don't know much about grazing impact but it makes a big 
. 
difference. For example, consider the choice of flat tapes vs. curved tapes. 
If meteoroids simply continue in a straight line and make holes just big 
enough to pass through, then curved tapes are better than flat tapes 
because the problem of extremely elongated holes at low incidence is 
avoided. On the other hand, if the vaporization theory is correct , then 
curved tapes might be worse than flat tapes because the gas released by 
the impact will ' cause higher pressures on the tape. In summary, the 
current status is that we lack a reliable procedure for calculating 
meteoroid damage. One is needed because, by current (unreliable) estimates, 
the weight required to counter the meteoroid threat is significant. 
3. PROPOSED RESEARCH PROG~1 
3.1 Experimental Program 
Facilities are available which can accelerate small particles to the 
meteoroid range (30 km/sec). It is proposed that such facilities be used 
,. 
A Research Program for Micrometeoroid Damage to Tendons s 
wi th targets 3imilar to those proposed for the Heliogyro edge tendons (i.e., 
th i n graphite-polyi mide tapes). Many firings will be required to cover the 
ranges of the relevant parameters. The following parameter ranges are 
recommended: 
1. Particle velocity (10 km/sec to maximum available velocity) 
2. Particle mass (10-6 grams to 10-4 grams) 
3. Particle de~sity (two or more values including one that is near 
0 .5 gm/cm3. This might be achi eved with hollow spheres.) 
s. Target thickness ( . 001 inch). Target thickness can be varied 
instead of particle mass, if particle mass and vt: loci ty parameter 
r anges cannot be met. 
6. Target width (1 cm to 3 em) 
7. Target length (10 cm or more) 
8. Target materials (graphite po1yimide tape, aluminum tape) 
9. Tension in target materiaj (zero, 1/3 ultimate stress, 2/3 
u timate stress) 
10. Target chordwise curvature (included angle = 0°, 30°; 60°) 
Combinat ions of parameter values should be carefully selected to maximize 
the value of the knowledge gained for a given cost . This will require that 
some analytical work precede the expe:iments. 
A Second set of experiments is recommended to validate proposed 
designs of tendon assemblies, by observing damage when a member is p~rtial1y 
or completely cut. 
It may also be necessary to study impulsive failures o~ individual tapes 
wi th a separate faci Ii ty, where the i.mpact is simulated by explosi V t~ charges 
or other means. 
, . ~ . 
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A theoretical program is needed to proV'iue empirical formulas that can 
extend test data to new cases and which can be used to design structures. 
Research in the following areas is suggested: 
a. Natur~ of the impact. Size and shape of the hole. Phase (solid, 
gaseous) and angular distribution of the debris. Surface damage 
when there is no hole. Research in this area involves physics, 
fluid dynamics and thermodyn 'imics. 
b. Failure of tapes due to impulsive loads. Research in this area 
involves analysis based on structural dynamics principles. 
c. Design of redundant systems. How many tapes. How wide. How 
far between load transfer points. Research in this area involves 
probability theory and detailed stress analys i s. 
/ 
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PROPOSED ~10DIFICATIONS OF NASTRAN TO IMPROVE HELIOGYRO ANALYSIS 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The NAS~~ computer program has been used in the Solar Sail design 
pro ject to perform dynamic analysis of the Heliogyro. TIle dynamic charac-
teristics of the Heliogyro are similar to those of a cOnventional hqli-
copter rotor, but the differences are sufficiently great that computer 
programs designed for conventional rotor analysis (such as the SADS~1 
program, Ref. 3) cannot be used without extensive modification. Although 
the NASTRAN computer program has no specific capability for rotor analysis, 
it is, in general, extremely versatile and easy to modifj and has the 
required capacity. The decision to use NASTRAN for analysis of the Helio-
gyro has been justified by the results that were achieved, but exper-
ience in that effort also indicates the need to improve some aspects of 
NASTRAN to provide a more usab Ie and less cost ly analysis procedure. 
This report outlines the tasks which are considered necessary to carry 
out the required analysis types (dynamic stability analysis and trans-
ient response analysis) in a design environment. 
2. U1PROIDIENTS TO THE HESSENBERG METIiOD OF COMPLEX EIGENVALUE EXTRAC-
TION 
2. I Background 
NASTRAN includes three me t hods of complex eigenvalue extraction, 
but the only effi cient method for general use is a transformation method 




of dynamic motion are converted to first order form and are then trans-
formed by Hessenberg reductiofl to upper Hessenberg form. The QR-method 
is used to compute the eigellv~: t ,es, and inverse iteration is used to 
compute the eigenvectors. 
The present version suffers from the following limitations: 
1. All coefficients must remain in memory. In prior Heliogyro 
work, this led to a limitation of about 40 dynamic degrees of 
freedom. 
2. The logic for limiting the number of eigenvectors to be com-
puted is deficient, requiring that all be computed if any are 
needed. 
3. The solution is sensitive to matrix scaling. The Heliogyro 
has low natural frequencies (.005 cycles/sec). It was found 
necessary to scale the equations of motion so that the lowest 
natural frequency was near 1 cycle/unit time in order to obtain 
reliable solut~ons. 
4. The mass matrix is inverted, requlrlng it to be nonsingular. 
The solution becomes less reliable if it is nearly singular. 
\fuile this limitation can always be avoided, the resulting 
modeling techniques become tedious and nnecessarily compli-
cated. 
2.2 Technical Approach 
The size limitation will be expanded by rewriting the algorithm to 
release unneeded space in memory . The user will have the ability to 
define the regi on in eigenvalue space where eigenvectors are to be deter-
mined . Matrix scaling will be done inside t he solution process, making 
it transparent to the user. Two options for allowing singular mass 
matrices will be investigated. 
-2-
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2.2.1 Relaxing Size Limitations 
The upper Hessenberg matrix has nonzero terms on and above the 
diagonal ; and on one subdiagonal. It is proposed that this matrix be 
transposed, and given another Hessenberg reduction, so that it becomes 
both upper and lower Hes senberg in form, i.e., tridiagonal. The eigen-
values and eigenvectors of tridiagonal matrices with several thousand 
degrees of freedom can be solved with all coefficients in memory. Since 
this is far beyond the requirements' of the Heliogyro analysis, the only 
operation that requires further consideration is the Hessenberg reduction 
itself . Wilkinson (Ref. 1) has stated that the second Hessenberg reduc-
tion has some theoretical shortcomings with respect to numerical stab-
ility, but that in practice these become evident on only a small range of ' 
pathological problems. 
The basic Hes senberg reduction is defined by t he equations 
[A] [N] = [N] [H] (1) 
(See Ref. 1, p. 355-412.) [A] is the matrix whose eigensolution is to 
be found, [N] is a unit lower triangul ar matrix, and [H] is the upper 
Hessenberg form of [A]. 
Reference 1 describes a technique for performing the reduction in 
memory by overwriting terms of [~] and [H] on 
puted. This results in a storage requirement 
[A] as the terms are com-
2 
of 2(NA + NA) words for 
single precision, comp lex matrices where NA is the number of columns in 
[A] . Since the present me hod requires 6N! + 8NA words, considerable 
improvement can be made. This would rais e the present limit of about 40 
degrees of fr eedom to about 70 degrees of freedom for computers similar 
-3-
in capacity to the Univac 1108 used in previous Heliogyro work . Seventy 
degrees of freedom (modal coordinates) is regarded as adequate for Helio-
gyro work. Higher capacity is available on larger computers. 
The present QR iteration for eigenv~lues requires storage of [Q], 
a full unitary matrix, [R], an upper triangular matrix, and [A], which 
is almost triangular i n form. This results in 4(N~ + NA) words for sing l e 
precision, complex matrices, which wou ld become the new limiting factor. 
However, as mentioned above, anothe,r stage of Hessenberg reduction will 
be performed on [A]T, so that both it and the [Q] and [R] matrices will 
retain their tridiagonal form throughout the iteration. Thus, the 
required storage will be that for the Hessenberg reduct i on, 2(N~ + NA). 
At some future date, consideration will be given to the addition of 
spill logic to HESS. This will remove the limitation on problem size 
imposed by available core memory, but the practical limit imposed by 
cost considerations is at present not much larger than seventy degrees 
of freedom. 
2.2.2 Restricted Eigenvector Calculation 
The user ~' i ll control the number of eigenvectors calculated and 
output by the method described in remark 8 on the modified EIGC Bulk 
Data card shown in Figure 1. 
2.2.3 Scaling of Coefficient Matrix 
1he [A] matrix will be equilibrated to avoid scaling problems, 
using the method described in Ref. 1, pp. 356-357. The basic equation is 
-4-
OULY. DATA DECK 
Input Data Card ~IGC Complex Eigenvalue Extraction Data 
Description: Defines data needed to perform complex eigenvalue analysis. 
a 
















3 4 5 6 7 10 
G c E +abc 
HESS P0INT 27 1.-8 ABC 
5.6 2.0 
I ~1 t><i+def OEF 
Wo  2 
-:).5 5.6 5.6 
Contents 
Set i~~ntification number (unique , I n ~eger > 0). 
~ethod of complex eigenvalue extraction, one of the BCD values -INV,- "DET," or 
-HESS. • 
INY - Inverse power method 
DET - Determinant method' 
HESS - Upper Hessenberg method 
Hethod for normalizing eigenvectors, one of the BCD va lues "MAX· or "PO!NT." 
XAX - Norma~'ze to a unit va lue ~or the real part and a zero v~lue for the 
imaginary part the component having the largest magnitude. 
P~INT - No rmali ze to a unit value for t he real part a~d a zero value for th ~ 
i~a gi nary part the component dtf lned in f ie lds 5 and 6 - defaults to 
"MAX· if t he magnitude of the defined component is zero . POINT is not 
available for ~odll formu lations. 
(Continued) 
Figure 1. ~todi£ied EIGC Bulk Data Card. 
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NASTRAN DATA DECK 
EIGC (Cont.) 
Grid or scalar pOi.lt identification number (required if and or.1, if N0 RM-P0INT) 
Integer> 0). 
Component number (required if and only if N0RM=P0INT and G is • geomet r i c grid poi nt) 
(0 ~ Integer ~ 6). 
Converge,lce criterion (optional) Real ~ 0.0) 
Two complex points defining a line in the complex plane (Rea l ) 
Width of region in complex plane (Real> 0.0 ) 
Estimated number of roots in each region (Integer> 0) 
Des ired number of roots in each region (Default is 3Nej ) (Integer> 0) 
The preferred method is HESS, provided that sufficient main storage is available. 
Insuff icient storage for HESS will cause the program to switch to INY. 
Each continuati on card def i nes a rectangular search region for t~ETIi0D-INY or DET. 
Any number of regions may be used and they may overl ap . Roots in overlapping 
regions will not be extracted more than once. 
l. Complex eigenvalue extraction data sets must be selected in the Case Contro l Deck 
(CMETH0D=SID) to be used by NASTRAN. 
4. The units of a, Col are ~~U'Q.~ per unit time . 
5. At least one continuation card is required. 
6. For the determinant method with no damping matrix, complex conjugates of the roots 
found are not printed. 
7. See Section 10.4.4.5 of the Theoreti ~al Manual for a discussion of convergence 
criteria. 
8. For the 'Upper Hessenberg /.1ethod, Ndl controls the number of vectors 
computed. All vectors for roots in the area defined by the (a, w) 
pairs will be completed and output, i f these values are input, 
regardless of the value of Nd1 . 
9. The required working storage for the Upper Hessenberg Method is given by 
W • 6N2 + aN 
where N is the order of the stiffness matrix if th~ re i s no ~amping. and twice the 
order of the stiffness matrix if damping is present. 
10. If Method • HESS, the mass matrix must be nonsingul ar . 
Figure 1. Modifie~ EIGC Bulk Data Card (Cant.) 
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[A] = ['OJ[A] ldlO~-l 
new 0 
(2) 
where [' 0 J is a diagonal matrix. 
2.2.4 Allowance for Singular Mass r.latrices 
Two techniques will be investigated. The easiest to implement in-
vo lves shifting the eigenvalues of the problem. Instead of inverting 
.., 
the mass matrix [t>\], the shifted matrix [p""M + P B + K] is inverted. 
s s 
This allows singularities in [M] to · be repressed by terms in the other 
matrices. This technique has proven effective in the modified Givp.ns 
method in r.1SC/NASTRAN. 
An elegant but more difficult method identifies singular degrees of 
freedom in [M], and reduces the size of the problem in a manner analogous 
to static condensation', (see Ref . 2). Although this method may cost 
more to implement, the reduction of problem size operates favorably on 
the cubic cost curve typical of transformation methods, by suppressing 
the uninteresting infinite frequency modes of the system. 
3. U1PROV8-1ENTS TO THE TRANSIENT RESPONSE CALCULATION r.tOOULES 
3.1 Background 
The transient response modules are the largest consumers of computa-
t~on time for Heliogyro analysis, and require the following new capabi-
lities in addition to general efficiency enhancements: 
:1--
1. Improved spill logic: the ability to solve problems too large 
to fit into memory by placing some portions of the calculations 
in secondary storage, if necessary . 
-7-
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2. Rotat ing to nonrotating coordinate transformations ("Resolver"): 
The method of Lagrange multipliers has proven effective in 
prototype work at MSC and will be added to the TRD module. 
3. Nonlinear, timevarying coefficients: certain structural and 
photodynamic terms must be updated at every time step. The 
on ly p~actical method to accomplish this is by placing the 
equations that generate these terms inside the transient 
response calculation. 
4. Data Reduction: the Floquet method of system identification 
will be implemented to r~cover the frequency and damping of 
system modes from the time histories of transient response. 
Numerical integration procedures mus t be carefully designed to 
tre~t problems with few dynamic degrees of freedom inexpensively while, 
at the same time, ~mposing no absolute limit on the solution of large 
problems . 
The computation of transient response may be divided into two 
phases: 
a. Preparation phase: assembly and reduction of the equation of 
motion; 
b . Numerical integration phase. 
TIle key to a low-cost solution is to do as much work as possible in 
the Preparation Phase in order to limit the amount of data accessed at 
each integration step. The reason is that, if the amount of data cannot 
fi t within the available high speed memory, the cost of accessing it 
will be the dominant element in the total cost. Thus, the problem size 
for low-cost solutions has a practical limit which depends on t he size 
of the available ,high speed memory. Careful planning of the data pro-
cessing procedures is required to ensure that this critical size will be 
as large as possible. 
-8-
r • The NASTRAN procedures for numerical integration need to be re-
viewed and up 'Sraded. NASTRAN tends to emphasize the solution of pro-
blems with very many degrees of freedom rather than low cost solutions 
of moderate ize pr oblems. Our SADSAM program has the opposite em-
phasis. It produces very low cost rotor analysis (Ref. 3) but problem 
size is limi-ed by fixed oimension statements. What is really wanted is 
both capabilities. however incompatib le they may appear to be. 
Wi th regard to i ntegration algorithms, NASTRAN currently provides a 
choice of two -- a version of the Newmark Beta me~hod for general use 
and a semi-analytic recursion method for uncoupled modal equations. We 
use the same version of the Newmark Beta method for rotor analysis in 
SADS~~ with considerable success. 
Wi th regard to the treatment of non linear effects, it may be as-
sumed that each nonlinear force or moment is a function of the motions 
at particular points. The matrix which relates these motions to the 
reduced dynamir. freedoms wil l be core held, in packed form, during 
numeri cal integrat i on. The user may reduce its size either by reducing 
the number of reduced dynamic freedoms, or by limiting the number of 
points to which nonlinear fo r ces and moments are applied. The F~RTRAN 
code which comput es nonlinear forces and moment:;, and t:he associated 
tabulated empirical data, will also be core held during numerical inte-
gration; so will the integrat ion matrices wh~ ~h are derived from the 
linear mass, damping and stiffness coeffi cients for the reduced dynamic 
freedoms. If all of the data cannot fit in the high speed memory, some 
of it will be kept in disk storage and transferred to the CPU at each 
time step. The solution vector, plUS other data needed for post-processing, 
will be transferred to disk storage at each time step. 
-9-
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3.2 Technical Approach 
3.2.1 Design Goals for the Transient Analysis Modules 
A "standard"-size Heliogyro model is defined here to corlsist of one 
blade wi th a fully or partia'lly fixed hub. The transient response 
module will be modified to solve this model wj,thout spiJ 1. A "large"-
si ze Heliogyro model is defined as one with six blades, payload, and 
contro system modeling. The module will be designed to solve this 
problem routinelY, using spi 11 logic if necessary. Upper limits on 
problet.J size are tabulated below. 
Symbol Meaning 
Grid points x 6 d.o. f. each 
Dynamic variables (not eliminated 
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Time-dependent loads are presently generated and reduced to moda l 
generalized forces {Ph} in the TRLG modt' le. This module is adequate for 
Ilel i ogyro anal) sis. So is th~ numerical i ntegration performed in the 
TRDI module. 
A modified version of the TRDI modul e wi 11 be provided for Helio -
gyro ana.lysi !5. The tasic i ntegration algcrithm will be 
[D l{u, .., 1 = {p , I} + {N. I } + [C H u . I } + [E ]{u .} + {N. I } (3) 1 v 1+ 1+ 1+ 1 1 + 
-10-
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The onl y term not used in the present algorithm is Hi. I }. [C], [0] and 1 + 
[E ] are constant matrices for a given time step size. The {u. } vector 
1 
represents the modal variables {~ } at the t ime step i. {N. I } 1+ i s 
a nonlinear term (i.e., disrlacement or veloci ty dependent) which is 
availab le now in ASTRAN but has :"estricted utility. 
The new term {N. I } represents nonlinear, time-dependent forces 1+ 
appl ied directly to grid poi nts . Two types of nonlinear forces that are 
us eful for Heliogyro analysis are Q~scribed in Refs. 4 and s. The non -
linear forces are generated by the following equations, performed at 
every time step: 
(4) 
{pndR.· I } = f(t., {ud .}, {ud . I}) ,1+ 1,1 ,1+ (S ) 
(6) 
The [$dhJ matrix is a compressed matrix of eigenvectors whose coeff-
i cients for ud variables without nonlinear forces are set to zero. It 
is stored in packed form in single precision. 
physical motions at the nonlinear stations. 
The {ud} variables are 
{pndR.· I } represents the 
,1+ 
resul ting nonlinear physical forces, and {N. I } is the vector of gen-1+ 
eralized modal nonlinear forces . 
temory Requirements 
equation Number Terms Si:es 
(3) rc]. [0], [E) 
(3) {u. }, {u . 1 ' {Po I}, {N.}, {N.} 1 1+ 1+ 1 1 
-11-
Equation Number Terms Sizes 
(4) {Ud . I}, [~dh] N x N (*) ,1+ h P 
(5) {p~1. I} N 
,1+ p 
(6) {N. } 
1 Nh 
where Nh is the dimension of {u.} and N is the number of forcing points. 
" 1 P 
Total storage requirement: 3N~ + 6Nh + Np + (Nh x Np) (*) . 
CDC IBM/Univac 
Sing le precision words for standard problem 1, 200 1,6C0 
Sing l e precision words for large problem 60,000 80,000 
The high-speed memory requirement for large probJ~ms is within the 
range of possibility on computers available today. For example, on the 
Un ivac ~umputer used on past HeJiogyro analysis, there are 42,000 words 
of core used for code, and 85,000 words of open core available for data 
s torage with the TRDI module. After the data center which operates the 
computer completes a scheduled hardware upgrade, there will be 127,000 
words of open core a·Jailable for data storage. Spil l logic will be 
provided for the module, but i t appears that spill will not be reiuired 
for Heliogyro analysis. 
3.3.3 Resolver Capability 
The equations of motion of the blades are most conveniently ex-
pressed in rotating coordinates, while those of the control system must 
relate to a nonrotating reference frame. The time-varying transforma-
tion will be modeled by the technique of Lagrange multipliers (see Ref. 
(*)Sing le precisi on on all computers. Other variables are double pre cision 




6, Section 4.6). All degrees of freedom in the nonrotating coordinate ' 
system \'lill be sequenced to be the last n variables. The time-dependent 
terms will be added to {N. l}' 
~+ 
3.3.4 Floquet System Identification 
The Heliogyro modes have low natural damping, so that determination 
of sys tem stability by inspection of transient analysis requires inspec-
tion of hundreds of rotor revolutions before asymptotic behavior is 
achieved. Methods to determine closed-form frequency and stability 
parameters for the system based on the Floquet hypothes i s have been 
described in the literature (see Ref. i). The basic integration al-
gori thm (Equations 3 through 6) is modified as fol 1,Ows: 
After the system has reached an interesting state, a time of 
initial obsel~ation t is established, based on user input 
o 
(i.e. , after y rotor revolutions, or after the variation in 
,'esponse between successive cycles is less than z percent). 
Equation 4 is solved to find the state at time to' named 
{ui +2 }. 
[D]{u. 2} = {p} + [C]{u . I} + [E]{u.} 
~+ ~+ ~ 
[P] contains the time-dependent and nonlinear forces . 
(7) 
A matrix of p~rturbed initial states [~hh(to,to)] i s determined, 
i. e. , 
.. h 
u, ., ] + [iC] 1+_ (8 ) 
An obvious choice for the perturbed initial condition matrix, [IC], 




user-selection of this initial condition and several others. The [¢hh] 
matrix is then integrated using Equation 7 above and the same startup 
techniques as the present algo:ithm. At the t time step, Equation 7 
n 
is of the f om 
Thi s equation is evaluated at every time step over on~ rotor cyr.le . 
Note that only three additional Nh ~ Nh matrices nped be stored at one 
time . 
Reference 7 describes the method of computing the frequency and 
stab ility parameters of the system from the state transi tion matrix 
after one period. This matrix can be computed from 
[¢(t + T,t )] = [¢(t + T,t ) -IC][IC]-l 
o 0 0 0 
(10) 
where T is one rotor period. Small changes to utility routines will be 
needed to compute logarithms of complex diagonal matrices. The calcu-
lat ions will be performed in a new module. 
The use of a reduced set of ini tial conditions fo r approximate 
answers is a subject of current research. For example, n. /2 initial 
II 
vectors rich in the lowest modes would be expected to produce response 
dominated by the lowest modes. A least-squares fit can be used to find 
the reduced [¢(t + T,t )] matrix . As the cost of this operation 
o 0 
is cubi c with Nh , cos t and memo ry si ze reduction can be quite dramatic, 
llnd may even improve the accuracy of determination of the low-frequency 
~ode~. Provision will be made to use a variety of i nitial cond itions 
lnd smoothing techniques. 
-14-
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Since this is a research topic, an experimental version of NASTRAN 
wil l be used as a test bed for developing a production tool. Low cost 
but inconvenient input and outuut formats will be used until the prac-
tical ity of the method has been demonstra1.ed. 
3.3 .5 Summa:"), of Enhancements for Hodule TRDlX 
New Input Data Blocks 
[~dh] Eigenvector trans formation 
UC~ TR0L General data block, input by user on DTl Bulk Data cards 
New Output Data Blocks 




Stat~ transition matrix at end of one rotor cyc le 
(optional) 
State transition matrices at every time step over one 
rotor cycle, stored in appended form (optional) 
General output data block (optional). 
1. General input and output data blocks are used for data during 
module testing, and for unconventional features. Input for system 
ident ification research, such as specification of inj t ial condi-
tions, will be done on DT1, UC~NTR~L Bulk Data cards. Special 
debug output, or output re~uirements not anticipated, will pass out 
through the EXP~UT data block. These blocks allow module changes 
wi thout requi ring ~1PL updates. 
2. Inspect the new nonlinear data to determine unloaded rows 
[4>dh] . Eliminate these rows and convert to single precision i r. 
necessary. 
-15-
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3. Compute the new nonlin ear forces and extend the integ r ation 
a lgori thm to accommodate them. Upgrade the integrati 0:-. ,outine 
t o store all needed data in core . 
4 . Improve user control of output. Allow i ntegration over a timf; 
span without any output. 
S. InstCi11 code for r esolver. User inputs wi 11 be on UTI Bulk 
Data cards. 
6 . Inst a l l code for Fl oque t system identificati on . 
4. DHAP SE UENCES FOR SOLUTION OF STRUCTU RES IN ROTATI NG COORDI NATE 
SYSTEMS 
4 . 1 Back ground 
Pas t Heliogyro ana l ys i s i n NASTRAN was done with ad hoc DMAP alters 
to t he NASTRAN rigid formats. This was effective during exploratory 
studies , when t he significance of many second-order effect~ h3d to be 
determined . It resu lt ed in twenty rigid format ALTER pa cr r.ges, many of 
wh ich have only subtle di fferences. This expl oratory WO:· 1 ~ has shown 
wh ich effects mus t be included i n the analysis. Thi s wi ll allow con-
sol i dating the t echnology i nt o the gene ral - purpose D~~P sequences l i sted 
be l ow . 
A new capability has been developed in ~lSC/NASTRAN since the prior 
work ~as completed. I t is a small strain, large deflecti on statics 
capability which accounts for geometric nonlinearity, including higher 
order terms not included in the present differential stiffness capa-
b i l ity. U3e of this technology and the D~~P sequences listed below will 
de cr ease th e l abor and calendar t ime needed to assemb le Heliogyro models, 
and wi ll i ncre ase the por tab i lity of t his t echno logy t o JPL. 
- 16-
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4.2 D~t-\P Sequence to C021l ute !.ineaTi ::ed St ructuTal 1·latTices from 
Geometric onlinear Analysis 
User Inout - Initial geometry, rotation speed , sun load intensity, 
structural description, blade pitch angles. 
Output - Structural matri~es for perturbations from the equilibr_ 
posi tion , ')Ulk data cards or their equivalent defining the "tructure at 
its equil ibrium position, the Coriolis force damping matrix, "tennis 
ra cket" effect s (moments due to the angle between the rotor plane and 
the prin cipa l axes of inertia), and photodynamic influ,mce coefficients. 
4.3 D~~ Sequence to Compu te System Stabili ty 
User Input - The matrices from the D~  sequence described in 
Section 4.2, the hub cons tra i nts fo: hub- fixed modes, collective modes, 
and cyclic modes, plus models of damping devices and contro l sys tems. 
Output - Eigensolutions , stability margins, energy absorbed per 
mode by damping devi ces . Both .nodal and di :-ect solution techniques will 
be ava i lable. The Lagrange multiplier techni que will be used to imple-
ment the compl ex constraint equations needed for cyclic modes. 
4.4 D~~ Sequence for Transient Analysis 
User Input - Linearized matrices from the D~~P sequence described 
i~ Section 4.2, control perturbations, nonlinear photodynamics, non-
linear Coriolis effects and nonlinear solar illumination ; ressure forces. 
Ou tput - Time histo ies of mot i~ ~ and internal forces, options for 
roots of perturbation solutions to the nonl inear trans ient solution 
using the Floquet system identification technique. 
-17-
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S. ESTI~~TE OF THE REQUIRED EFFORT 
The following table presents an estimate of the manhours required 
t o perform the tasks described above. It assumes that the work will be 
done by senior engineers and programmers who are experienced in NAST~ 
development. Computer time is not estimated but experience with this 
type of development shows that computer cost is about one-half of the 
manhour cost. 
Task 
1. Re~Tite code for the Hessenberg method of 
Complex Eigenvalue extraction 
2. ~Iodify tile transient response module 
3 . Install the resolver capability 
4. Install Floquet System Identification 
S. ~ri te DMAP seqUt; i1Ce~ for He lio:£yro Analysis 
Total 
-18-
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Conceptual Design of a Flight Test Hod~l of the Heliog},I' 1 
1.0 INTRODUCT ION 
As part of the design review of the Heliogyro Solar Sail proposed for 
the Halley Rendezvous mission, a need was ident:ified for a flight test 
program. This report is addressed to the conce~tua l design of a vehicle 
capab le of providing the required information. The vehicle will also be 
able to perform useful pl anetary missions. 
2.0 DESIGN CRITERIA FOR A FLIGHT TEST PROG~1 
Although the length of Heliogyro blades exceeds the size of any 
ground-based facility, the mechanical components involved in deployment 
are of comparatively modest dimension (8 m), so that dep lojIDent tests 
can be performed in the laboratory . Special care in removing gravi ta-
t i onal effects will not be required, b~cause the centrifugal forces 
during deployment are of the order of 1/2 g. Thus, ground-b as ed deploy-
ment tests should be ~onside re d to be adequate and reliable. 
The only major area in which ground-based te s ts are not feasible is 
the area of d)~amics and control , which involves corr.? lex inte ract ions 
between photon pressure and centrifugal force. The forces due to photon 
pressure acting on a very thin film are of the order of .001 g so that a 
va cuum ch a~ber would be required. The la rgest sca le model that could fit 
in a vacuum chambe r is of the order of 1/ 1000 scale, wh ich is too small to 
provide useful information. TI1US, only a flight test will be able to 
verify theoretical dynamic calcuJations. 
-1-
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In .)rder tc provide usefu l l.:ynami c information, the flight test 
configur at ion and the envi ronmental conditions should be reasonably 
similar to those of th~ f ull-scale vehicle. For this reason the follow-
ing should be avoided: 
a. Low aai tude flights where atmospheric drag is appreciable 
compared to photon pressure. 
b. A vehicle with fewer than four blades . (This is the smallest 
number that can provide dynamic similitude with the full-scale 
vehicle.) 
c. 'err small vehicles, which will of necessity violate dynamic 
similarity, for example, by having a central hub which is 
much heavier than the blades. 
The most important dynamic phenomenon requi ring verification by flight 
'.:est is 1-. lade flutter . In order to study this phenomer, .1 under realistic 
conc.1i ticns, it 'I>.'i 11 be required that the frequency ratios and damping 
level s of the lo~er modes be approximately correct. Under these condi-
tions, a scaling parameter which approximately measures the susceptibility 
to bl~de ~lytter is 
(1) 
where R = blade radius 
R = s distan ce to the sun 
T = !1Ion2R = the tension at the blade root 0 
" I'b = mass of one blade 
n = spin rate (rad/sec) 
-2-
It will be noted that the suscept i bility to flutter is increased either 
by decreasing the spin rate, or by decreasing the distance to the sun . 
Thus, the severe conditions which exist near the sun can be simulated 
near the earth by decreasing the spin rate. Furthermore, since the 
build-up of unstable motions is very slow, flutter margins can be posi-
tively and safely identified by first decreasing the spin rate until 
flutter occurs and then increasing the spin rate before the amplitude 
of oscillations becomes large. 
3.0 DESIGN CONSTRAINTS AND SELECTION OF PARAMETERS 
Figure 1 shows a comparison of parameters for the full-scale Halley 
. vehicle and for a proposed flight test model. The parameters identified 
by asterisks C*) were selected on principles other than dynamic similitude 
" 1" design optimi zation, and may be conside"red to be design constraints. 
These parameters include the identity of the launch vehicle, the reflec-
tive area, the film material, the closest approach to the sun, and the 
mission duration. The Ari ane launch vehicle was chosen because of its 
availabi li ty and capacity. The selected values of reflective area, 
closest approach to the sun, and mission duration are based on the idea 
that the vehicle be capable of useful missions at the completion of the 
flight test program. The film material was selected to be the same as 
that for the full-scale vehicle. 
The blade chord Cor more precisely, the deployment reel length) is 
a free parameter which was varied parametrically. The data shown in 
Table 1 correspond to a blade ch.:>rd of 4.1 meters. Results for o~, i'..( r 
blade chord lengths are discussed in Section S. 
-3-
The remaining parameters in Table I were derived by scaling the 
full-scale Halley vehicle, using principles of dynamic similitude. 
Details of the scaling procedure are explained in the Appendix to this 
r\~port. 
4.0 DESCRIPTION OF THE 4. I r-IETER FLIGI-IT TEST MODEL 
Figure 1 shows the 4.1 meter flight test model in its stowed con-
figuration, and Figure 2 shows one blade in its deployed configuration. 
The vehicle has six blades which deploy in a single plane. The arrange-
ment of the mechru1ical components, and also the deplo~nent sequence, is 
identical to that of the full ··scale vehicle, except that the central 
support column remains attached to the launch vehicle. Spaces are pro-
vi.ded between the d eplo~ent reels to permit bracing of the central sup-
port column, if necessary to limit deflections during launch. 
The mass distribution of the 4.1 meter flight test vehicle is com-
pared .with that of the full-scale vehicle in Table 2. It will be noted 
that the mass fraction for structure is significantly smaller than that 
for the full-scale vehicle, in accordance with the square-cube law for 
the growth of structural weight with size. The mass fraction for elec-
trical components is significantly larger, due mainly to the fixed size 
of many of the components in the control system. Detailed mass distribu-
tions for the flight test model and for the full-scale vehicle are sho~~ 
in Table 3. On balance, the mass per unit reflective area is slightly 
less for the flight test vehicle than for the full-scale vehicle. 
The total mass of the flight test vehicle (~23.3 Kg) is small enough 
to permit large payloads when the Ariane is used as the booster. Figure 
3 shows the range of characteristic accelerations (acceleration due to 
-4-
normal incidence of radiation pressure at 1 A.U.) that are available for a 
range of payload mass within the lift capability of the Ariane. 
5.0 P~1ETRIC VARIATION OF BLADE CHORD 
The blade chord (deployment reel length) was varied from a minimum 
of 2.9 meters to a ma ximum of 4.4 meters. The upper value is the largest 
that will fit within the Ariane's payload envelope. The lower value cor-
responds to a point where total mass is rising rapidly (see Figure 4). 
Detailed mass distributions for deployment reel lengths of 2.9, 3.4, 4.1, 
and 4.4 meters are tabulated in Table 3. Although the 4.4 meter chord 
produces the least mass, the 4.1 meter chord produces only a slightly 
larger mass and has significantly larger clearances with respect to the 
Ariane shroud. 
The large structural mass of the model with a 2.9 meter chord is 
mainly due to the higher blade root tension required to compensate for 
the increased blade radius, while satisfying the flutt~r criterion, 
Equation 1. 
6.0 CONCLUDING RFJ·'tARKS 
The Heliogyro model descr i bed in this report is capable of meeting 
the objectives of a useful flight test for the design of a full-scale 
vehicle of the size proposed for the Hal ley mission, and also for per-
forming 'seful planetary missions, both within th~ constraints imposed 
by the Ariane launch vehicl e. Smaller mode ls, which might produce useful 
flight test data, but which wou ld not utilize the full capacity of the 
Ariane, have not been examined i n detail. It is estimated, from an 
earlier unreported study, that the minimum size vehicle which would be 
-5-
useful as a flight test model has approximately 5000 m2 of refle t ive 
area and a chord of one meter. This veh i cle could easily be boosted to 
the minimum r~quired circular orbit (1200 Km) by the Scout launch vehicle. 
-6-
1'able 1 
Comparison of Parameters for the Full-Scale 





Number of Blades 
Deployment Reel Length 
Blade Radius 
Blade Aspect Ratio 
Closest Approach to Sun· 
Mission Duration· 
Rotational Speed 
Blade Root Tension 
Relative ~faneuver Time 
Flap Hinge Offset/ 
Blade Radius 
~faximum Flapping t-foment 
Design Torque for Pitch 
Motor 
t-1ass of Sai 1 Module 
Sail Module Mass/Area 



















2 6.14 gm/m 
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4.1 Meter 
Flight Test Model 
Ariane (3-stage) 
60,000 m2 
















Comparative Mass Distributions for the Full-Scale 
Halley Vehicle ruld the 4.1 Meter Flight Test Model 
Full-Scale 
Item Haller Vehicle 
!i % 
Fi lm + Coating + Se~rs 2123 55.3 
Structure 1436 37.4 
Hardware and ~fechanisms 20S 5.4 
Electrical Components 73 1.9 
Total 3837 100.0 
-8-
4.1 m Flight 
Test Model 







Detailed Mass Distributions 
• 
Deployment Reel Length 
BLADES 














Pi tch Axis Structure 
Total 
OTHER COt-1PONENTS 
Ce ter Tn'iss 
Pi tch t>foto:-s 
Pi tch Beanngs 




Total For Sail Module 


























3.4m14.1m 4.4 m 8.0 m 
Mass (Kg) 
173.22 173.22 173.22 1764 
21.48 21.48 21. 48 219 
13.74 13.74 13.74 140 
40.56 28.93 25.56 514 
8.87 8.87 8.87 90 
3.60 4.44 4.80 20 
6.93 6.93 6.93 71 
268.40 257.61 254.60 2818 
6.83 2.57 1.94 61 
11.00 10.70 10.55 145 
6.67 8.15 9.47 217 
4.43 5.33 5.93 102 
.34 .27 .22 11 
8.12 7.06 6.70 110 
37.39 34.08 34.81 646 
5.39 5.39 5.39 197 
6.91 6.84 6 . 81 48 
1.40 1.22 1.16 19 
6.93 6.93 6.93 84 
10.00 10.00 10.00 IS 
1.25 1.25 1. 25 10 
31. 88 31.63 31.54 373 
337.67 323.32 320.95 3837 
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As stated in Section 3 of the ma i n text, certain parameters were 
taken as given design constraints. These parameter s are indicated by 
asterisks (*) in Table 1. The remaining parameters in Table 1 and also 
the detailed mass distribution in Table 3 were obtained by application 
of design principles. The principles and assumptions which wer e used 
to obtain each of the parameter and mass values are explained below. 
Where numbers are quoted, they refer to the 4.1 meter flight test model. 
1. Number of Blades 
The only number of blades given serious consideration was six. 
This is the smallest number of blades for which a symmetric (isotropic) 
rotor can be built which has damping in all modes. It is also attractive 
from the viewpoint of space utilization in the stowed configuration (see 
Figure 1). 
2. Sheet Width and Blade Radius 
The width of the reflective sheet was taken to be 0.4 m less than 
the deployment reel l ength in order ~~ allow room for eJge tendons and 
gaps between the tendons and the sheet. The value 0.4 m is arbitrary 
and will allow for some flexibility in the design of the blade panels. 
As explained in the main 'text, the deployment reel length was treated as 
a free parameter. 
The blade radius was calculated as follows: 




where A = reflective area (60,000 m2) 
'1, = number of b lades (6) 
C = sheet width (3.7 m) 
The factor 1.05 is the allowance for cut-outs. 
3. Deployment Reel Diameter 
The considerations affecting selection of the inner and outer reel 
diameters are: 
a. Avai lable space in the stowed configuration (see Figure 1) 
b. Adequate volume to stow the blade 
c. Adequate strength and stiffness 
d. Minimum weight 
The design formula for adequate volume is 
!.- (0 2 -D~) > t (2) 4R 0 1 
where 0 = outer diameter (.5 m) 0 
D. = inner diameter (.35 m) 
1 
R = blade radius (2838 m) 
t = blade thickness allowance in the stowed configurat ion 
(.0283 nun) 
The value for t is the value used in the full-s ·eale design. In the 
case of the 2.9 m design, it was necessary to reduce D. to 0.3 m i~ order 
1 
to satisfy Equation 2. 
4. Blade Root Tens i on 
l~e only consideration used in selecting blade root tension was 
that the susceptibility to flutter be the same as for t.he full-scale 
A-2 
An approximate design formula for equal flutter susceptibility is 
(
rs )4/3 
T - = 
o R 
where To = the blade root tension 
R = the blade radius 
constant 
rs = minimum distance from the sun 
The value of T for t he 4.1 meter flight test model (161 Newtons) 
o 
is obtained from Equation 3 and the parameters list ~d in Table 1. 
S. Edge Tendon Has s 
The edge tendons must carry the blade tension while withstanding 
persistent attack by micrometeoroids. ~ !~(ional design procedure to 
meet the microme teoroid threat was not available during preliminary 
(3) 
design of the full-scale vehicle. However, in order to scale the value 
of edge tendon mass to the flight test model, it will be assumed that 
the cross-sectional area can be separated into a part required to carry 
ult imate tensile loads and a part that may be removed by micrometeoroids. 
It will be further assumed that each tendon consists of two .001 mil 
graphite polyimide tapes with frequent load transfer points. Under these 
assumptions, an approximate design formula for the mass of the edge 
tendons is 
M = R ~'4 . 2To (1 + 750 ( Tm 
et P"h a 3 T 4 yrs 
u 0 
R )1/3)~ 
x 90~OO J 
where p = density of material (1527.5 kg/m3) 
8 2 
a = ultimate tensile strength of tapes (8.96 x 10 N/m) 
u 
T. = mission duration (S years) 
and "h' R and To have been defined previously. 
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(4) 
lfuen this fo rmu la is applied t o the full-scale vehicle, it gives a 
value of ~let equal to 367 Kg rather than the value of 514 Kg given in 
Table 3. The value in Table 3 is considered to be overly conservative. 
6. Batten ~1ass 
It i s assumed that batten weight is 5.1\ of bare film weight, inde-
pendent of vehicle size. 
7. Tip Hass 
Tip mass is assumed equal to 0.2 Kg per meter of sheet width, which 
is consist ent with the full-scale design. 
8. Blade Hardware 
The mass of blade hardware is assumed equal to 4\ of bare film weight 
independent of vehicle size. 
9. ~fass of Film, Coatings and Seams 
The masses of these items are scaled directly from the full-scale 
design in proportion to reflective area. 
10. Spin Rate 
An approximate design formula for spin rate is 
( 
2T )1/2 
n = Mb~ (= .0514 
where T = blade root tension (161 N) 
o 
~~ = mass of one blade (42.935 Kg) 
R = blade radius (2838 m) 
rad/sec) (5) 
Equation 5 assumes that the blade mass is uniformly distributed 
along the blade. 
A-4 
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11. Relative Maneuver Time 
Relative maneuver time is defined as the time required to perform a 
maneuver with given blade pitch settings, divided by the orbital period 
arl)und the sun. It can be shown that 
(T -C/Or 1/2~) = constant 
rm 5-1> (6) 
where Trm is the relative maneuver time, 0 is the spin rate, rs is the 
distance to the sun, ~b is the mass, of a blade, and C is the blade chord. 
12. Flap Hinge Offset 
Flap hinge oifset is cal culated to give the same value of blade 
flapping as the full-scale vehicle for a given error in blade pitch angle. 
It can be shown that 
(7) 
where e is the flap hinge offset and the other quantities have been pre-
viously defined. For the 3.4 m and 2.9 m blades, the value of e/R given 
by Equation 7 eads to excessively large retention system weight and has 






4.1 m .00587 
4.4 m .00651 
Full-scale vehicle .005 
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increased over values given by Eq. 7 
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13. Damper Stiffness 
The damper is designed to give the same damping coefficient for 
blade vibration modes as in the full-scale design. The design formula 
for damper stiffness is 
gd 3T R )2 
Kd .. ~ . -1- . ( i (= 7086 Nm/rad) 
where gd .. damping coefficient of damper (0.3) 
gl .. damping of first flapping mode (.001) 
14. Flap Hinge Stays 
(8) 
The length of the flap hinge stays is computed by the following 
formula which maximizes flap hinge brace stiffness for a given mass. 
where 
So· --e=T---:(~l..,;... 5:....;e:..."K~d-"'"='KK~dy.."..) (.. 53.43 m) 
1 - Kd 
0 
1 + ~ + 





.. boom stiffness (assumed equal to 6.39 Kd) 
.. yoke stiffness (assumed equal to 4.0 ~) 
mass of the stays is computed by the formula 
m • s 
(a 2.57 Kg) 
where E = modulus of ela~ ticity (1 . 2065 x lOll N/m2) 
p .. density of material (1522.5 Kg/m3) 




In order to minimize weight, the vertical separation W~ 3 increased 
for the shorter deployment reels as follows: 











The mass fraction of the deploywent reels (relative to film mass) 
was assumed to be proportional to the square root of the deployment reel 
length. In addition, the masses of the shorter deployment reels were 
increased arbitrarily to account for increased vertical stay separation 
(s ee Section 14 above) and for decreased reel diameter (in the case of 
the 2.9 meter reel). 
16. Booms and Yokes 
The booms and yokes are designed by stiffness. The assumed ratio 
of boom stiffness and yoke stiffness to damper stiffness is given just 
bel~w Equation 9 above. The cross-sectional area of effective material 
in the boom and in the yoke to provide the required stiffnesses is given 
by the design formula 
where ly = length of yoke (4.1 m) 
~ = length of boom (2.68 m) 
w • width of cross-section (0.3 m) 
[~ + ~Yr (11) 
E • modulus of elasticity (1.2065 x lOll N/m2) 
A-7 
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The masses of the booms and yokes are computed from 
r.;, = 5~p~-\ (= 5. 33 Kg) (12) 
M • 5nbPl A (a 8.15 Kg) Y y Y (13) 
The f ac tor of 5 i s a structural inefficiency factor derived from the 
full-scale design. 
17. ~faximwn Flapping ~foment 
The maximwn flapwise bending moment is assumed to occur in the 
maximum precessional maneuver with one blade feathered due to a non-
functioning pitch motor. It can be shown that the moment has the follow-
ing proportion to design parameters: 
( R )2 M _ - C max R 
s 
(14) 
Table I shows that the value for the full-scale design is 1222 Nm, 
which gives 56 Nm for the 4.1 meter model. 
18. Damper r-fass 
The design formula for damper mass is 
(a .269 Kg) \15) 
where 
"b • number of blades (6) 
p a density of damper material (1384 Kg/m3) 
y • maximum shear strain (0.2) 
G :: shear modulus (6.894 x 105 N/m2) 
Kd a damper stiffness (7086 Nm/rad) 
Mmax • maximum flapwise bending moment (56 Nm) 
A-8 
19. Pitch Motor Design 
The maximum pitch motor torque consists of a part due to the maximum 
static blade restoring moment and a part due to friction. The design 
formula is 
where Cf = coefficient of friction (.01) 
rb = inner radius of bearings (.025 m) 
;, = distance between bearings (.15 m) 
M = maximum flapwise bending moment (56 Nm) max 
The factor .675 is the maximum blade restoring moment for the full-scale 
design. The design torque was incre?Sed to 0.4 Nm for conservatism . 
The maximum shaft power is assumed proportional to Sl-Ie where n 
is the spin rate of the vehicle. With this a~su.mption. the power rating of 
the pitch motor for the flight-test model is 15.2\ as large as that for 
the full-scale design. 
The masses of the pitch motor. of the pitch bearings. and of the 
pitch axis structure were scaled from full-scale design values by the 
following assumptions: 
M (pitch motors) - (Power)2/3 (= 6.84 Kg total) 
M (pitch bearings) - (M )2/3 (s 1.22 Kg total) 
max 
M (pitch axis structure) (M )2/3 (a 7.06 Kg total) 
max 
20. Center Truss 
The mass of the center truss (5.39 Kg) was scaled from the mass of 
the hub end assemblies for the full-scale vehicle (90 Kg) by assuming 
A-9 
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that the mass is proportional to the film mass multiplied by the two-
thirds power of the dis tance from the centerline to the axis of the 
deployment reel in the stowed configuration. 
21. Deployment Mechanisms 
The mass of the deployment mechanisms (6.93 Kg) was assumed equal to 
4\ of the bare film mass. 
22. Cont ro l System and Electrical Wiring 
The mass of the control system (10 Kg) was assumed equal to two-
thirds of the mass of the full-scale control system. 
The mass of the electrical wiring (1.25 Kg) was assumed equal to 
one-eighth of the mass of electrical wiring for the full-scale vehicle. 
This was done because there are half as many blades, the distances are 
one-half as large, and the power rating is much smal ler . 
A-I0 
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A rotating elastic body requires a dynamic analysis to de t. ermine the 
presence of dynamic instabilities. As part of the investigation of the 
Hel iogyro blade design studies, a stability analysis was conducted using 
~ISC/NASTRAN. This analysis required the development of solution methods 
for NASTRAN that included the following items: 
1. Centrifugal forces 
2. Tennis-racket moments 
3. Influence coefficients for blade flutter 
4 . Structural damping of elastomeric damper 
s. Coriolis forces 
6 . Hub boundary conditions for reactionles3, collective and cyclic 
modes analysis 
7. Blade pitch effects 
8. Vertical and inplane solar pressure loads 
9. Blade fabri cation distortion effects 
The meth~ds for implementation of the above items and the usage of NASTRAN 
for the stability a~alysis are the subjects for this report, including the 
unusual steps associated with obtaining a NASTRAN solution. 
Usage of Nft.STRAN to simulate the equations of motion for the Helio-
gyro blades requires the addition of special terms which account for items 
1 through 5 above. Section 2.3 of Reference 1 presents a general descrip-
tion of the equations of mot ~ on for a rotating bl ade . That description 
generally applies to the methods of solution developed for NASTRAN. Items 
1, 2, 3 and 4 were included with the stiffnes~ matrix. Item 5 was included 
in the damping matrix. Item 6 was incorporated '~ith the mass matrix. 
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Items 7, 8 and 9 were included through redefinition of the geometry of the 
basic NASTRAN model. Extensive alters to the NASTRAN rigid formats were 
necessary to generate the sequence of NASTRAN solutions including the 
effects due to items 1 through 5. 
2.0 NASTRAN RUN SEQUENCE DESCRIPTION 
This section describes the procedures that were used in the NASTRAN 
dynamic analysis of th0 Heliogyro Solar Sail. The intent of this section 
is to provide the reader (who is a NASTRAN user) with sufficient details 
to enable him to perform a s i i lar type of analysis. The NASTRAN user is 
assumed to have some knowledge of the following NASTRAN capabilities and 
solutions: 
1. Dr-lAP and Rigid Format Alters 
2. Differential Stiffness Solutions 
3. Hodes Analysis (Direct and Hodal) 
a. Real (S~L 3 or S0L 25) 
b. Complex (S0L 7 and S~L 10) 
4. Data Base Operations 
All of the above items are described in Reference 2. In addition to the 
above, it is important to understand the ~ontents of Chapters 1 through 3 
in Reference 1. A description of the Heliogyro NASTRAN model and results 
of the analysis are described in Reference 3. 
2.1 Straight Blades 
The designation of straight bl ades means that the blade is a straight 
line and the blade axis is coincident with the radial line emanating from 
the center of rotation. Only items which would cause no inplane or vertical 
-2-
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deflections may be analyzed wi t h the following sequence of runs. The items 
included are centrifugal loads and/or imposed blade pitch. The sequence 
of NASTRAN runs which are r equired to obtain straight b lade results is 
described by the following steps: 
1. The Di fferential Stiffness Solution (S~L 4,1) uses RF 4$33A 
wh ich puts in the centrifugal stiffness terms and the tenni s 
racket effect. The output to be used for the next run is the 
di ffe rential stiffness matrix [Kd ] which has been stored on a gg 
• 
Data Base. When preparing the NASTRAN input, the following 
details should be considered: 
a. Set parameters ~1~DEL and THETA! for storage of [Kd ] gg 
and the geometry data on the Data Base for doing structure 
plots. 
b. Select the proper set of DMIG data for the 0M2 C02 data). 
The 2,2 term of 0M2 should be set to zero, corresponding 
to a prestretched blade. 
c. Select proper TENPAD data for correct tenni s racket moments. 
See Appendix I for calculation of TENPAD. 
d. Eliminate unnecessary data such as ASET, EIGR, D~UG' s 
for complex constraints. 
e. S ~ !~ct the proper set of SPC's. 
f. If this is t he f ; rst run and the Data Base has not been 




/ /0 $ 
g . Note the cor e allocations set with PARAM statements with 
parameter D0WN . 
h. Note whether EP0INT's or SP0INT's are included for later 
modes runs for the complex constraints. 
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i. When design changes for ~~e blade are being made which 
include chord reductions, be careful with the RBE2's, as 
they don't have differential stiffness capability. 
2. Reactionless ~Iodes Solution (S0L 25) uses the alter RC1'M0DE 
to fetch the differential stiffness matrix [Kd ] stored on the gg 
Data Base during the S0L 4 run. lne alter includes the centri-
fugal force terms and tennis racket moments. The alter also 
s t ores the mode shapes for plotting at a later time. When 
preparing the NASTRAN input, watch for the following: 
a. Set parameters ~10DEJ,. and TIiETAZ for fetching the right 
d [K ] from the Data Base. Set the parameter S0LID to gg 
identify the modes to be stored on the Data Base. 
b. Select the ASET for the Reactionless Modes. 
c. Remove the extraneous data used by the differential 
stiffness such as the SPC and RF0RCE data. 
d. Select the proper ASET, SPC, 0M2, C0UPLX and EIGR data 
for the type of modes. 
3. Collective ~Iodes Solution .(S0L 25) uses the alter RCTM0DE to 
fetch [Kd ] stored on the Data Base during the differential gg 
stiffness solu~ion. This solution is nearly the same as the 
reactionless modes solution in item 2, except for the following: 
a. Select the proper SPC's 
b. Set parameter S0LID for mode storage on the Data Base. 
4. Cyclic (Regressive and Progressive Sequence) Modes (S0L 7,1 
or S0L 10,1) use alters NE\~CYC or NEWFLlTT, respectively, to 
put in the [Kd ] from S0L 4,0, the centrifugal force terms, gg 
the tennis racket moments and Coriolis force terms. When the 
"d irect" approach is used in NASTRAN, structural damping is 
automatically included, however, the "modal" approach requires 
an alter to include the structural damping. The modal method 
~as not the original approach used to solve for cyclic modes. 
The direct method was first used and only the inplane mode, 
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were obtained because of the core size limitation for the ASET 
points used in the analysis. Whenever preparing a cyclic modes 
solution, consi der the following: 
a. Set parameters H\3DEL and TIiETAZ for fetching the correct 
[Kd ] for the run. gg 
b. Remove differential stiffness related data, SPC's and 
RF\3RCE. 
c. Put in structural damping on CELASl's for S\3L 7,1 and on 
CELASI and ~~Tl cards for S\3L 10,1. 
d. Select proper ASET, SPC, 0~f2 and C\3UPLX data. S\3L 7,1 
uses SP0INTS for C\3UPLX while S\3L 10,1 uses EP\3INTS. 
e. If doing a two-bladed model, special temporary storage is 
required due to the problem size. 
2.2 Blades with Inplane and Vertical Deflections 
Whenever inplane or vertical blade deflections are included so that 
the blade axis does not coincide with the y-axis, the blade geometry 
changes are necessary to calculate the modes. Inplane and vertical 
blade deflections are caused by solar pressure loads and differential 
strain (manufacturing deformations) effects. The combined effects of 
solar pressure loads, differential strain, centrifugal loads and blade 
pitch may be analyzed in any combination with the following sequence of 
NASTRAN nms. 
1. Differential Stiffness Solution (S\3L 4,0) has to be performed 
2. 
to obtain [Kd ] for the straight blade (see Section 2.1). If this 
d " g [Kgg] was already obtained from a previous run, then this step 
may be omitted. 
d Static Solution (S0L 24,1) uses the [Kgg] generated in Step 1 
and the STATS0L alter. The alter includes the addition of the 




centrifugal force effects and the tennis-racket moments. The 
sol ar pressure loads (see Appendix L) are put in to the bulk 
data by the conventional NASTRAN static solution through 
F0RCE data cards. Manufacturing deformations al'e introduced 
through the DEF0RM bulk data card ~; . The values put on the 
DEF0JU.1 cards are 1/20000 times the r,od .element length on the 
trailing edge stiffener and +1/20000 for the leading edge. 
Solar pressure loads which simulate untrimmed collective pitch 
are shown in Appendix L. When setting up the NASTRAN deck, 
note the following details. 
a. Set the parameters t>10DEL and THETAZ to fetch the proper 
[Kd ] from the Data Base. gg 
b. Select the proper loads, SPC's and 0M2 data (term 2,2 is 
_n2 now). 
c. Remove the data associated with the modes solution for 
ASET, EIGR, SPC and C0UPLX. 
d. Remember to include the differential strains (OEF0RM) 
or inplane solar pressure loads to simulate untrimmed 
collective pitch. 
3. The Differential Stiffness Solution (S0L 4 ,0) has to be re-
peat ed with the selected effects (centri fugal force, solar 
pressure loads, differential strain, etc.) included . In 
addition, the blade geometry has to be modified to include the 
deflections of the grid points obtained from the static solution 
(Item 2). Going from the stat i c solution to this second dif-
ferential st i ffness solution has the effect of neglecting any 
internal element loads i~troduced by the static solution. To 
determine how well the 30lar pressure loads are balanced by 
the centrifugal loads, vert ical SPC's are introduced along the 
blade in this different i al stiffness solution so that forces 
of single point constraints may be obtained to measure any 
unbalanced forces . The truss tip usually had si&nificant SPC 
forces. Since internal loads were lost, primarily in the 
truss, the DEF~~i capability was used to introduce the internal 
-6-
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loads in the rod elemeOits of the truss. The loads resulting 
from the DEF0RM cards were spread to the boom, yoke and post 
elements so that iterations were required to obtain a balance 
between the solar pressure and centrifugal loads. Details to 
check while assembling the NASTRAN deck are the same as the 
straight blade differential stiffness solution. 
4. The t>1odes Solution (S0L 10,1) uses the NEWFLUT alter and the 
[Kd ] matrix from the previous solution (Item 3). Since the gg 
blade has vertical and inplane displacements, the Coriolis 
forces must be included in reactionless, collective and cyclic-
type modes solutions. The NEWFLUT alter includes the Coriolis 
force's, the differential stiffness matrix, centrifugal force 
terms, tennis racket moments and structural damping. Details 
of the NASTRAN deck to check are: 
a. Set the parameters H0DEL and 'mETAZ to get the proper [K:g] matrix. 
b. Select the proper ASET and SPC data for type of modes, 
reactionless~ collective or cyclic. 
c. Select the proper 0M2 data (term 2,2 is n2 ). 
d. Remove differential stiffness data, RF0RCE. 
e. Include structural damping on CELASl and ~~Tl data cards. 
f. If cyclic modes, put in C0UPLX and EP0INT data. 
g. If two-bladed model, special temporary storage is required. 
2.3 Flutter Solution 
To obtain the aerodynamic force coefficients, calculate off-diagonal 
stiffn~ss terms as described in Appendix M. The flutter solution is 
precisely the same as the modes solution (Section 2.2, Item 4) when 
vertical and inplane deflections are present, except for the addition of 
the AER0 term to be added to the stiffness matrix. 
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AL TER 8 __ _ __ ._ . _____________ _ 
OBSTO RE SIL,EQEXIN,E C T,C S TH,BGPOTIIV,y.~OOEL/V,y,THETAZ S 
ALTER 25,2b RfI/~ 
.r ~.1 , , ~ ~..!, EP.T ,BGpO.T I g I 1. .. GP. tJ • C S t~/E 5 t I, tie: l~ GPE t t. IV •. N. t..USE tfC I. ~L123L-__ RF 1f.:: 
V,N,NOSIMP/l/V,N,NOGENL/V,N,GENEL. t RFt/; 
SAVE NQSIMP,NOGENL,GENEL RF1/~ 
CHKPN 1: _~_~.T. ' G~ 1.1 Gf_E~t. _ S !:l~ll ; 
PARAM IIA JO/V,N,NOKr,CX/1/0 j ~Fl/~ 
PARAM IIAOO/V,N,NOMGG/V,N,SKPMGG/l S UNTIL. fMG FIX ~fl/~ 
_ Al. TER 29, ~9 __ . ____ . _____ _ 
CHKPNT OGPST S 
ALTER 30,35 
EMG __ E S T ,C S T M, M ~ .T, 0 l Y ,GEO~2, .. ,I K ELM .1<0 tCJ: t.~EI..t1. 1 ~O I C.lLI I .V .. N I.t-IOKGGXI _. __ _ _ RF.1L; 
v,N,Nn MGG/OIIIC , y,CQUPMASS S 
SAVE ~O~GGX,NOMGG S 
CHKP~T KEI.M,I(OICT''''EL~,MOIC.T. ! _ .. . _ __ ... __ ._. _ . ___ . _ _ . ___ . _______ . __ .. ......... ___ __ .. 
EMA GPECT,KOICT,I(EL.M,BGPDT,SIL,CSTM/I<CGX,GPST S RF1/~ 
CHKPNT KGGX,GPST S 
COND __ . ___ LBLl , 5K P"MG(LS 
------------- ---- --_ . . _ ---_._. COND JMPMGG,NOMGG 
EMA GPECT,MOICT,MELM,8CPOT,SIL,CSTM/McG,/C,N,-1/V,Y,.TMASS. t.o S 
C~KPNT MGG S ........ . __ ._. __ ... _ .. _ ._._. 
LAeEL. J~p~GG s 
AL TE~ IH 
3MUL.TIPL.Y TI '-4E MGG, ADO TO )<GG _ .. ___ ._._ . __ _ .... 
MA TMOD OM2"",IOM2G,/5/v,N,LU5ET S 
MTRXIN, ,MATPOOL v EQEXIN.sIL,/TENPAD,,~S,N,LUSET/S,N,NOTH S 
DIAGONAL KGG/IGG/!rW.~E/O .. O_ S ..,. ___ ._ ...... . ___ . __ . _ _ ._ ... . _ . _ .. _ ___ ._ 
ADO TENPAO,IGG/COS2TM/(-1,0.0,0) S 
MPYAD OM2G,COS2TH,/OM cns s 
RFI n 
RFl/3 
LMPYAD OHCOS,~GG,KGG/KGGQ S Eautv kGGQ, K GG/AL~AYS S 
AL.T~R 102 
PARAH IIOO~N/O S _ _ .. 
GPFOR CASECC,UGV,~F.LM,KDtCT,ECT,~QEXTN,~PECT,PG ,OG,B~PDT,StL.,C5THI AFl/3 
nNRGY1,OGPF8\/DSO/C,y,Tt~V s 
PARA'" IIOQ\IIIN/2,OeO S _. __ ... ___ _ _ _____ __ __ _ ._ ._ .. __ . __ __ ._ .. _ _ __ __ .
OFP OPl/RGV1 ,OGPFR1"" II 'S ~Fl/3 
ALTER 101,107 
__ COND_._ ._. _P2.JUHPPLOT _S _ _ __________ .. __ __ . _ __ _____ _____ ____ _ ___ . ____ ._ 
PLOT PLTPAR,GPSETS,ELSETS,eASECC,BGPOT,EOEiIN,SIL,PUGVt"GP[CT,OlSll RF1/! 
PLOTX2/V,N,NSIL/V,N,LUSET/V,N.JUHPPLOT/V,N,Pl .- . -/V,N,PFtLE RFt/l 
SAVE PfILE . __ S _____ _ ________ _ 
PRTHSG PLOTX2 II S 
LABEL P2 S 
__ . Al. TER_ 108, 10q. _. ______ ___ _ . ___ . __ 
PARAML eASECeIIOTI/1/71IV,N,T~ET S 
PARAML CASECCIIOTI/llbIIV,N,OEFSET s 
fMG _. . ESI, C5.T!'4, Me,T, 0 I.T " UGV, G~JT, EO T II(DEL.M, KOD I~ r", I.1.1/ .01.0.1.. __ .. _____ _ .___ _ 
IIIV,N,T~ElIV,N,OEFSET S . 
CMKPNT KOEl.M,KOOICT S 
_ E MA . GPEe ~, ~.OOJ CI~l< OEL~.I~_G~Q"!,_S IL,_~S1.~.i~_O_~G £ . '-~_ 1_$ _ __ __ _ 
CMK PNT '<OGG S 
OB STO R~ KOGGIIV,y,MOOEL/V,V,THETAZI S 
OBHG R II S 
- ·' -E. ·x'IT - , ---- ----- --------- ------------
ALTER lbO,1&4 
COND P 3, JU'"' PPLOT S . 
- -- PLOT"- -PL"fpAR ; G'PSE T-S ;E-LSE fs, C ASECC-;e'GPOT, EOEilN;slL, PUSGV t -;;c'-PE'cf;DESBi-;- -
PLOTX 3/ V, N,N SIL/V,N,LUSET/V,N.JUMPPl.OT/V,N,PLTFLG/V,N,PFILE RFl/3 
SAVE PFILE J 
PRTMSG - -pL.Orx"J- ' '7"/- '--
LA~EL Pl S 
S ITERATED OtFFEREN'IAL ST IF FNESS _. _______ __ B.Uf 
·1 -----f ci7 -iI1i··--- --- · - RI G I -o- - 'fo R MAT " ISERIES 1'41 RF £II 
1 . RF 41 
S CASE CONTROL INPUT . __ _________ ~f __ Q_' 
. S .. - -. O·SCOEFFIC·tENf-ciRO----- --- - --- ·- - ~F 41 
S Rb £It 
S BULK DATA INPlJT . __ _______ _ ___ . _______ __ . ___ . ____ ___ ~F: . ..!!I 
J . -- OSF Ac'T CARD /' RF £II 
S PARAH?S EPSIO, NT, 8ETA ARE OPTIONA L ~F £II 
S ~F . al 
S I M P~L'vE S AC'C UR AC Y--OF-' 0 t FF E'REN T"I Al: ' ST I FF ~f SS- HATR t X By -- I T E~ A TION RF £II 
s-·- ~ -.----.. ---._. __ .. _._ .. _____ . __ ._~ .. -._ ... _. _._ .. ---.-._--... __ --.-RF "' 
_ . • LTE.R _____ ~.8, .~~ _____ . LR_F_"/~1 . ___ ._ __ _ ~_ . ____ _ ________ ________ . __ . RF_~t 
SCRI USET, ,uLv,uoOV,VS,GO.GM,P!.~S,"SS,/UGV,PC 1, QG/C.N,1/C.N, RF £II 
050 S / RF 41 
'LTERQq,100 ._ ._ .. _. _ __ . _ _ . . __ . ___ __ _ ._ RFal CH"PNT .... UGV,QG S · ... - -- --.- . RF £II 






O~G~,OGG .l,gU~_\'-t,ClES1,OEF1,PlJGV1/C,N~OSO .S . ___ ..... _ ._ .. ___ .. RF 41 
110 RF £II 
IIC,N,A001V,N,S~IFT/C,N,·1/C.N,O t AF £II 
__ . !./C,N,A"O'V_'~l .COUN.T/Y,~,Al.~Ay~= .• l/V.,~,NEVER .~l .. I . . _ ' __ " AF £II 
IIC,N.AOO/V,N,OSEPSt/C,N,O.O/C.N,~.O S M' ai , 
YS'IC,N,NULL/C,N,/C,N,/C,N,/V,N,NOYS S RF ai , 
----------------
-- - -- --_._------------_._- --_._---_._------_._-_ . . _._._. _ ._.- -----
JU~P OUTLPTOP 
LABEL OUTLPlOP S RF 
EaUlv PG,PG1/NOYS S RF 
C H K P N T P G 1 . . -. - -. . . .- - - - . R F 
PARAM IIC,~,~LOCK/V,N,TO S RF 
'LTlR 12Q,ll& RF 
ADD KAA,I(OAA/KRLt - ' -.. -. - -- ---. . --.. -- - - .- --- --- --.- -... -._ . . - -. -" RF 
ADD KFS,KDfS/KBFS S RF 
ADD KSS,KOSS/KBSS S RF 4 
.- COND. -- --.- -. PGOK ,.NOYS- I--------- -·- ·- · - .- - -- - --- - -------. -- -- - -- .--- - RF-- ~I 
MPYAO KBSS,YS,/PSS/C,~.O/C,N,l/C.Nfl/C,N,l S RF 41 
MPVAO K~FS,YS'/PFS/e,N,O/c,N,l/C,N,t/C,N.t S RF 41 
UHE.RGE _ . _ -USEf ~PF~. PSS/Phl/C~N,N/C ~hI,F-/C ~N,S · - s...--------- · ---------_ _ _ RF_ 41 
EQUI~ PN,PGX/MPCFl RF 41 
CONO NOMS,MPCFt RF 4/ 
UHERGE- _ - USE T ,PN ,/"eX/C,N,G/C. N, N/C, N.H- S-- .----- - . -------- --.------ - --- - RF- 41 
LABEL NOMS S AF 41 
ADO PGX,PG/PGG/C,NC_l,O,O,O,'s RF 41 
EQUlV . _ ___ PGG,PG1tAL.IolAYS- ------ -.------ --.--.--- -- -- ---RF- 41 
LABEL PGOI( RF 41 
ADO PG1,/PGOI S RF 41 
_ . ALIER ____ 1Ql ---------- .----RF- 'll 
JUMP INLPTOP 
LABEL INLPTOP RF 01 
_  PARAH ___ _ IIC,_N,KLoeK/v,_N~l1. __ L _ _____________ RF:-4.J 
SSG2 USET,G~,YS,KOFS.GO"PG1/,PBO.PBS,PBL S RF QI 
ALTER 108,148 RF 41 
SDR L ______ USE...T f-I UBLq,.,. vs.I-GO, GM ~PB S I-KB~ S ,..xBSS ,.tUBGV, ,.aBGtC,.N , -l/C ,N ,.OS l --S--RF- 'l1 
AL.TER 15~,15& 
ADO UBGV,UGV/OUGV/C,N,C-t,O,o,o, S RF 4/ 
Et"G _. _ ES T • CST M I-P'!P _T , 0 I-l, ,CUG V ,Gp T-T ,E 0 T 101( OELM, OKOQ.1C T , ,.,.,-1110-/0/ - - - ----
/IIV,N,lSE'/V,N,oE~SET S 
CHKPNT DKOELM,OKOoICT S 
EMA _ GPE~t~DKOQtCt,.OKDELM.BGP~t,SIL,C~tM/OKOGG,.J_ -1-S-____ _ 
CHKPNT DI<OGG S RF 41 
~pY'O OKDGG,UBGO,PGn/PGI1/C,N,O/C,N,1/C,N,1/C,N,1 S RF 41 
OSC'-'K __ _ __ ~G 1.PG 1 1. ... UBGVIIC,. ~,EP S to= 1- .. 5£-51 V .-N, 0 SEP-S I/C, Y, N T= . l/V,.N, fO/V.RF - III 
N, TI/V,N,OONE/V,N,SMIFT/v,N,CnUNT/C,Y,BETASQ S ~F 41 
SAVE OSEPSI,OONE,SHIFT,COUNT S RF 41 CONO __ ___ . __ OONE,OONE ______ ___ ___ _____ ________________ __ ______ _ RF_ 4' 
CUNO SHIFT,SHIFT S RF 41 
EQUIV PG,PG1/NE9ER S Rb+41 
EGUIV ._ PGll.FlGt/ALWAYS S _ _ . _ _ ____ . ____ _______ __ ___ ___ __ . _ _____ __ __ _ _. _ _ RF 41 
EQUIV PG1,PGlt/NEVER S RF 41 
REPT INLPTOP,1000 S AF 41 
TABPT. __ __ . _fGI t.f?G1.IIG .... LL -' ________ _ _ _ . __ _ . _ _ __ ___ ________ ___ _ RF_ 41 
LABEL SHIFT S R, 41 
ADO D~DGG,KnGG/KOGG1/C,N,C.l,O,O:O, S RF 41 
CMKPNT ~DGGl _ J __ . _ _ _ ____ __ ___ _ _ . _ .. _ . RF 41 
EQUIV UBGV,lJGV/ALwAYS/KOr.Ct,KOGG/AL\liiAYS S ~F 4, 
CHKP~T UGV,KOGG S RF 4, 
EQUIV __ ~OGG,I<OGG1/NEVEM/UGV,UBGVLNEvER s- __ __ .. ___ _  _____ _ __ RF 4, 
REPT ouTLPTOP,1000 S RF 41 
TABPT KDGG1,KOGG,UGV,,11 S RF 41 i~m 17ii.~~~~S - - - - - - - - ---- ------- --~Qt~~ RF G, 
AL.TEA 17',177 --&., 
S END Of RF ALTER -"SlL - _ ____ _ __ ___ ____ . ___ __ __ ___ .. _ 
APPENDIX C 
S~L 24,1 Sample Deck for One-Bladed Mode l 
.... -
tRUN 01:;STAT,228 
(SYM P H INTS,,~NS 
(ASG,UPR E81PRT(+t) 
tus~ Z.EB1PRTC . ll 
(BRI<PT PHINTS/Z 
tau AI. ISO "1 SC 
,OEA N,Ob,300/200 • ISD 
(ASG,AX (,)E~NOB01 •. _- .---- -- - . . ___ _ _ .._ __ . __ . _. _ _ . _ _ .. __ . ____ .. __ . _ __ . _ ... _. 
(USE DM01,OEANOB01 
(ASG,AX MI ~ EOATA, (t10G _ EDI L OATA _. _ _______ . ___ . _. _____ . _ . _ ____ .. ___ . ____ _ 
tEI.T MIKEOATA,MluBI.Ol,TPFS.BI.AOEl 
(EI.T MIKEDATA,MluB1TO,TFPS,81.01TO 




_ .. ~Sl , _57 .. _. ___ _ ._._ ... __ _ 
----- ----- ------_._- .---- -
-59.73 
tELT MI KE OATAiSOLPRS,TFPS.SOLPRS 
·l,~l ._._ . __ ._ _ __ . _____ . ________ . _ __ . __ . ___ _________ . ___ _ . ________ _ ._ 
tEL l MI ~ EOATA.STATSOL , TPFS,STAT50~ 
tFREE MIKEDATA • 
. tADD . ~ II<EDAr' •. ~SGCROL __ . ______ . ___________ _____ _ 
NASTR AN TITLEOPT • , , OAYLIMIT • QQ 
10 ~ELIOGYRO SOI.AP. SAILER SOLAR PRESSURE LOiDS 
TIME 2 
.. - D I AG - e ----
DIAG 22 
SOL 24,1 
- (AOO - ' TPFS,ST ATSOL 
CENO 
.TITLE . YEL IO G~ RO sot.AI~_S.ILER _ONE .BLAeEO_MOOEt.. .. 1Q, _.TME.TAO .. ~ __ O_ 
SUBTI = SOI.AR PRF,!SURE LOADS ANO ONE Dr.G UNTRl~MEO COLL PITCH 
I.ABEL = R :7 S 00M,~.7.blM,OMG •• 027~AO/SEC. CUTOUTS ANO REOUCEO CMORt' 
ECMO = SO~R~T _____________ _ 
SPC .. 1- '-
ULOAD • ALL 
o 1.SP. __ • __ _ ~ LI. ____ ___________ . ______ . __ 
--_._-
SPCF = AI.L 
ELF ORCE a ALL 
.GP ~ OR C E _~ _A t.t. ____ . ___ . ________ _ 
LOAD = 2 
BEGIN BULl< 
(ADO _ TPFS. BLA OE1 .. _. __ _ ____ _ __ .__ ____ . ___ .. __ . _ _ . ___ ___ ___ ._ ... __ . _ .. ''' __ _ '___ '' '_ 
tAOO TPF S, BL 01TO 
tAOO TPFS,MUeOA 
__ "DO_._ !~r: .S . SOt..P. ~$ _ _______ . __ _ 
SPC t,l.1 23USb.QOOOOO.1QQQ7 
S pel , 1 • • q q 'l q q 0 
P4RAM,MQOEL,tQ _. ____ . __ . __ ._ . ___ ____ . ____ __ ___ . __ _ _ ..... _ . . ... ___ . 
PA~AM, T~ET .Z,O 




(SHI EI:HPRT,.~NS __ ______ . . ___ . __ __ __ ____ ___ _ . ____ _ . _ __ ._ .... _ .. _ . _ .. 
lSYM PRINTS"M~S . 
- ...... _- - - --- ----_ •. _---'-._-- - _ ._--_._._- - _._- ---------_ .. ---_. -
APPENDIX D 
STATS0L Alter for S0L 24,1 
S BEGINNING O~ ALTER TO GET OEFLfCTIO~S OF ~OTATING BLACE 
S ~IT~ SO LAR PRESSURE 
ALTER q3 
C8FETCH II<OGG",,/9,v, Hfl DEL/V,Y,THETAil . S 
ADO KGG,I<DGG/KGGDSI , 
MATMOD O~2"",/OM2G , / S /V,N,LUSET S 
MT~XIN, ,MATPOOL,EQEXIN,SIL. / TENPAD"/S,N,LUSET/S,N,NOTH S 
DIAGONAL I(GG/IGG/S~UARE/ n .O S 
ADO TEN PA D,IG r. /COS2TH/(-t.o,O,n) , 
MPVAD __ OM2G,C OS2HI,/OMCQS , _ _ .____ _ ____ . ___ . _ __ __ _ . __ _ _ . __ _ ___ . ___ _ 
MPYAO OMCO S ,MGG,~GGDS/~GGQ S 
EQUIV KGGQ,KGG/AL~'YS S 
ALTE~ 104 105 
- .. . . - _. , - - _ . ------- -----
---------SEND rF ALTER 
---- - --- --- -------------
.- _._- ---- - - - --_._ -
----- - - - - -------- .------
--~-- .--- --------
- - - ---
------- -
. -- -._- ---------- ----- -- ----- - -----
-.. -.. _- _ .- -------------------- -------
_____________ CItJOINAD 'AOI---' _ _ _._ 
or POOR QUALITY 
APPENDa E 






[QUAL I SOMSC 
,DEAN,25,300/200 • ISO 
'AS~,. *NASTR.N .. _ _ _ ____ ___ ___ __ _______ __ ________ __ ___ ___ _ _ 
CASr"AX DEANOB01, 
[USE OSOl,OEANOBO l 
CASGt-AX- JotIKEOAfA. .. --------- - --------- -------- ------ - --___ __ -- - ---
[MOG EDIT OATA 
[ELT MIKEOATA, M l~8LD1,TPFS,ALlOE1 
tELT ___ ~IKEDA..t.- , M 1.58LD2 ,..TP-F1.1I'8LAO E2--.------ __ _ ______________ ___ _ 
rELT MIKEOlTA.~15B1TO,TPFS.RL01TO 
[ELT MIKEOATA,M1SB2TO,TPFS,RL02TO 
(ELT MIKEOAtA.MUBA007, TPf.S,HUeOA ------- - ----_.--______ __ __ _ 
·q,1b 
·28,lq 
·"q,4f9 _ _ . _ __ _______ . ____ _____ _ 
.53,57 
rELT MIKEDATA,RCTMODE,TPFS,RCTMOOE 
_ 'F~EE. . HIP<EOA.TA _ _ _ __ __ __ ___ _ 
[DELETE,C M15C~DOICT, 
CASG,UP M 1SCMDOICT,~11150 
tBRKPT _ PUNCH1/~15c~ OD ICj 
rOELETE,C M1SCMDNPT~, 
rlSG, UP M1SCMDNPTp,FIIISOO 
tUS~ _NPT~,~t5CM ONPTP 
(AOO MIKEDATA,ASGCROS 
~ASTRAN TITLEOPT = 0 , OAYLIMtT a qq , MtCORE = 82000 
10 . HELIOGYRO -SOLAR. -S.lLEIL'lIBRA.'tION.-MQOES .- RUtL-- ---
CHKPIIlT YES 
TI ME to D lA G _ e ___________ _ 
SOL 25,1 
[ADD TPFS,RCTMODE tENO. _ ___________ _ _ _____ _______ _ 
._-------
TITLE: HELIOGYRO SOLAR SAILER TWO BLAeEO MotEL 15, T ~ ETAZ • 0 
SueTI = MODES wITH ~EIIlT FORCE, R:7500M, C.',b3M, OMG=,027RAD/SEC 
t. A BE: L __ = REDUCE-D. _ C.MORO _AND _ CUTOU t5 f-- C.OLLEt.T l.v.L~OOU-____ · ___ _______ __ _ 
ECHO = SORT 
SPC : 1 
METHOD = 2_ _ _ _ __ _ _________ ___ __ _ .____ ___ ___ _ ______ . ___ . _____ __ _ . . __ __ _ _ 
DISP • ALL 
BEGI~ BULK 
.CADD __ TP~S~aLA. OE L __ 
IADD TPF!,BLADE2 
tADD TPFS,BLD1TO 
[ADD TPF ~,8l.D 2TO _ _ . _ _ 
(AOD TPF $, HUBOA 
ASET1,3b, QO oooo,Q no ool 
---------------------------
EIGW,2, .., GI v .O.,.02,l~,3" •• 1.-q.+EIGR2... _ __ _ __ __ ___ __ ________ _ . __ 
P1RAM,SOLID,3 SPC1,t,12"S.qoooO~,.OOOOt ORI~AL PAGE. 









-- -- _. __ ._- .------- --_._ -----
.---- ------- -_._----- --
---------- .-- - .-
----- - ----
--- ----------------
.- --------- ---- --
- - ---_._--
APPENDIX F 
RCnl~DE Alter for S~L 2S, 1 
S KEGI~NI~G OF 'LTER 
S RIGID FORMAT 25 ALTER Tn GET ~f'CTIONLESS ~ODES FOR 
S A STRAIGHT RLADE IIIITH A CENTRIPUGAL LOADING 
ALTER q2 S DIFF, ~TFF., CENT. FORCE ANO TENNtS RACKET MO~ENT 
OBFETCM IKDGG.",/Q,V, ~ODEL/V, y, T H ETAil S 
'DO' ~GG.KDGG/KGGDSI S 
MAT"10D OM2"",/OM2G,/S/V,N,LUSET.S _ _ _ _ . __ 
MTRXIN, ,MATP OOL,EQEXIN,StL,/TENPAD"/S,N,LUSET/S,N,NUTM S 
DIAGONAL KGG/IGG/SQUA~E/O.O s 
. '00 . _____ .TE~P.A .O, IGG/CO~2TH~ (~1.0.0 • . 0 '-_1 .. _ ___ ._ . _____ _ . _ . ______ _____ .. _. ___ _ 
MPYAO OM2G,COS2TH,/OMCnS S 
MPY'O OMCQS,MGG,~GGDS/KGG~ S 
EQUI v __ . .. ~~GQ, KGGI ALWA_V.S _5. __ . ___ .. ___ _ 
'LTER 102,1~3 S AvarD SOL ?S ERROR 
ALTER 15" S SAvE BLADE ~OOE SHAPES FOR PLOTTING 
OBSTO~ _ _ !..t:"I. J~, L. A~A/I..V, '!., ~ODEL/_V. L .Y, .$nLI0 . .• _. ___ . __ . _____ . ____ _ ._ ____ . __ 
CBMGH 117/V,Y,MODEL/V,y,SOLIO/V,Y,MOOEL/V,Y,SOLID/O/PMIG/UGV I S 
C8MGR II S 
S __ .. _ ___ ~_~D _OF. __ ~L T.E~_. _____ __ _____ ___ . ___ . _ __ __ __ .. __________ ___ _ 
-- _ .. - --- -------_._-------------_. 
.- _ ._-- --_._----------
-- - ------- -------
- -- -----------------------
. . -- . __ .. _ -_._--------- - --
. . ------ - ----- -------------
- -----_ .. -
. ---.- - _. __ ._ -----. - - . __ ._- - --- -
- --- -----
--------------------------_ ._------
~ ... ~ -_ .. --~-- -~ ... ~~ 
I ' - _. ..- .. -, ~ !- ..... - . __ 
--
APPENDIX G 
S~L 7,1 Sample Deck for One-Bladed Model 





(QUAL. I SDMSC 




tUSE.. -- OBO 1 ,OEANOBOS--- - --- -- .- .---- .. ------------- .--~--- -------- . _____ . __ 
[HOG EOIT OATA 
(EL.T MIKEDATA,MI4BL01,TPFS,BlADEI 
-281,26?-_. _. .. _ __ . ________ _ _ _______ ___ _ 
(ELT MIKEOATA,MluB1TO,TPFS,SlDtTO 
tEL.T MIKEOAfA,~UBADD7,TPFS.MURDA 




(FREE _ I'1IKEClAtA ...-__ _______ . ___ ._ .. __ _____ . ____________ __ __ ________ _ 
(DELETE,C ~lijB1CYDICT, . 
EASG,UP M14B1CYDICT,Fllll00 
tBRKPT __ .P.UNCMSLH1"a1c..Yox.c..t-__ . ___ . _ _ _ ._ .. __ ._. __ .. __ . _____ _ ._____ _ 
(OELETE,C M14B1CYNPTP. 
(ASG,UP M14B1CYNP1P,Fllll000 
. . , (USE_ NPTP., M14B 1C.YNP_tP- __ _ 
(ADO MIKEDATA.ASGCROS 
NASTRAN TITLEDPT a 0 , OAyL.IMIT a qq 
.it _ ~tLI OGYRa.._SOUR._SAIL.[JLt.YC~1C-J100£~RUN _ ____ _ _ 
TIME 7 
CHK PNT YES 
. _ DIAG .. 1 __ . __ . ___ _ 
OIAG 8 
OIAG 13 
. OlAG .. 20 . ____ . __ 
·SOL 7,1 
(ADO TPFS,NE~CYC tEND _. ___ ___ . _________ _ __ .. _____________ _________ . ______ _ 
rIfLE = MELIOGYRO SOLAH SAILER ONE BLAnEO MODEL la, TMETAZ • 0 
SUBTI = CYC MOS wITH CENT. LOADS, R=75nO M, C.7.b]M, UMGa,027RAO/SEt 
L.ABEL.. =! . C=~ ~'L .AT - t."! •• ftl.A,.CU.TOIJl-. - .A.t.-L..~.- .. qli~R---
ECHO • SORT 
SPC = 1 CM£r"'oO !!!I ._ j __ ____ . _ . __ . __ . _ __ . __ . ________ . ______ . _. _______ ___ . ______ . __ ... __ _ 
OISP • ALL. 
BEGIN BUL.K 









eELAS I. 19Qq2.1 QQQ2,l QQqo. 5, 199Q7 .. 5 .. . -- - ----. . - .-.- - -.. - . -':~~~ft1~-!~?~~' 
PELAS,1 9QQ 2,IOO".3 ~~~' ,p~u~·-
~AT1,11,120,b5.Q".l"".3 Of ENOOA T. _. ____ .. _____ . __ ... ____ ._ . ___ . ___ . __ . _ _____ . ____ ... ___ ____ . ____ . __ . ____ _ 
[BRKPT PRINTS 
(F~EE,A l lSYM EttlPRT"MNS __ . __ ._ .. _____________ ... ___ . . ______ . __ _____ . __ _ _ ___ . __ 
lSY"" PRINTS"MNS 
• APPENDIX H 









RIGID FORMAT ALTER TO INCLUDE TME EFFECTS OF • 
t. CENTRIfUGAL. FOPCE! ._ 
2. CO~IOLIS EFFECTS 
1. TENN13 ~'CKET EFFEtTS 
__ . q ... COMPLEX. CONS TR AINTS ~ 1. . T ... E. . CENTER OF 
S ON ROTATING BODIES. 
ROTATION ___ . _. . . . __ 
1 _- ... _0_. _____ .... __ . ________ __ ____ . ~ . __ _ . _ _ __ .. __ .__ . ____ ~ _____ . .. ___ .. _ 
S 
ALTER 33 $ 
SETVAt. . _ ll..V I N ,},meGGI O_.S_ OY:E R.~ULL.S1"Al­
At. TER "1 S 
MAT~OD nM2,SIL""/OM2G,/51 S 
_ C8FE_TCt:1 _.~j<_OGG" ,_, ~O •.. Y .~ODE;LL~,"' .. ~EIAl __ S. _____ __ _______ _____ .____ ._. 
ACD KGG,KOGGJKGGA S 
EQUIV KGGA,KGfjIALlliAYS i pAl} 
HTR X IN, _ , H~ TPOOl., f:.(gE x IN. 5 I L, I_TEN~. CCUP,,".X, 15, N I LLJSETlS. N, ~01H _$ . _____ __ _ __ _ 
o I AGO N A L KG G ~A ~ G I ~ ~ U ARE / 0 • 0 S ·, ;' 
ADD TEN~,IGG/COS2T l l /C.1.O,O.O) I 
HPYAD __ __ C~2.G ... C;OS~LT_H A./Ot"tQS _. S ____________ _ ___ • 
HPYAD OMCOS,MGG,/OMMGG S I 
ADO OMMGG,/KCENTI S 
HA t~O[)_O.t:" 1.. s tL., a..LLlQM 1 el, 1.5/ __ .$ __ 
MPYAO OHIG . MGG,/BCOR S 
AOO BCaR,BGG/SGGQI S 
._._.EQUIV __ J3GGQLeG.~l~u!'~.l.S_! ______________ -:--___________ • 
ALTER 13b S 
UPARTN USETO,COUPLX/COUPLXO",/P/D/O S 
.HA TREDU __ KCE;NT • . USE...T ,.G"!.. GO/~ A ~Q/S.~ ,NOK'E.~tL $ _ _ ___ _ _ _ 
ADO KDn,KAAG/KDOQQ S 
EQUIY KOOQQ,KOO/ALWAYS S 
ADO _. __ !'4_0Q ,_t _O~~X.!L{~ Q.O_Q _S _________ _ ___ _ 
EGUIV ~DOG,HOO/ALWAYS t 
ALTER 1~2 S GENERALIZED MASS CALcULATynN 
~PYAD . __ ~ ~O.D. , p _M .IO~~ ~p_~ r _ s 
--.- ------- ---.- - - - ---tI 
"'ATMOO PHIO"",/PHIDCNJ. / 10 S 
MPYAD PHIOCNJ,MPHI,/GMCX/I S 
M. T"'OO . ''''CX, I 1. 1 .. lG~CXF '.I21IJ/1~.5 . . S ___ _ _ __ ~-I_ 
MATPRN GMCXF II S 
S 
S 
S ENO OF RISID FORMAT ALTER 
_. , --' - _._----- --- --- ---'----
/ 





-----_._--- - ---1 
- . ~ . -- ._- --_ . .. _--- ._ . .. . . . .. . _ .. . -- -_ ....... . 
APPENDIX I 
S0L 10,1 Sample Deck for Two-Bladed ~fodel 
(RUN, NIT OBC ~ 2 B ,228 
[5Y~ PRI~TS,,~ N S 
tASG,UPR E~bPRT(+l),F//ISOOO 
(USE Z,~B ~ PRT(.l) 




[ASG,AX OEANOR 01. 
• ISO 
rUSE _. 080 t ,DE A ~080 t . __ _______ _ . _ __ _ ._ .. ____ _ ._. __ .. . ___ __ .. _ __ __ ____ . __ ____ __ __ ._. _ __ ._ 
IHOG EDIT DATl 
(ELT Mt~EOATA.M15 BL01,TPF$.BLAOEt 
-281,282 . ____ . . ____ . ____ . __ ._. _ _ _ .... _ __ ______ ._ . . _ _ . _ .. . __ _ . _ _ . _ _ _ 
[EL T M I I< ED-A-fA:a1-r~~CD2 '" T PF S. BLADE2 . 
-278,278 
_. _. (EL. T_. __ MtI(EO~ ~~ .!~ 15~ 1 r.o. TPES, RI.D!.tO __ _ _ _ . __ . _____ _____ . _ __ _____ _ 
tEL.T MIKEDATl,"'15B2TO,TPFS.8L02TO 
tELT MIKEOATA,HUBA007,1PFS.~UBOA 
.q, 1 b _ . ___ _ . __ ____ ___ _ " __ ____ . _____ _ ._ . _ . ____ _ __ _ 
~28,31 
~4&9,"q 




---_ . . _- _._- _. __ ._- -_._ - - - -----
(EL"T ' '" IKE D'A T A • NEw-f"I-uf; T'p-is ~·c PL iMO-
(fREE "'IKEOATA, 
_ll)EL~TE. ~~_~ 1 5e 1 ~~O t CT 1 ___ ._ . 
tASG , UP M15B1CPDICT,FI//300 
lBRKPT PUNCHS/~15elCPOICT 
CSA'VETAPE NPTP L 
· ... 15 · -2BL:0-C~-~PT P 
(ADO MIKEDATA,SECQN6S 
[ADO MII<EOATA.ASG~~!?~ __ ______ ___ ___ .. _ __ _ . _ _ . 
NAS 'TRAN- ~I'fL-E'OP'T- '- ~ , OAYLI"'IT • Qq , MICOIlE • 1~7000 
10 ~ELIOGYRO SOL.AR SAILER CO~PLEX "'00E5 AUN 
TIME 21 ___ _ __ ____ ._ . _ _ _ __ _ 
CHKPNT y·fs------
o lAG 1" 






- - -- - - -----. . ---- .--.-- ._ - - --- - ._ -- _ ... ----- --- .. - - -_.-
T t TL.£ ·. - ·MEl"fOGYR·o "SO-C'AR '! -iiLE'R"'T w(i- "BL,Iie:D 'oOEL i"S-;-"THE'TAZ -.- ,,- '- ' -- .----- -
sueTt s R:7500 M, C=7.b3"', OMGs~027~AO/~EC 
LASEL. = REOUCED _ CMO~O .. l~,j/) .CUTOUTS, .CYCLIC ._MODES . __ _ . _. .. . . _. _, __ ,,_ ,, _ _ 
ECt'4U • SORT 
SPC • t 
METHUD • 2 
-. . - .. - . ..-... - -- . ... . --- -- --- . -.-'-'- " . -.-.-- -- - -.- --. - - -- --. -.. -.--. --'J ' .. 
tJi ,t.~ 
-.-. - _.- ---_ .. _-- - -.-.-.- - -_. _ _ ._ .. _- - - - .. - ---- - ~~ Q\! - - - . 
- - - ----- -------
--------- ._._------ - -----_._ - .-- _ . . __ .. --- '" 
• 
SET 100 = l,-7,2,-7,3.-7,u,-7,S.-7,b._7,7.-1,A.-7,9.-7,10.-7, 
11.r.1,12,-7,13.-7,lij~.7,lS._7,lb •• 7,17.-7,t8 •• 7,lq,-7, 20.-7, 
21.~7r22,.7,23,_7,2ij~.7,2S,_7,2b •• 7,27 •• 7,l8 •• 7,2q.-7, 30,-7, 
11 •• 7,32,·1,31.-7,3ij.-7,35.-,.jb •• '~18 •• 7,lq,.7,~O,.7 
SF~EQ = lOO 




l,ACO .... TPFS.BI.O 11-0- ... -.---.. -- -- .. ------ - ----.--- .--___ . __ . .. __ _ __ __ _ _____ . 
,ACO TPFS.~1.02TO 
"00 TPFS .... UBDA 
----.-- ---.------ - -- --_._ ----- ---------- -
ASf T t~Q, qqq99 0,999991-
ASE : l,12,qOOOOO,900001 
CELAS1,19q92,199q2,t9qqb,~,lqqq7,5 
eELAS 1,29992, 19992 , 2Q9Qb, Ii ~2qqqT r5 -.-- --.-.--------- -.- -. -.-- - - - .--- . 
PELAS,lqq92,100,,~3 
MhTl,11,120,bS.9",3"",l 
c: I GR, 2 ~MG 1. V, O. ~. 02 ,40, "0 .. r 1 •• 9 I.E I GA2...--- .. --.--- - .---- - ----.- . - .- - - . .. . -- -- ___ ._ . ___ _ 
PARAt-4 6 LfoIOOES,ijO 
PARAM, foIOOEI.,15 
PAFUM._THfJAZ .. ~ __ _ ___ _ 
- . ----------- --- - --- --- - - - - - -_ ._-
PARAM,GROPNT,l 
ENOOATA 
tBHKPt _ PR1N..!S __ ______ _ 
---------_. - -------[FREt:, R l 
[SVM E8bPRT"MNS 
{SY_~LP~INTS .... MNS ______________ ____________ _ _______ _ 
- --.. ---.- .--- _._-----_. __ ._- ---- ---- ---------- - ----
.---- ._-- ------- - - -----
._ -_._---_. - -_. _  .. _- --- ---- --- -_.-.. _- -_. __ . _  .-
---- -.--.-----
-. - -- - - --------------------------------_ .. __ ._-----
- .- .. --- ---- -----------
.." .... --
APPENDIX J 
NEWFLUT Alter for S~L 10,1 
S HEGINNING OF ALTER FOR CO~PLE~ ~aOES 
S R,F. 10 ALTER FOR Ca~PLF.~ ~a~FS 
s ~ODIFIEO FOR FLUTTER ~G 18 MAY 77 
S INPUT AERO F~C10RS I~ O~lG AERO, .NO SCALAH fACTOR IN 
S PARAM ACOEF, CO~PLEX 
ALTER 2 S 
PARA'" _. IIDQ"'N/S~OGO __ S __ _ . . _ . _ . _ .. _. _ . _ _ _ . _ 
ALTER 21,21 S E~G ANO EMA FnR R,F. 10 
.•.. .... 
TAl, ,ECT,EPT,8GPOT,SIL , GPTT,CSTM/FST"GEI,GPECT,/V,N,LUSf.T 1\211 
_ . __ . __ ___ __ V .. N .. NOS l.!'\~J t/V I-N .. NQGENL..J_V .. N, '£NEI. .. 1. _. ___ .. _ _ . _____ . ______ . __ . _ ____ . 
ALTER 25,25 S 
CHKPNT EST,GEI,GPECT,OGPST S 
_ .. .. SETv.AL_._ lLY I > N •. NO~GGX/LS._·_ 
.---- -----.------SETVAL Ilv,N,NO~GG/l S 
SElvAL IIV,N,NOBGO/l S 
.SE. TV ~'---_ILV , .~. NO~ ~GGI L _S____ _ ______ ___ ______ ___ . 
EMG EST,C!TM,MPT,DIT,GEOM2",/~ELM,KOICT,~ELM,MOICT,8ELM, 
BOICT/S,N,NOKGGX/S,N,NOMGG/S,N.NOBGG/S,N,NOKUGGIIC,V, 
_ _ __ COU~M~SS. _s __ . ____ _ __ ____ . __ --; ____ __ __ ___ _______ _ 
C~KPNT K~LM.KDICT,MELM.MDtCT,BELM,BDrcT S 
ALT~R 2b,2b S 
.E.~A . ____ _ .GP..~C_!~QlCt&_K.~I...~ ... BGPJ)_t&-Sl.l.. .. ~S~~l~GGX .. GPst._s ______________ ~ 
ALTER 28,10 S 
COND ERRO~l,NOMGG S 
_. EMA . __ _ . __ .i_~~C .T_t1!P.lC 1. ~E~ ,l!G~OT .. 9 1.1. LCS_T~/!'4G& .. I_!.II ttv .• Y ._ ~ .~ASS!_l..O .. -s---
ALTER 31 S 
PU~GE BGG/NOBGe s 
__ CO~O _ _ I. E_~.~e LNOij~_G -,.S_ _ 
EMA GPECT,BDtCT,aEL~,BGPDT,SIL,CSTM/BGG,!S.N,NOBGG $ 
LABEL lEMA8 S 
Ct!l<p~T __ aGG_S _ _ _ 
-----------------PURGE K"r,G/NO K ~ GG S 
CONo LEMA~Q.NO~.GG S 
.E f04A . ___ G_p .. ~_c T.L~. Q lC_t .. I5e:~~t\.Ge.01.LS Xl .... C ST.~/.!.aGG ... .IS :~ .. ~O K!G.G __ s ____ . _ __ _ 
CI1~PNT K"GG S 
LABEL lEMAKG S 
AL TER ._. __ !l2 . s __ .CE~1.~NO-C.O ~1J1i...I S _f.O~ CE S _ ___ _ 
MAT~OO OM2""./OM2G,/~/v ,N ,LUSET S 
08FETCH IKDGG""/V,Y,MOOEL/V ,y,T HET~Z S 
AD Q. __ .. . _ ~ G G , .. ~ /) G. G I I!.G G.!_ S, ____ _ 
CHKPNT KGGA S - ---- --------~ 
EQUIV KGGA,KGG/ALQAVS' 
C~I<PNT )<GG S ____ __________ ___ __ ._. ___ __ . __ _ ._ .. __ ._ .. _ •. . __ ... _ __ . ___ _____ . ______ _ .. _ ____ _ _ 
MTRXIN" MATPOOL,EQEXIN,StL,/TENPAo" / S,N,LOSET/S,N,NOTH S 
DIAGONAL KGG/IGG/SQUARE/O~O 
.. __ AOO _.T_ENPAD.tI ~(;'-tos2 t~-'- t!-j ...0., .0. Q.LS 
MPYlO OM2G,cnS2TH,/O~COS i 
MPYAD OMCOS,~G G ,/OMMG G S 
ADO . O"'MGC,/KCf~T/S ___ . _ ___ . ____ . _ _ ._ . ___ ._. __ __ ___ __ . . ___ _ _ .. _ .,. __ .. __ ._. 
CHKP~T KeENT S 
MATMOO OM1"",/ OM1G,/5/V,N,LUSET S 
MP "lAO OM 1 G, f'lGG, 18vOR . . _. S ___________ . __ ____ ._ ______ _ .. _. . . ___ _ .. _ ... . .... __ .
CH!(PNT HCOR S 
S S, 
S Z, __ . _ SM~l. _. n'PE _ OPE~.AtIONS __ __ . ____ ___ ... _ ... _ __ ____ .. __ . ___ .
ALTER q" S PRINT REAL MODES 
"'ATGP~ GPL.USET,Stl,PMIAIIH/A i 
ALTER 105 S 
MTRXIN"MATPOnL,EaOvN"/CnUPLx,AERO,/v.N,LUSETD/S,N,NQCOUPLX/S,N, 
~06ERO S P-5IZE MATQICES 
EQUIY K4Gr.,K4PP/NOUg/~CENT,KCPP/NnUE/BGG,BP~/NCUE 
EQUIY' BCO~,9CPPINOUE/Kr.G,KPPINOUE S 
tH~PNT K4PP,KCPP,BPP,BCPP,KPP S 
CONO I.NOPSET,NOUE. S __ . __ _ .. _ ... _ . .. .. _ . _ . _ _ . __ .. _. __ . _ ..... . . _. _ ._ . . _._. _ . __ 
VEt USETO/VPGE/P/G/E S 
MERGE K~GG""VPGP',/KQPP i 
MERGE . KGG, ' .u VPGE ./l~. I?~ . . s __ . __ . . ____ _ ____ _ . __ .. _______ ._. _______ . ___ . __ . . _. __ .___ _ 
MERGE KtENT""VPGE,/KCPP S 
MEHGE A~G'4"VPGE,/BPP S 
MERGE .. SCOR"" ~.p~E ,. 18C.ft~. _S __________ __ _ ___ . ___ .. _ _____ .___ _ 
LABEL LNOPSET S 
PARAMR I/OIv/V,N,RGO~3/C,Y,G=O.O/C,Y,wJ=O.O S 
__ .. PARAMR. _ l !~OM~LEX.'-'-~~.Q .~3! lY .• }.!, Gr)~3 _, ____________ . 
PARAMR IIOIv/v,N,ROOWQ/1.O/C,V,WQ=O,O I 
PA~AMR /ICQMPLEXIIRQOWQI/V,N,OOWQ S 
ADO B2PP,BPP/8Xl S 
AOO 'KPP '; 8 ifiB X2 -itio-w']- ;- - ---.--.------
A~O K4PP,BX2/BX3/00WQ S 
ADO BCPP,BX3/BXQ , ________ _ 
-- CH~PNf- BX'Q- , .-- .- -- -
EaUlv eXQ,B2pp/AL~AYS S 
tHKPNT B2PP S 
----_._--_. -_ .. _--
.. PARAM-~- -B2PPI ip 'lftSE~C-EIIIIV, N, NOS 2PPS------.-
S GENERATE STIFFNESS TERMS 
___ AOO~2~P.~.~~~~~~J/.JJ_I.,JtLtLLO_l.d J _S _ _______ _ 
ADO KCPP,KX1/KX2 S 
ADO KX2,AERO/KX31IC,V,MAERa=(1~,O.) S 
tHKPNT KX3 S 
EQuty -K)(3, K2PPI ALWAVSS--------- ---------_. 
CHKPNT K2PP S 
PARAML K2PPIIPRESENeEIII/V,N,NOK2PP S ______________________________ _ 
. AOC -CQUp(-X;M2·PP/M-2PP)(- -S---- - .----
CHKPNT M2PPX S 
EQU 1 Y_ '~ 2P. ~~. ~.2J:P I AL ~_A.1LS. ___ _ 
CHKPNT M2PP S 
PA"AMI. M2PPIIPRESENCEII/I~,N,NO~2PP S 
~ ~!~~ T 1 ~ ~P: ;·Bipp7i Zpp--,- ---------. --.- ---, "'--~~Q~~ 
ALTER 108,108 S . ~&~ 
CHKPNT ~20~,B200,1<2QO .. J. __ . __ ._._ •. . __ . ____ .. _ __ ._ . ___ . __ .. ___ . ____ . _ . . _. _ .. _ . . .. __ _ 
AL TER 1 Oq, 10q S 
GKAD USETO,GM,GO, , , , ,K2pp.~2PP,S2PP/KOO,SOD,~OD,G~D, 
. . __ . ___ G.Q.Q!_K~OO. , ~ ?QD, B 200jt. ~, t !"~l.E_V/C, N .. O.I.SP It, ~, 0.1 REtJ I.C, y, G!O. 0 ~~ '-_. __ . ____ _ 
N,O.O/0.O/V,N,NQ~2PP/V,N,NOM2 PP/V,N,NOS2PP/V,N,MPC't/Y, 
N,SINGLE/y,N,OMIT/V,N,NOUE/v,N,NaK UGG/V,~,N08r,G/.t/.1 S 
ALTEA 110,110 S . _ ... _ ... __ .. .. . __ ._ .. __ ... , .. ___ .. . 
~H~PNT KOO,ROD,MD~,GMO;GOO,~~o6;M~ob.~jOD S 
ALTE~ III 
ADO KM~,/~J04~X/(SU15U.208 •. 0.' S . _____ _ _ __ . . ... .... ___ .. _ ._ .. _ .. _._ 
ADO ' ._.- - SHM, iBH~XI (232.71051,0.' S 
AI.TER 111&.115 
PAR.... IIDOwN/O S ._. _ .. _ . 
C[AD - - ·KMHX·;S·HMX ;~'fM-H;EED-;CA'SEix!p~ I ~' -C(''::'-&-;-6CE I G's IS; N', E fGy·s" S 
PARAM IIOOWN/55000 S 
- -----------------'--_._----- --- .. _------ --_ .. _- - -._. 
-------.--------------- - - --_._----_.--- - . . 
'L TER t 18 S GE~lERALIZED ~tASS CALCULATIONS 
MPYAO MHH,PHtH,/~PMI S 
MATMUO PMIH"",/P~IMCNJ,/l0 S 
~PYAO PHIHCNJ,MP~t,/CMCX/l $ 
MAT~OD GMCX"",/GMCXF,/211111~_2 S 
MA ~~~ N GMCXF II S 
AL TER l2e, S . __ . _ _ ._ . . 
PURGE QPC/ALwAvS S 
MOOACC CASEXx,CLAMA,PHIH",/CLAMAX,PHIHX,CASEZZ"/CEIG S 
CHKPNT _._. CLAMAX~P ... IH)c - $-.- . . --. _.--._.- . - ___ . .. __ . __ . _. ___ -' _. __ ._ . _____ . __ _ . _. __ ._ 
EQUIV PHIHX,PHIH/ALWAVS/CLAMAX,CLAMA/ALWAYS S 
CMKPNT PHIH,CLAMA,CASEZZ S 
EQUIV .. _ .CASEZZ, CASEXX/ALwA'!S-S- -- .- -- ----__ ... ____ . ___ ____ . _. ______ _ 
CHKPNT CASExX S 
ALTER 133 $ STRAIN EN~PGY DATA REcnVERV 
GPFDiL_ .. - _CASE xx , CPH I P, I<EI.M, KO 1 C T , EC T, EQE X IN, GPEC T, CLAP'" ~QPC., -'T "' - ---- '--- _. ---_ _ _ 
BGPOT,SIL,CSTM/ONRr,VR,nGPFBR/~EIG/G,y,TINY S 
OFP ONRGYR,OGPFBRIIS,N,CARDNO S 
ADD _. __ -CPHIP.,/CPHIP.I/CO,,.-l .. ) . -S---._-- . . . . __ . ___ _____ _ .. _ .. ______ ._ . ___ . ____ _ 
GPFOH CASEXX,CPHIPI,KELM,KOICT,ECT,EGEXIN,GPECT,CLAMA,QPC, 
BCPDT,SIL,eSTM/ONRGVI,OGPFBI/REIG/C,v,TINY S 
OFP _____ JJNRG.VI ,.OGPFBlIIS,N,.CARONO- S- --.- - ------------- _______ _ 
S END OF ALTER FOR COMPLEx MODES 
---_._--------
.. - -- .-- - --------.-----
... . _ .._._-_ .. _-_._------- .. . _----_._.---_ .. - ----_ ._----------
._ - .- --_._--- -
---------------------
----- ------_._-_ ... _--_._---
.- _. - . .. - ----------------------'-- _ .._--- ----------------_. - ----
APPEND IX K 
Blade Pitch Distribut ion 
1. Static Torsional Deflection of the Heliogyro Blade 
Whenever the Heliogyro blade root is set at a prescribed angle, the 
torsional deflection (twist distribution) of the blade' involves the 
numerical solution of the nonlinear differential equation: 
- .L[(£)2 T ~J" !.(I'n2)sin 2e • me cy 2 cy 2 e 
where c = blade chord 
T = centrifugal tension load 
, 
Ie = distributed blade pitch inertia 
me = applied blade pitching moment 
e = blade pitch angle 
n = rotational speed 
y • radial coordinate 
The difference equation used to obtain the solution of Table I is: 
T ((C/2)2) 
n 6y 
where Mi 90 n2I '2e • -n U e Sln tip 
tip 
(Mn+1) • 0 tip 
~ .. -.--~ --

f Apr~NDI X L 
Solar Pressure Calculation and Other Static Defonnations 
1. Solar pressure at 0.25 A.U. with inertia relief for calculation of 
the blade vertical deflection in S0L 24,1: 
p = P (1 - lJ) o 
w~ere lJ • Mass of Center Body + Flap Hinge Brdce 
Total Vehicle Mass 
1 \2 
Po • (.2"5 J (perfect ref1~ctor pressure) (reflective coefficient) 
Typicc 1 va~ 'les of lJ and pare 
o 
lJ = 
i17.04l + 32.961 
404.391 = 0.370933 
p = (16)(0.90 26 x 10-5)(0 . 9136 - 0.0049) 
o 
= 1.3123 x 10- 4 Nt/m2 
Values for the vertical loads are shown in Table 1. 
Note: No solar pressure loads should be applied to the cutouts and 
reduced loads applied to reduced chord regions. 
2. Differential Chordwise Strain resulting from manuf~~turing defonnations 
(5 x the design limit): 
Leading Edge Strain: 
Trailing Edge Strain: 
3. Inp1ane Solar Pressure Loads due to 1° of untrimmed collective pitch at 
0.25 A.U. 
The inplane loads are shown in Tabl~ 2. 
APPENDIX L 
Table 1. Vertical Solar Pressure Loads at ~ . 25 A.U. 
-
y/R t:.y c P3 (m) (m) (Nt) 
Tip 1.0 0 7.6289 O . 
. 9875 187.5 7.6289 .11 8085 
.95 187.5 7.6289 .118085 
.90 187.5 7.6289 .118085 
.85 375.0 7.6289 .236169 
.80 375.0 7.6289 .236169 
.75 375 .0 7. 6289 .236169 
.70 375.0 7.6289 .236169 
.65 375 . 0 7.6289 .236169 
.60 375.0 6.811 • .210958 
.55 375.0 6.0 .185743 
.50 375 .0 6.0 .185743 
~ 
.45 375.0 6.8145 .210958 
.40 375.0 7.6289 .236169 
.35 375.0 7.6289 .236169 
.30 375 .0 7.6289 .236169 
.25 375. 0 7.6289 .236169 
.20 375.0 7.6289 .236169 
.15 375.0 7.6289 .236169 
.10 300 .0 7.6289 .188935 
.07 225.0 7.6289 .141702 
.04 175.54 7.6289 .110552 
Tru r Apex .023188 63 . 04 7.6289 .039702 
APPENDIX L 
Table 2. Inplane Solar Pressure Loads at 0.25 A.U. 
y/R 6y c e PI 0 
(m) (m) (deg) (Nt) 
Tip 1.0 O. 7.6289 .627 0 
.9875 187.5 7.6289 .630 .002064 
.95 187.5 7.6289 .639 .002093 
.90 187.5 7.6289 .652 .002136 
.85 375.0 7.6289 .665 .004357 
.80 375.0 7.6289 .678 .004442 
.75 375.0 7.6289 .693 .004540 
.70 375.0 7.6289 .708 . 004639 
.65 375.0 7.6289 .723 .004737 
.60 375.0 6.8145 .738 .004319 
.55 375.0 6.0 .755 .003890 
.50 375.0 6 . 0 .773 .003983 
.45 375.0 6.8145 .790 .004623 
. 40 375.0 7. 6289 .808 .005294 
. 35 375.0 7.6289 .829 .005431 
.30 375.0 7.6289 . 851 .005575 
.25 375.0 7. 6289 .873 .005719 
.20 375.0 7.6289 .894 .00585., 
.15 375.0 7.6289 . 920 .006027 
.10 300.0 7.6289 .947 .004963 
.07 225.0 7.6289 .962 .003781 
.04 175.54 7.6289 .978 .002999 
Truss Apex. 023188 63.04 7.6289 .987 .001087 
APPEND IX L 
Table 3. NASTRAN Solar Pressure Loads at 0.25 A. U. (S",LPRS) 
Fr)~CE 2 101 20 1 , , O. 0 , , tt~O~s 
fO RCE 2 105 00 1 , . 0, 0 , , t1808'J 
FO~CE ? 11 0nO 1 I , 0, 0 , . ttH085 
FQQtE 2 115 00 t t • " . 0 , , ?'3blb Q FOQCf 2 120 00 1 1 , n, O. . 23hlnq 
FO ~CE: 2 12';00 1 1 , n. 0 , . 23hlftq 
FfJ WCE 2 130 0(1 t t , 0, 0 , , 230t~q 
FO~CE i' 13 500 1 1 , I). 0 , ~ . 2~btbq 
FO~CE 2 l aooo t 1, (I, 0 , , 210Q58 
FOwe E ? 11.1 500 1 1 , O. 0 , ,1 8571.13 
FO RCE 2 l ~OOO t 1. 0, 0 , , 18571.13 
FO WCE ? lC;5 1)0 1 1 , t\ , 0 , , 21 0'i5H 
FORC E 2 l bOOO 1 1 , 0, 0, , 23blb q 
FO RCE 2 lb 500 1 , . 0, 0 , . 2301bq 
FO HCE· 2 17n OO 1 1, 0, 0 , , 21blb q 
FOHC t ? 17500 1 t , 0, 0, , 2 .\blbq 
FQ~C E 2 l Aoon t 1 , 0, O. . 23bltl Q 
Fo wCE 2 18 500 1 1 , 0, 0, , ?3blbQ 
FO RCE 2 lq noo 1 1 • O. 0, ,1 8 ~Q 3S 
FO RCE 2 tQ1 00 1 1, n. 0 , ,1111 702 
FOR CE 2 lqb OO 1 t , 0, 0, .1101) ; ~ 
Fn ~ C E 2 ~ q7 00 1 1 , O. 0, ,nlQ7 l12 
OEF ORh4 C; 10 01 -. Ooab A ~ ," Oi? +,(lOUh! 8 
nE FrJR"I 5 1013 -,01 aOb211;1" .,OI"Ob2 
OEF QR'" '5 105, -,01875 1052 +,('IA75 
-, - *(50)' - *(50), a , - :- S , , -, 
- (l 5) , GENF.RA TE OEFO~~S ON TF ANO L.F. 
DE FORM 5 lQ Ol -.01125 ,Q02 .,Il !!?'1) 
DE FORM 5 t CJ 31 -,0 112 1) tq3 2 . ,01125 
CE FOHh4 5 lQb t -. OOn3 0QIQb? +, OOb30Q 
FORCE ? 101 20 .1 1 , . 0020b4 0, , uanAI) 
FORCE 2 t oC;oo t , , , 002C1'H 0, ,1 tAOS5 
FORC E 2 110 0t) 1 1 , , 00213b 0, ,1 1H085 
F(JR CE 2 111) 0n 1 , , , 001.1357 0, ,2 3bth~ 
FO~CE 2 12000 1 1 , • o OtHI 1.12 1>, .2 30ib9 
FO RCE 2 12500 t 1 • , 00"5"0 0, ,2 3blbq 
FO NCE 2 130 00 1 I, , OOllb,jq 0, ,? lblbq 
FOR CE i 13500 1 t , , 004&737 0, ,21blnQ 
FORCE 2 '4& 000 1 1, , OO4&llq 0, ,i l0 Q5A 
FORCE 2 1(1)00 1 I , , OOlllQO 0, ,l ~S7~3 
FQNC~ i? 15000 \ , , . OO,q~3 0, ,l ~S7a3 
FO RCF. 2 15500 1 t , , 00ub23 O. .2 1{1Q5a 
FORCf. 2 lb OO I) 1 t • . on~2Q4& 0, .2 1bltl'i 
FO~CE 2 tb 5no t 1 , , OO~"31 0, ,2 3bttl Q 
F RCf 2 170 00 , 1 • . OO~575 0, . ? 3tltflCl 
H1QCE 2 17501) t 1 , ~00'i7tq 0, ,2 .5btb Q 
FQR CF 2 t Aoon , , , , 00'5857 0, ,23btbQ 
FORCE 2 t "C;oo , , . . !lOflO~7 0, ,2 ~btoQ 
Fl)PCF i tq ono 1 1 , , OOQC'Jbl 0, ,1 ~eQjC; 
FONCE 2 \ fHOt) 1 1 ill .001 181 0, ,1~ 1702 
FORCE ~ tqe,OO t 1, ,002QQQ n, ,tl(1~52 
FORCE 2 1'1700 1 I , ,0010"7 0, ,n3 Q7 " 2 
APPENDIX 1-1 
Aerodynamic Force Coefficients 
1. Inplane aerodynamic force coefficients for 30° of half-P pitch and 
at zero sun angle are calculated from the following equation: 
where 
dp 7 x ~ de = - - P 4 0 
2 
~ .. (~) K 
K .. washout of ~ 
Table I lists the inplane aerodynamic force coefficients for ~ .. 30° 
at 0.7R and y .. 0° at 0.25 A.U. 
2. Inplane and vertical aerodynamic force coefficients for 5° collective 
pitch and zero sun angle at 0.25 A.U.: 
where 
Table 2 shows inplane and vertical aerodynamic force coefficients 8
c 
• s· 
at 0.7R and y • O· at 0.25 A.U. 
APPENDIX t-1 
Table 1. Inplane Aerodynamic Force ~oefficientr­
for ~ = 30° and y = 0° 
y/R t:.y c 1< 1<15 (m) (m) (m/rad) 
1.0 0 7.6289 .833 0 
.9875 187.5 7.6289 .839 .07556 
.95 187 .5 7.6289 .859 .07736 
.90 187.5 7.6289 .884 .07961 
.85 375.0 7.6289 .911 .16409 
.80 375 .0 7.6289 .937 .16877 
.75 375 .0 7.6289 .969 .1 7454 
, 
.70 375 .0 7.6289 1.000 .1 8012 
. 65 375.0 7.6289 1.03~ • J 8588 
.60 375.0 6. 8145 1. 065 .1 7135 
.55 375.0 6. 0 1.105 .1565 4 
.50 375.0 6 .0 1.144 .16205 
.4S 375.0 6.8145 1.185 .19066 
.40 375.0 7.6289 1.226 .22083 
.35 375.0 7.6289 1,277 .23001 
.30 375.0 7.6289 1. 328 .23920 
.25 375.0 7.6289 1.381 .24875 
.20 375.0 7.6289 . 1.434 .25829 
.15 375.0 7.628? 1.502 .27054 
.10 300.0 7.6289 1.570 .22623 
.07 225.0 7.6289 1. 612 .17421 
.04 175.54 7.6289 1.655 .13954 
.023188 63.04 7.6289 1.672 .05063 
APPEND1X H 
Table 2. Inplane and Vertical Aerodynamic Force Coefficients 
for 6 = 50 t Y = 00 at 0.25 A.U. 
c 
y/R lly c 6 16 K15 - K35 c 0 
(m) (m) (m/rad) (m/rad) 
1.0 0 7.6289 .886 0 0 
.9875 187.5 7.6289 .890 .187714 .043183 
.95 187.5 7.6289 .903 .187714 .043813 
.90 187.5 7.6289 .921 .187714 .044687 
.85 375.0 ~'. 6289 .939 .375428 .091120 
.80 375.0 7.6289 .958 .375428 .0929S4 
.75 375.0 7.0289 .979 .375428 .095002 
.70 375.0 7.6289 1.000 .375428 .097040 
.65 375.0 7.6289 1.020 .375428 .099078 
.60 375.0 6.8145 1.042 .335350 .090321 
.55 375.0 6.0 1.067 .295268 .081433 
. 50 375.0 6.0 1.092 .295268 . 083341 
.45 375.0 6.8145 1.116 .335350 .096735 
.40 375.0 7.6289 1.141 .375428 .110722 
.35 375.0 7.6289 1.171 .375428 .113633 
.30 375.0 7.6289 1.202 .375428 .116642 
. 25 375.0 7.6289 1.233 .375428 .119650 
.20 375.0 7.6289 1.263 .375428 .122561 
.15 375.0 7.~289 1.300 .375428 .126152 
.10 300.0 7.6289 1.338 .300342 .103871 
. 07 225.0 7.6289 1.359 .225256 .079126 
.04 175.54 7.6289 1.382 .175741 .062777 
.023188 63.04 7.6289 1.394 I .063112 .022741 
APPENDIX M 
Table ;) " NASTRAN Inplane Aerodynamic Force Coefficients (AER0C0EF) 
OIo4IG AERO 0 1 1 n , , S S $ S $ S J S 
O"'IG AE~O '0 \ 20 '5 10 120 1 . 07S50 
OMI G AE.~O 10500 C; tO ~t)O 1 . 07730 
OM IC AERO 11001) S 11 000 1 . 01Q"1 
O ~Ir. AfHn 11500 C; 11 500 1 . 10"09 
OMIG AERO 12000 5 12000 1 . 10817 
OMIG AE~O 12500 5 llS00 1 
. 17lJ 5" 
OMIG AERO 13000 S 13 000 1 . 18012 
OIo4I C AF-An 13S00 C; 13 500 1 . 18SRR 
O ~IG AE RO 1"000 S 1" 01)0 1 . 17135 
OMIG AERO t ~ C;OO 5 1"500 1 , 1505" 
OMIG AE Rn 1'5000 C; IS 090 1 , 1~200 
OIo4IG AE ~O 15500 5 II) SOO 1 . 1QOb" 
DMI G AE RO 1"00(\ 5 lb OOO 1 . 22083 
""'IG AF ~ll Ib5,,0 5 'b500 1 , 23001 
OhlIG AE RU t 7 00Ci ~ 11 000 1 . 23 Q?O 
OMIG AF. ~O 175 00 5 17 5 00 1 , 2"87'5 
O"'IG AE RO 180 0n 5 1R oon 1 . 258i Q 
OMI C AE Rr) 18S 00 C; 18500 1 . 2705" 
OMIG AE RO 19 000 5 19 000 1 . 22 023 
0"'1(; AEAn 19300 5 t95(I O 1 
.1 1"2 1 
O"'IG AfRO 19&00 S 19hOO 1 .1595" 
OMIG AlHO lQ100 5 19100 1 ,05 06 3 
APPENDIX ~1 
Table 4 . NASTRAN Inpl ane and Vertical Aerodynamic Force Coefficients (AER~C~EF-) 
Ofl1IG Af':RO 0 1 0 
DMIG AE HO 10120 '5 t0 120 1 - ,187 71 
" MIG lE HO 10S()0 r; 10500 1 - ,\8771 
O"'IG 'f RO 11000 15 11 000 , - .1~771 
OMIG AE RO 11 '500 5 11 560 • - ,371543 OMIG AEHfJ 1200 0 5 S2 0nO 1 - ,37'543 
OMIG AfRO 12'5n n ~ Il CiOO 1 
- ,3754' 
DMIC AERO 13 000 '5 11 000 1 - ,37543 
" MIG 'fWO 13150 0 Ci 13 ~OO 1 - ,37'5"3 
" "'IG AE RU la oon C; 14 000 1 - ,3353'5 
O"'I G Af RIl 1"50 n 5 ~4 c;OO 1 - .29527 
OMI G Af~O 1'30 00 r; l~ OOO 1 - .2 9527 
""' IG AER() 15Ci OO 5 1'5 500 t - , .B535 
" "' I G AE~() 1boo n 5 lb OOO t - ,37543 
OMI G A[RO 1& 50 0 C; 1& 500 I - ,l7~43 
O"'IC 'E FHl 170 00 ~ 17 000 1 · • • 3754~ 
OMI G 'f 0 175 00 15 17 1500 1 - ,375"3 
O ~IC· AEHO 18 00 n Ci ,8 (\00 1 - .37';"3 
O"'I G AERO 18 ~O O C; I ~St'O I - ,37543 
OM:&" AERr) 19 00 0 r; tq noo 1 - ,10034 
OMYG AERU 19 30 0 15 t9 300 1 
- ,2252" 
O"'IG AERO lQ .,O O 5 lqbO O t -,1 7574 
OMIt; AF~n lQ 10 0 '5 l q7 00 1 -,O bll1 
nMIG AERO 10 12 0 15 101 20 3 .0" 318 
DMIG 'fRO lo 5 0t) Ii 10500 3 ,0 4 381 
O"'IG AER O tl 00 0 S 11 000 3 .0" 4&9 
OMIG A~RO 11 ';0 0 C; 11';00 1 .OQ11 2 
DMI G AERI) 12 ~0 0 '5 12000 1 ,0929b 
OMI G An~ O 125 00 C; 12C;00 3 ,09500 
""'I G AERI) 13 00 0 5 1 3~00 3 , ncn ou 
""'I G AEQ£l 135 1)0 5 13500 3 ,099 08 
DMtG AERO luOOO C; t t.lt)oo 3 ". "q OJ2 
OMIG AERO 1u500 !:i i tJSerJ 3 ,O~ 14 3 
OMI G Af.RO 1';000 5 I ~OOO 3 ,083 3'1 
OMIG AfJ.lO 15500 I) 15';00 3 ,OQb 71 
OMIG AFf;f) 10000 5 1#'000 1 .11 1)72 
OM YC A~RO lbSOO C; l b500 3 ,tt 3bl 
OP'4I(; AE~O 11""t) ~ 170 GO l ,1l bbtl 
"MIG AfJ.lO 17CiOO C; 17C;00 3 .11 9&15 
O"'IG AE~() lRnnn C; l ~OOO 3 ,1 2250 
OMIG AERO t8C;OO 5 l ~SO(\ 1 .1 2b t'; 
DMIG ' EQr) 1"00 0 5 19(\00 3 ,I 03t'7 
O"'t(; 'ERIl 1930 0 5 lQ300 3 ,07 Q13 
OMIG AfRn 19000 -; SQ"eo 3 ,0.,27" 
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n, o. n. 










J. O. n, 
3. O. O. 
3, O. 0, 
3. n. o. 
3.8tQUC; 0, O. 
aa S 
1&001 T.,.RU 
3,Al a'l5 n. 
3.~1""5 n, 
BLADE LEAOING 




EDGF.: GRI DS 
-3,'H '~4r;o, 
~3,81ua5n. 





GENERA TES GRtDS ltO n2 T.,.RU 
1400~ 141) 
-3, O. 






15502 tr;r; -3,~I(H~50, 
*(SOO), *(5), .a s 
S GENERAT ES GRIDS 16002 T.,.RU 190"2 
GRID \9102 193 
-3.814"c;n. 0, 



























S Hf.LIOGYAO HLAOE TR US S 
GRID lQ700 t99 







GRID tQ701 199 
CRIO Jq70~ 199 
G~IO 19751 1~9 
GRIO lQ1S2 199 
GHID 19753 199 
GRID 1975~ 199 
GRtD 1geOl lq9 
GRID l Q802 lqQ 
GRID 19R03 1qq 
'3. A'''''5 tl 8 ,C;1 
-3.Rlll"51t 8.C;t 























()tt.tGtNAD n~ , 
or pOOR QU 
GRID lq AO" 1qq 
- 3 . Al(J "51!3, 11 2.t' 17 1 
GRI D lq851 lqci J . ~q£l" C; 1.7 1 - 3 . 3?5 1 
GRI D lQ acs 2 lqq 
-3 .A1""5 7, "71 - 3,325 t 
C;RI O \ Qe ~, 1 qc,' £I. 7 . 71 0, 1 
GRID t Q A5(J lq Q O. 7,71 0, 1 
GRIO tqBS5 l qq 
.". 1 . 71 0 , 1 GRID l Q8Sb ,qQ ~. 81q(J5 7, 71 J.\2 5 1 
GRI t> lQA 57 1qQ -~. altJ(1 51,1 1 ~.32 5 1 
S BLADE A T TA C H ~E NT AND HUH r,R IO~ 
GRI D lQq qO lqq 0, 2.1 5 0, 1 
GRt ~ lqq q6 ,qq 0, ". 0 , 1 G~I O 1Qqq 7 lqq 0 , O. o , 1 
GRI D lQq qa lqq O. 0. 0, 1 
S ALA Of EL E~EN T5 
BAR OR tn o t O. Or tOOO. t 
tBA R 1000 1000 tn120 1000n 
tBA R 101 2 1050 0 10 120 
CHA R 105 1) 11 000 10500 
a, *( 50), - *(5 01)), *(5,,0) , := S , 
• C1 5) 
S GENERATES HARS l l nO THRU 18-:;0 
CBA R tQO O lq3~ 1) 1 qO 0 (I 
CBAR 1q30 IQ60 1') ,Q300 
CBAR lQbO tQ70 n tQbOI') 
S TRAILING EDGE RODS 
CONRUO 1001 10t21 100 01 to , 222 q-6 
CONRaD tOll 1050t t0 12 1 10 . 222q·6 
CO NROD 1051 11001 lnC;"1 t 0 . 222 Q-6 
CONP()D \1 01 111501 t 10(') t 10 . 27a2-6 
CONROD 1151 12001 11 50 1 10 . 313 Q·6 
CONRaD 1201 12 C;Ol 12(1)1 1 I) . t.l618-6 
Cn NRIJD 1251 11 001 1t' sn , 10 . 5557-6 
CO NROD 1301 \3501 11 00 \ '0 , b378-~ CO NRao 1351 14001 1'S C;0 1 to . 7'.t-~ 
CO NRno 1"01 1£1501 1£1 00 3 , 0 . 78,,5-6 
CI1NRI')O 1451 15001 1,,5 0 ' 10 . ~t.lQI)-b 
CONROI) 1'501 t550' 15 0n t ,0 . QO?b-e 
C O~POD 1551 1601)1 155" , 10 . Qbe"-6 
CO N~(H> 1bOl t 6&:;01 thOOI t I) 1.007-6 
CCJ ~ROD \b51 170 01 165 0 ' 10 1,oaR-e 
CO NRaD 1701 1750 1 17 01') 1 10 t ,08"-e 
CONRaD 17'5t lAOO t 115 0 ' 10 t ,tt3-6 
CQNHClO tA01 lA 501 1800 1 to 1 .116-6 
CO N ROO 185t t QnOl 1A-;01 10 1.154-6 
CONRao lQ(\l lqlOl tQO Ol 10 1. 16"." 
C ON~(lD lq31 lQ"Ol lQ3 0 t 10 t .te Q-6 
CONRUD lQ61 19 101 lQhl'), 10 1 .172 - 6 
S LEAOINC; fOGE RIJf)~ 
CON~n" 1002 1012i» '0002 10 . 2?ZQ-6 
CONRO" totu 10502 '012? '0 . 2?2 Q·1s CONwOD 10C,? 1100? 10502 10 . 222 Q-6 
C(J~~O" 11 02 11502 1,002 to .27U 2-1s 
CIJN ~ OD 1 t Ij 2 1200 2 t1 50~ 10 . 373° - 1: 
caN~OO 1202 12-;02 120~2 10 .Ue1"-6 
CUNROO 1"5., 11002 12502 ,0 .55S7-b 
Cr1NR(l1) 1 \ O? 1 \5 02 t300? 1 0 .b371i-b 
CONRr1D 135; l~n(\ ? lJSn, 1 0 .1t a l-b 
CONI(OI) 1'102 It.1S02 tuOOl.l to .7""S-t 
CONRon 1,,5 2 1S002 1I.JSn2 10 ~8uqO-~ 
Ca~R nl') 1'102 15S01.1 tSI)02 to .907b-b 
C()NQOn 1';52 10002 tC;S 02 to .qh OI.l-b 
CONROD lb02 loS0? U,n02 1 0 1.0Q7-b 
CONROt' I~S2 110()? t~SOi? to 1.0a8-6 
CONR on 1702 17')02 17002 '0 1.0A"-b CONROD 1752 1~002 17')02 to t.1 13-6 
CON ROD 1~O2 1~ 5 (\2 t8002 1 n t.1 3b-1I 
CONRan 113')2 lqOO? 1A502 to 1.15"-6 
CONROD 1q02 1 =1302 19002 to l,l bl.l-b 
CON I(On 1932 19nO? 19302 to t,1bq .. ~ 
CONROD 19b2 1<H02 tq~n? 1 0 1.t72-6 
s SHEAR ~ 'NL .; 
CSHEAR 1009 10n9 In('){l1 t()On2 t0122 IOllt 
CS!o1EAP 10lQ 100q 1 0 t 21 10122 11)S(,)2 10501 
CS HEAR 11 oq 1009 t 100 t \100?' \1C;02 11501 
=, *(50), =, *( C;OO), *<SO,,), *(';00), *(500). o - S 
--
=(1.1 ) 
S GEN~RATt SHFAR "'ANELS 11 C;9 THRIJ • 3Sq 
CSHEAR l"OQ 10n9 11.100 3 ,,,ooa 1"502 11.1S0t 
CSHEAp l'1S9 100q 1,,50t 1u502 15002 15001 
CSHEAR l';Oq 100q t c; 0 0.1 ,SOOi' 1550'1 15S03 
CSHEA~ 1S59 1009 tC;SOI tSSO? 1b002 1b001 
., *(50), =, *(500), *(500). *(5 00), *(500), -- S 
--:lies) 
s GENEIH H.S SHE AR PANEI..S 1609 THRU 18S9 
CS HEAR 190q 1009 lqOO\ lQ002 \9302 19301 
CS H~AR 19]9 1009 1 <no 1 , <no? lQb02 1 QnO 1· 
CSHF.AR 190Q 100Q 19b1)t 19b02 19702 1970t 
S T"USS AND BO!JM E I..F"'ENT~ 
CBAR 1910 1910 19700 1Q70t 19854 i! 
CBAR 1915 1970 \CJ 702 ,9700 1CJA~" 2 
t8AR 1991 199J lq ~SC; tQ851.1 30 2 
tBAR lqq'1 1 qq.J lQ 8~a 1 q8 ~n 30 2 
CHAR lq91) tQ9S t9 R'5t tQ~,!,J lqH~1.I 2 
CBAR lq~b 19Q5 19A C;? 19~5C; t9R~~ 2 
CAAR tqq7 1<1q5 190 C;3 lqSSo 19851.1 2 
tBAR 1998 1<191) 1Q8SS 1Q8';1 1<185 4 2 
CBAR 19q9 19<19 lqf)QO 19ACj4 31 2 
CONRaD 1971 1Q10t 1975\ 10 ",115'1.0 
C O~ROO 1Q12 tQ70Lt lCJ752 t 0 0 ,7154-«> 
CONROD 1973 lCJ70t 1975"\ to a,715Q-6 
C(lNROI') 10 74 tCJ702 107S4 ,0 u.71S4-0 
CONP-O:) tQ1b 1<17St 1980t to a .71~I.I·0 
CONRflO 1CJ77 1q752 lq802 to 0.71 S'1-o 
CO~IROD lQ78 1<1753 lq801 11) 1.1 /1: 11,)"-b 
CONROD lq7'1 1<1754 ,08oa to u.7\S'1-o 
CUNROO ,q8t 19801 108-;t to 4.71'S0-b 
CONROO 1ge2 1t)@O? 10as? 10 4. 7S 5Q-" 
CONR()D 1q A3 l qaO"S lqa ~~ , 11 a.71 1j,,-,., 
CO,.,HWD \'l 8u , q~o" tQ8 t;7 to a.71 c.,4~" 
CO N ~ nt' lq A., tq 751 t q7 52 10 a.7t 5'A-b 
CON RnD tq B1 l Q1C;3 l q75a 10 a.71 5u-b 
CON ROD lq 8M 19ROl 19a ()~ il) a.71 5"-0 
CONR OD lQ 8q lqB03 \ qe oa 10 a,71 54-b 
CS"'E AR ,CHI) 8 1~70a lq7 01 1970 2 1 cn5 2 lCi7Cjl 
CS"'E AD lQ 70 q 19708 1 ~7 0' lq70 ~ 19715 4 lq753 
CS~ f:'R lq 75 M 1970~ \ 9751 t cH ~2 1980 2 lq80t 
CSME AR lq 7C; q 1Q70e \97 ~" 1 1)1 C; a tqao a 1qH03 
CSM E.AR ,Q80 8 ! Q1 0A lQ~Ol lqA02 19135 2 1981j1 
CS ... r AR l qSO Q \Q 708 \q 80' l cHi oa lQa5 7 1985b 
R8A R 20no tqqqo lc;1qQ8 5 12311 b 12 '}a" 
RaAR 2001 1999A 900 0 (') 0 1234 5" 123a50 
S F. LEM EN T PR OPER TIES 
peAR 1000 10 1 , -Q 1,-9 
PB ,l R 1001 10 1 , .~ 1,-' 
PFU R \q70 10 a,l a-" 2 ,5 S9 _~ 2,5~9·5 2 , Seq·s 
peAR lq 93 10 a,l a7s~s?,58Q.b 2 ,'i a 9-e q,30'1-0 .P81qQ 
+PAl qq"S .~B19C; 
.PtH 9Q3A, 9 ,9 
peAR lqq5 10 ',52-5 4,1'3 -7 4,73-7 a.11 -7 
peAR 1999 1 (') 2,29,-a ',5 92b-5 1. 01 93-S1 .Q77 -7 +PB1QQ 
tP 8 19Q9 +P 81QQ 
+pe 199Cu , ' ,3 
PBAM t999 1 1 1 2,~9 1 - a q ,5n7_7 Q,567.7 1,-" ", e 1 Q9Q 
" ~lQqQl +8199q 
+RI 9q91 A,1 , 3 
PS IoIEAH 10 0Q 30 2, r;a- b 
PSME AR 19108 20 2, ~~.n 
S LU"'Pf.O Io4ASSES 
. CONM2 100 10000 tn o ~ , "C M100 
CONf042 101 10120 t o t n,a 7b +C "'101 
CONM2 105 105 00 105 b ,bb1 +C 11 105 
CONpo12 110 11000 1 to e, bb 1 +C "' t 10 
CON "'~ ll r; 11 500 11'.5 13 .129 .C "' 11S 
CONM 2 120 12000 12 0 13 ,294 .C "' 120 
cnN M2 12S 12501) 12r; l l.4C; 0 .C "' 125 
C(l N"'~ 13 0 13 000 111') t 1,59" .C ~130 
CO~"'2 1 SS 1350 " 1 35 t 3.7 '\1 .C M135 
CO.., t-12 1aO lQnoo UI) tC?2 ~C; +C ~l"o 
CO Nf'12 I US 11.&500 laS 10 .8 30 +C f04 145 
CO NM2 15 0 ll)non I!lO ' 0, enS .C 1'4150 
CONM2 155 15500 1St; 1;.t,60 2 .C"' 155 
CON~~ l bO SbO()O lbt) , a,25~ +C follb" 
CONpo12 loS lb500 lb5 1U .J ll.l . C ~11bC:; 
CnN"l 2 17 " 17000 t7n t l.& . lQ 9 .C ~17n 
CO"H"2 175 17 SCln 171) l ".a r;S .C ~17 S 
CC HJ"'2 180 Il!'non t80 , a,5 I)n . C ~1 80 
COlll lo4 2 l er; 18C;00 1~1Ii 1l.& . S:) C; +C M1c!S 
CnNM2 110 19Qon 10 0 11 ,~ "" +C "'tqo 
CU~"'2 lql 19300 len II, 7a2 . Cf04 193 
CUNM2 t ~ D 1Qb on l ~o 6 . M2 C1 .C"' tqo 
ONI'42 l Ci7 1~7 no t~~ ~, O10 +C 1'4 1Q7 
ON~2 lt1e 1911S11 t~q l2. ~ t" . C"'1 9 ~ 
C()t.J"'12 lqQ lqqq7 tq 9 32,0 'At +C"qqC; 
+c.:"o41 00 · , 2t ,~1 · \
"C"" ,Ot 
• 1 3u.3 33 • 1 
.. Cfoq OS 
• 1 37.t12 " 1 
.C ... tl0 
• 1 !7,1t? , 1 
"CM 1\') 
• 1 71.225 , 1 
.C1'1 121) 
• 1 71.ft38 • 1. 
.CM I2S 
• 1 7~.q"l) • 1 
.C"' 130 
• 1 7~.02b , 1 .C~ 135 
• 1 eO,noo , 1 
.C ... tUo 
• 1 I)Q.u92 • 1 
• C ""1 £I I) 
• 1 18.100 • 1 
.C"" l St) .1 3~.q"4 , 1 
.CM 155 ,1 "J,Oq1 ,1 
.CI'41 bO 
.1 ~7.&19 , t 
. CM1b5 
• 1 ~8.77b , 1 
.. C"'170 
• 1 A9.7?b , 1 
.C M175 
• 1 9n. en 1 , 1 
"C"' 180 
• 1 Ql.1 AQ t 1 .CM 18~ ,1 Ql.70 1 t 1 
.. C"41 QO 
• 1 7J. bl)] t 1 +CI'I 1Ql t \ 5S.329 
• 1 
.CM 19b 
• 1 03. ? t2 , 1 
.CM,Q7 
• 1 S3.7uO .1 "C~1q8 
• 1 2,9,801 • 1 +C"19Q 
• t • 1 • 1 S ALlOE COORDINATE SYSTEM 
CORD2R 1 9000 0. O • O. O. O. t , .CHt 
• CRI 1 • 0, O. 
S CeA~S TO REp.40VF" SINGULARITIFS (H .. TRUSS 
Cel ~ 19751 . t~7St 1971)1 19701 1985& i' 
CR" ~ 19152 19151 19 7';2 197 02 198 57 2 
CHAR 1 <H53 \971)1 t tl 7'; 1 19 '7 01 t 9S! 1 2 
CAA~ lQ75 lJ 19751 t975u 1971)i' t98 ~ 2 2 
CFUR l QBOl 19751 lQeOt \q7~t t9 AC§b 2 
CHA R 19802 19151 ,Qa02 19752 19A~7 2 
Ca:'R 198 03 19751 19M!)] 197')3 19A~' 2 
CEUR 1980" 1Q751 lq80Q tQ75U ,91!52 2 
C ~AR lQ8,)1 1q751 t Q 8S1 19801 tge5b 2 
CAAH 19 B,)2 1 cn51 t q8 ~2 tq~ o " lCJ857 2 
CSAR 1ge5b 1971)1 t Q8Sft 19H03 lq851 2 
CSAR 19H57 t CHI) 1 19857 lQ80" 19852 2 
peAR lQ751 10 t,-8 
S RaE2S TO GET MOTtnNS ON CENTfRLINE OF Rl.ADE 
RBEZ 1001 10000 \ ,, 'S tOOOl 100t'Z 
RBE 2 tot!) 10120 \~3 \0121 10122 
HeE2 10')3 10')00 123 '0501 10S02 
-, *CC, O), -('ino), =, -('500" _(')on), :- J &('5) 
S r.E ~E lhTES RBF. 2 11 n 1 HH~U 14&03 
RAEZ 1403 1"000 \21 lu~OI 14&0(12 i,,0o 3 1£100" 
RREZ ,,,53 1"')00 123 ",501 ,4 '50 , 
RBEZ IS01 Isnon '~l 1,)0'" 15002 Q8E2 ISS' l')son '''1 15501 1S582 t550~ 1550" ReE2 t o03 tbnoo 123 ,.,001 '''002 
-, *( 50), *(500)' -, *C'SOO), *(5"0), 
-- , 
-(5) 
S GENEWATt.S R8r.Z t~S3 T ... JlU tqOl 
RBE2 lqll 1~'30() 12 3 1°301 tq3 C2 RRE2 lqb3 lQ,>OO t?J '<;"01 1 tlbO,,' 
S ELASTa~fHIC A~ARI~G STrfF~F.S~ 
CBAR 1 qqcn lqqql lq~qb lqqQ" 32 
CELAS 2 1q q qj? 1 (I n , \qqqf, ~ lqqq7 ~ 
MATt 11 tlO,bS.q ~] 
S ELE""ENTS FOR CENTER 8(lOV PoIERTtA 
t:fLAS 2 lqqq" l~O, tC)qqf, I ,~qg7 1 
CELAS2 lQ q qS 1"0, 1qqllb 2 1qqq7 2 
CELAS2 1qqq& lQO, lqq Qh :\ lqqq7 3 
S CONSTIHINTS TO Rf,..r:lVE STNr,IILA R Of(;HEE 5 OF FIoIEEDO'" 
S nN TRUSS AN O Bl.AnE 
spel 1 456 1"003 laon" 155ft] 15~041 
SPCl 1 4It;& lq751 lq752 1 enS] lq75" Spe1 , 456 sea801 lqaO? lq~e3 1qao41 
spel , U56 1000' 10"02 10t21 10122 
SPC t 1 Q5ft oC;t)' tOr;02 11001 1100? 
a, a, 
- .(1"00),*(1000),*(1000),*(1000), •• S , 
a(7) 
S GENERATES spes ON Lf A~n TE nF' "LAOE 
spel t 1.156 ,Q3nt lQln2 lq&el lQflO2 





















































2qlo 1 2q3 









210"0 TI-4WU 2Qono 
0, ~, ~. 
0, 0, 0, 
EDGE CRTOS 
l,81"U5 0, 
1,8t a o'5 ~. 
1,810"~ 0, 
== , 
21001 THRU 2"501 
1, 0, 0, 
1, O. 0, 
J, 0, 0, 

















































S ~ENfRATES GRtDS 
GRID ~qlnz 2q3 
GQID 2qoOZ 2q6 
S HFLIOGYWO BLADE TRUSS 
CRfO 2Q700 2qq 
GRID ~q101 ?qq 
GRID 2Q702 2qq 
GRID 2q1S1 2qq 
GAIO 2q7~2 ~oq 
GRID 2q7~3 2qq 
G~IO 2q7~u 2qq 
~RID 2q"Ot 20q 












FLi" "'I~GE POST 
0, '73,q, 
3,814U5 173,Ql 
-3,81""5t 71 ',ql 
1,81a,,~ 11i:t,5t 
·3,At4"'511~,51 






























GRID 2 CHi 0 3 2qq J.AltlL1563.t1 2,?17 ? 
GRID 2Q80u 2Qq 
- ~ • Ria IJ r; b 3 • 1 1 2,217 2 
GRID ::?qH51 i?qq ~ • ~ 1 IJ IJ r; 7. 7 1 -oS,32'S 2 
GRID 2qA~2 2qq 
-3.81
'
.1t.J57.71 -3.32r; 2 
CRID 2'18153 2qq ", 7,71 0, 2 (;Rlt:' 2q8~t.J 2qq O. 7,71 0, 2 
GRII) 2QesS 29q 
-t.J, 1,71 0, 2 
GRID 2q85b 2 ~q '\.~1t.Ja5 7,71 3,32-; 2 (;HID ?q8~7 2qq 
-3,8'''''57.11 \.325 2 , SLADE ATTACHM~NT AND HUH GRIO~ 
GRID 2Q qQO 2qq O. ?,tC; 0, ? 
GRID 2Q9qb 2q9 O. n, o. . 2 
G~ID 2qqQ7 2qq 0, 0, 0, 2 
GRID 2qq98 2Qq 0, 0, 0, 2 
S BLADE ELEMFNTS 
CHAR ~OOO 1000 2"t?Q ?OOOO 
CSAR 20t? 20500 2('1120 
CHAR 2050 2\000 20C;00 
:r, *e50" =, .(SOI')" *(500" == S 
= ct 5) 
S GENF.RATES BARS 2100 T"'RU 2850 
Cf3AR 2QOl) 29300 2qOOO 
CBAN 2Q30 2qnOO ?-cnoo 
CSAR 2QbO i? <? 700 2q~O" 
S TRAILING FI)GE Run S 
Cn~Rno 2001 20121 20001 10 .222q-6 
Cm"Ron ?015 205", ~OI?1 to • ')229-0 
CONROD 2051 2100 1 2(\50t 10 .222Q .. 6 
CClNRClD 210: 21501 2\001 , ('I .?7~2-b 
CON Ron 2151 22001 21';01 10 ,3739-b 
CONNOI) 2?01 22';01 2200t 10 ,t.Jb?8- 6 
CONNOO 2251 23001 2250t to .5557 .. 6 
CONRflD 2301 23501 23001 '0 .b318-6 
cnNRllO 2351 2aOOt i?3S01 to ,71a1-6 
CIlNRon 21,J01 2"5"1 2UOOt 10 ,1ACS-e 
CONROD 2a51 25001 ~t.J50' to .8t.J90-6 
Cn~jIolOD C?C;Ot 25C;(n ?5/\(\1 to 2 q0 7c-6 
CONIH)I) 25-;1 2~001 ?r;SOl 10 .qbQLI-6 
CmolROO ?b01 2,,1501 ;:».,001 to 1,007-6 
CONROD ;:».,151 27001 26501 10 1.0U~-fI 
CON ROD 270t 271501 ;:»7001 10 1.08a-~ 
CONROD ?751 28001 2750t to 1,113-6 
CUNROD 2801 2850t 2AI)Ot to t.13~-~ 
CONAOO 2851 2900t 285(\\ to t,t5 a "e 
29001 11) l,1bq-~ 
CONPOO 2q31 2qfll)1 ~930t 10 t.tbq.~ 
CQNRon ?q~l 2q71)1 ?qont 10 1,1 ii 2-6 
S LE'nJNG Enr.r. Rn05 
CC)NROI') 2002 ;:»ot22 200n;:» 11) . 2i? 2~-~ 
CO""ROf) 201" 20';02 2n122 1 " ,?229-e CnNROI') 2052 21002 ?n502 10 ,222q-b 
CONRon 2102 21502 21002 10 .27.2-f) 
CON Ron 2152 22002 ;»t502 It) .37lQ-f) 
~. --" 
CnmHlD 22"2 ;2502 22002 I I) • 41 b,e-6 
CONIUJO 2252 23002 ?2502 I I) .~t;t;7-6 
cnNRon 2302 2]502 2300'- to .&·H~-*, 
CONwUO 235~ cU002 '-'\502 ' In • 11 4 1 -fl 
CClNwon 2u02 201502 2uO"2 1 0 .7AU~-b 
CPNHClD 2uc;2 25002 2al)oa 1" .aUqO-b C()N~On 21502 25C;0" '-5002 10 .qO?b-b 
CON ROD 2552 2&002 2C;50? 10 .q&Ol.l-b 
CONHOD 2b02 2b502 ?&OO2 1 I) 1.1)f)7-b 
CONHflD ".,52 21002 2,,502 to I,OG8-b 
CQNROD 2702 27502 27002 t ,., 1,08 11 -b 
Cr]NROD 2752 21'002 2715,.,2 to 1,113-b 
CONROD 2A02 28502 2A002 10 1,13b-b 
CON HOD 2AS2 2q002 2RSt)2 10 1,15'1-6 
CONROD 2q02 2q302 2QOO2 to 1.lfsU-b 
CONR(1D 2q32 2qb02 2q30? , 0 l.t6aq-b 
CONROD 2qb2 2Q702 2qbl)? 10 1,112-& 
! SMEAR PANELS 
CSM£AR 200q 200Q 20001 ?OOO? 20122 20121 
CS~f.AR 201q 200q '-Ol?t 20122 ?'Oc;02 20501 
CSHEA~ 210Q 210Q 2tOOI ;»\002 21502 21501 
PSHfA~ 2109 30 1.27_6 
CSHEAR 215q 200q 21c;n, "1502 22002 22001 
a, *(5 j , - *('500), *(500), *(500), *(C;OO), a= S , 
:I(U) 
S GENERATE S~EAH PANELS ?\C; T"'RLJ 2uo., 
S GENERATE SHEAR PANELS 21SQ TM~(I 2U(lq 
CSMEAR Z<£5q 200C) 2u'503 ?u50Q '-5002 2500\ 
CSHEAR 250q 200q 251)0t 2C;002 2550u 2550] 
CSHEAR 25Sq 200q 2~501 "5502 2bOOZ Z&OOi 
a, *(50), a, *C50(l), *(500), .'500), w(SOO), ::1 S 
a(s) 
S GENElhTFS SHEAR PH./F LS 260q t~RIJ 2R5Q 
CSHEAR zQoq 200Q 2QOOt 2~On2 2q30" 2q301 
CSHEAR 2q3Q 200q 2q301 ?q3n2 zQftOt' ZQbOt 
CSHEAR 2qbq 200Q 2Q"01 ?,q6(J2 ZQ70? ZQ701 
S f~USS 4.NO BGO'" E I. F' Mf NT S 
CR~R 2Q70 ?,Q70 2q70n ?Q70t 2QA5U 2 
ClUN 2q7S 2q7o 2Q702 2Q700 2')8541 2 
CRiR 2qQ3 2qq3 2~8C; j)QAC; ~ 4& 2 
CBAR 2QQ4& ZQQ3 ?,QR5" 2QeC;J 00 2 
ceAR 2QQS 2QQS c; Q85t 2Q853 2QA541 ~ 
teAR 2qQb 2QQC; 2QR52 2Q8S5 2QA54 2 
C"AN 2QQ7 2QQS 2QS53 ?QA,& ZQA~U 2 
CS&P ~QqA 2QQC; 2Q8C;C; ~q857 2Q854& 1. 
CfUR 2QQQ j)QQQ 2qQQ(\ 2QRC;4& 4&1 2 
CON ROD ?Qil 2Q70t ;:»Q7 '5t 10 U,7{C;"-6 
COP-IRIlD 2Q72 ?Q102 ?Q7t;j) ,0 u.7t54&-& 
cnNHOO ZQ7,\ ?Q701 2Q7~' t" Q.71Sa-b CONRon 2()74 2q7t)i> 2Q7!;" 10 4.71S U-O 
CONROD 2Q7" 21)151 2Q80t 10 4,7\SU-o 
C()N~OD 2Q77 &!Q7C;2 ?Q802 10 G,71 U-o 
CQNAnD 2Q78 2Q 75' '-Q8t)3 to 4.715"-6 
GBlOlNAL 'AGI • , CONRoe ?Q7Q 2Q71)" ?,Q80G to ".715".6 
or pOOR QuALlft 
C ON~OD 2q~q 2q~01 ~qA')l 10 U.7 1Stl-h 
CIJN~O I) 2q8~ 29P,02 2q~5? t o a,71 Stl-b CnNCH1D 2qt:l3 2~ 8 0 3 2q856 10 " , 71 Stl-b CQN ROD 2Q.8a 2q A 0 (J ?<)l357 10 a.7t StJ-b CON ~OD 2qa" 2q7 5t 2<HS? 10 U, 7 t Stl-n 
c n NwOD 2q87 29 751 2q7S£I t Il ".71 51.1-& CON " OI) 2q88 2~ eO\ 2q130? to ".7t StJ-b CON Hno 2q$jq 2q80 ~ ~q~Oa t 0 tl, 71 S IJ -b CS H[6 R 2q70A 2q7 0A 2Q7 l'! 1 2eH 02 2q 75 2 2q7S1 
C S~E A R 2Q70q 2q 7oa ?q101 2 'H O? ?9 7~ a 29753 CS Hr·: AJ.l ~q7S8 29708 2q7')1 2Q7 "5? ?, QA02 29~01 
C S ~i F. A R 2q 7C; Q 2Q70A 21) 7 5J ?q7sa 2q80 " 2Q8 03 CSHEAR 2QA 08 2Q 70/3 ?q801 2QA0 2 ;>Q 8'j 2 ?QA C; t 
CSHEAR 29 ti0 9 ? 9 7(18 ?geOJ 2QAoa 2Q H4!li 7 2q A5 b 
~RAP 3 0 0 0 2qQQ b 2QQqe 15 t2 3ub 123 ab RBAR 301)1 ?QQ 9R 9 00001 12 31.15& 12 3tJSb 
S Elf /4F.N T PR OPf R TI E S 
PAAR 2q7 0 10 a.l tJ - lJ 2.S e. q-S 2.'5 8q ... 15 2 . 5eQ.C; PAAR ?QQ3 to u.l a7'5-52 . 5~Q-6 2. 5SQ .. b Q. 30Q·& +PB2Q 
+PH2QQ3 +P !;29 
+P 92 QQ3A,q 
. Q 
PBA R 2Q 95 1 I) 7.5 2.5 ".13-7 1.1.73-7 u.7~ .. 7 PBAR 2qqq 1 0 2,2 9 1-1.1 t,5Q 2b-S t ,Ot Q3.5 t.Q 77 -7 +P B2Q 
+P H2QQQ 
+P B29 +P82QQQA. 3 
. 3 
PRAR 2Qq91 11 2 .2cn-u q ,C;~7.1 Q.5&7-7 t,-b +B29Q ' 
+b"QQ Ql 
.S2qq 
. e 29 QQ, A.3 
.3 
P$H f AR 200 9 30 ? ,'5a-~ 
PSMEAR 2Q70B 20 2,5a"6 
$ LUt-1 PED ~ASSES 
CCl NM ? 200 20000 200 ~ . . c ~26 , CONM 2 21) 1 2 1)120 ;t Ol b. U7b +CM20 CONM 2 205 2 0500 205 I\, b,,7 + Cr-c2()~ CO N"'2 2 10 210 00 210 " , \ A2 +CM21 ( CONM2 ~15 2 1C; OO 2 1S 13. 12Q + C~21~ CO NP-42 220 220(1) ~21) t3. ?Qa +C""22 ( CONM 2 225 22')00 ? ?C; lJ.a 5t) + CM2? ~ CONM 2 230 2 300 0 ? ~ O 13. 5<;16 + C~23 ( CO N ~ 2 2 35 2 3500 :?~5 1 ~.731 .C M 23 ~ CONM2 240 2t.:n oo 2(JO tl, A56 +Cf'12CH CONM 2 ? u5 2"SOO 2 Q5 12 ,aOl +CM2I.P CC'lM 2 250 25000 250 10,9 35 +Cf'125( CO~ M2 25~ 2C;500 ?55 t;!.b 02 + CM25~ CO NI'4 2 200 2 bOOO 2&0 !(I, ?'5Q +CM 20 ( CONM2 2~S 2., 500 2~5 1(1 ,33u + C ~ 2b ~ CflN M? '170 ? 7noo 210 tU .3 QQ +CM27 r Cf) NM2 ?7S 27501') 275 ''' ,u55 + C"'~7 ~ C(1 NP-4 ? 2AO ? Hnoo 2 80 tU .500 +C"'28 ( CrlN I12 2~5 2 ~50n ?R5 11.1 ,535 
. C""28 : CIl NI'42 290 2QOOO ?q O 11, ""8 +CM2Q ( CON"'? 2Qj 2Q 300 2 en ~~7Q';' +C M2Q : CONI'I C? 2Qb ?Q b nt) 2Q" n , B? " .C ~ 2q ~ CON"12 ?97 2Q700 2QQ 5,07e "C M2 q ~ 
CQN Io4 2 2<)8 2qf'5a 2q9 32 ,Qlb .CM2q ~ 
CON M2 ~<)<) 2qqq7 29q 2 C~,()(" .c: M29 c 
+C"1200 , 1 ?1,~3 
• 1 +C~201 , 1 3a,3 33 , 1 
+CM205 
• 1 .'7, 11" • 1 +C M210 , 1 5,558 
• 1 +CM?tC; , 1 71, 225 
• 1 +C"1220 , \ 73. b36 
• 1 +CM225 , 1 7'5,<) 0'5 
• 1 +C"'230 , 1 7~. 02t1 , 1 
+CM235 , 1 Ao. noo 
• 1 +Ct.42tlO , 1 81, ~2Q , 1 
+CM2"5 , 1 cO, 80b 
• 1 +CM2 S0 , 1 lA, 9bU 
• 1 +CM255 
• 1 b3,09 1 • 1 +C"2bO 
• 1 
A7.,,7c) 
· \+CM 2b'5 , 1 8A.7 7& 
• t +C"1 270 
• 1 89,72 b • 1 +CM 27'5 , 1 90,53 1 , 1 
+CM 2~~ , 1 <)I, '8 Q , 1 
+C M?8'5 , \ 9t,70 1 , 1 
+CM29 0 II 1 7J,cC;3 , 1 
+CM 293 
• 1 ';r;.3 29 ,1 +CM29b 
• 1 al, 212 , 1 
.CM297 ,1 53.7aO 
• 1 +CM29A , 1 21 9 ,ROI , 1 
+CM 29<1 
• 1 .1 , 1 5 HL!DE COORDINATE 'SYSTFM 
COR D2R 2 9000 O. O. .<1. O. 0, 1 , +CR2 
+CR2 1,7320'511 , 0, 
S CB AWS TO ~E"'QVE VERTICA L SINr.UL!RITtFS ON TRlISS 
CBA~ 2<H5t ;'»9 75 1 297C;t 29701 ?9ai3c 2 
CBAR 29752 ?cH5t 2975~ 2Q70? 29857 2 
CfUR 29753 2975\ 2Q75; 29701 29A51 Z 
CBAR 2<175" 2q75\ 2<)75U 29702 29852 2 
CfUR ?9801 29751 2980t 29751 29@5c 2 
CBAH 2<H~()2 29751 29R02 ~9752 (,Q857 · 2 
CfU ~ 29A0 3 2<1751 - .,~ n" 29753 ?,QA5t 2 
CHAR 29 ~O~ 297~t ,A na ?,97sa ;>98'52 2 
CBA R 29@51 ;>9751 ? QA ';1 ?9aCt 2q~5b 2 
CBAR 29 ft5?' 2q751 ' ~2 ?Qe02 29857 2 
CBAR 2q85b 29751 -:- ~ AS..J 29a03 2qa 51 2 
t BAR 2Q 8')7 297'51 29857 2geo a 29852 2 
PfUP 2Q 751 10 ,.-a 
S RAE 2S TO GE T "'nTIIlNS 0"1 CEfljT FRl.INt OF RLAOF. 
RRE2 2003 coono l(,~ 2000t ;>on02 
Rf'E2 20 15 201?n l?J ('ot21 2012? 
ORrolNAL PAGE 16 H~f2 2n 5 ~ 20500 t23 ~o501 "C; '502 
a, *( 50 ), *(5 00), =, . ("00). * C ~ ; 00) , -- ~ 
.01' PooR QUALITY --
=C';, 
, GEfljE ~. ns RBE2 2tn3 T~R'J 2403 
R6F.2 2"1)5 2/~ n 0 (\ 123 ~" oot i'~OO2 
~eF;'» 2u53 2u500 t2' 2~50t 2~502 2"503 2"~0' 
HAE2 2505 ?500n l~" 2CiC~t 25n02 
J.lSfl 2«;53 2Ci500 li'l 25501 2'>502 2«;503 25504 
- . -.:..:::..~-..,.,. - .. 
RBF2 Ze03 2b('lOl) 1 Z.\ ?6nnt i'"n02 
=, *('50 ), *CC;OO), 
-
_C5I'lO), *(C,OO ), -- S , 
--a(Sl 
S GENE~AT ES RBF.2 2"S~ THRLJ 2q03 
. Q,BE2 2qH ?<n 0 0 \23 2q~O\ ?q"10 ? 
RHE.2 2QbJ 2QbOO 123 ?qbOt ?qbnZ 
S ELAST(l"!ERIC REARING ~TTFFNE5S 
CBAR Zqqql ?qqql 2qqqb 2QqqO ~2 
CELA S2 2qqq2 100. 2qqqb . C; ?qQq7 '5 
M'T2 1 t 120.h'5+9 
.3 , ELf~ENTS FOR CENTER AQOv INERTI A 
CF LAS2 2qqqa 1"0. ?9qqb 1 i!qqq7 1 
CELAS2 2qqQ5 1"0. 2QQO& ? 2QQq7 2 
CELAS2 2QqQb 1"0. 29qq~ '1 2qqq7 3 
S CO NSTRA INTS Ttl RE"'OVE SINGULAR OE GRE ES OF FREEDOM , O~ TRU SS ANO AlAOE 
SPCl 1 uSn 2o'5n, ?(J50" . ?5'503 2';50" 
SPCl 1 "5b 2q7St ZQ752 ?Q753 2Q75" 
SPCl t USb ~980t 29802 ;>9Rn3 2QeO(l 
SPC: 1 "'3& 20001 20002 ?O121 2()t22 
SPCl 1 "5b 2(151)1 ~' 1')'502 21001 21002 
=, a , =, *ct nnO),*Cl00('\),*(1000) , *Cl0nO),== S 
a(7) 
S G[NERATt S sPcs ON LF A'IIn TE f1F BL,AI)E 




COR02R 100 1 0, 7500. 0, 0, 7'500. 10('0, .CR 
CQJ? 02R 101 1 0. 7(.106. 2S 0, 0, 7uOb.t'5 tonne +CR 
COR02R 105 I n. 712'l, 0, . , " 712'5 • 10('10. .C~ 
CORD2R 1 to 1 0, &750, O. 0, 11750. 101)0. .cw 
towD2R 115 1 0, "'7~, ". 0, b'75. tono, teR CORDi!P 120 1 n. .,000 ', ". 0, bOOO, 1000. .eR C()HD2R 1?5 1 0, Cib215. 0, 0, "1,25, 1000. .eRt 
COR02R 130 1 0, 52';0. 0, 0, 5250, tono, tCRI 
CORn2R 135 1 O. U87S. 0, 0, "~75, to('\O, +CRI 
COROi'R 1uO 1. O. OS,OO. 0, O. 1.1';00. tOno. +C~l 
CQRD2 R tuS 1 n, U125, 0, O. "125, lono. +C~l 
cnWO?H 150 1 0, '\751), 0. o • 37'; 0. lnoo, +CRl 
CORD2R 155 , O. 33 75, 0, 0, 3375, tOOo, .C:Wl 
COR02~ 'bO 1 0, 3000. 0, 0, 3000, 10no, +CRI 
COR02~ let'S 1 O. L'&25. ", 0, 26L'S, 10"0. .C P l COR02R I Tn 1 ", 2250, n, 0, 1250. 1000, teRl COR02~ t75 1 0, lA7~, n, 0, lfn5. 1000, +eRI 
CO~02R 1'30 1 O. 1500, 0, 0, lCi OO, tO oo, +CRI 
CORD2R 185 1 0, t 125. I), 0, t125, tI')OO, +eRI 
CORD2R lqO 1 O. 751). 0, 0, 75 0, 10 00. +eRl 
CORD2R lq3 1 O. 1525, n, 0, 1525, :000, tCRl 
COR02R lqb 1 O. 300, n. 0, 100, 1000, .cwi 
CORD2 R 1Q'l 1 0, n. n. 0, o. 1000, +eRI 
+CR100 300, 7500. taOo ', 
+CR101 300, 7(Jl)b,2~ .uOO. 
• CR105 JOO, 7125 • tUOO. 
• CRtll) 300. h7S". .,,00 • 
+CR11'5 300. b3 7S, +1.101). 
+CR120 300. ftOOO, +aOI), 
teR125 300, '5b25. +IJOO~ 
• CR11n 300, S?'50 • +"OO~ 
.CR1!'; l()O, "'HS, +uon, 
.eR1U() 300. "500. .,,00. 
• CRlt1S 100 • "125, +(100 ', 
... CRtr;o 300, 3750. ."00 ', 
+CRISS 3no, 137S, +,,00. 
+CP160 · 300, 3000. t"OO ', 
+CRlb5 100, 1'1)25, +000, 
+CR170 300, 2i!';0, .,,00, ORtG1N~ PAGE" 
.CR 171i 301), lEns. +uoo .. OF pOOR o.uAUTY +CR1An 3nO, 1'501). +,,0 (\, 
.CR18') 300, 1125. .aO/), 
.CR1Qo 300, 7C;O, .,,00 , 
+CR1Q3 300, r;2S, .,,00. 
+C~!Q;, lno. lOa, +400. 
• CR1Qq 300 • 0, ."on, 
GRID 10 lqQ I) • 7,71 10 (10. t23"5b 
GRII) "1 1 1q q n. i',IS 1000. 123U5~ 
GRtO 12 1~~ ", 0, 1000, 12l"';ft OM!G TF NPA[) 10000 Ii 11)000 5 0, 
OMIG TENPAO tot21) 5 t0120 ~ O. 
O"'IG T F. ~~ P A 0 10 '500 ~ 10'500 5 0, 
O"'IG TENPAn tl000 5 tl000 c; n, 
DMIG TENPin 1,r;00 
" 
"liOO 5 () , 
OMIG TE~PAO I~no'" 5 l2000 S n, 
P"'!G T£: NP AO 12500 15 12C;(H') -; n. 
P"'TG TEtJPAO 15000 15 l JOOO ~ O. 
" MI G TE.NPAO 13'501) 15 135f)1) -; n . • 
""'1[, TF.:t-.j.lAO 1~OOO 5 l UOOO '; 0, 
0"' 1 (; TENPAf) 1'1':;00 S 1 '1151)0 ~ 0, 
O"-IG H .NPAD 1'500 0 C; 151')00 '5 0, 
OMtG TFNPAO 1C;C;OO '5 isc;on '5 O. 
0"'1(; TENPAn lbOOO C; t bO OO 5 O. 
o"'tG n NPAO 101500 5 1bC;OO S 0, 
O"'IG TENPAD 17000 C; \ 7(\00 '5 0, 
DMIG TEN~AI) l7S0t) S 17500 5 0, 
O..- IG 7f"lPAn lHCOO C; 18000 C; 0 , 
D..-U; TENPAO 18';00 5 18S00 5 0, 
OMt G H NPAO lqOOO r; l qono S 0, 
D"'IG TENPAO 1q~OO r; , q300 '5 0, 
OMIG TENPAI) tq #;l()O S 1qbOO 5 0, 
OMIG TE IIIPAO 1Q700 5 1Q700 '5 0, 
OMtG TENPAO lqAlj4 '5 1q85" 5 O. 
APPENDIX Q 
MIKEDATA.MlS82TO 
' . - - .... -
c n R "?~ 200 2 
". 7130(\. o • O. 7C;0 0. tO tO. .CH2 0! CnR02R 201 2 n. 1 L: O b."~ 0, 0, 7 1J 0 ~ t;C; 1000, +CR2 0 ' 
CORP2R 205 ;. O. 7 12«5. 0 , 0, T\2~, 1000. +CR2 0! 
CORD 2R 210 2 O. f>7 50. n, 0, " '50, 1000, +CR2 l1 
CflR D2R 215 2 n, f,3 7 C; . 0, 0, b17«5, 100 0, +C~2 1! 
C ()I~ 02R 220 2 <' , &0 00 , 0, 0, 6 CiO O .. 1000, +C~2 '?( 
C OR02~ 225 2 0 , C;b2 ~, 0, 0. ~b 2So 1000, +CR2 2! 
COR02R 230 ? 0, ~2 50, 0, 0, C; 250~ 1000. .CR2 3e 
CORD2R ?3'5 2 O. "815, 0 , 0, ~R7S, 1000, +CR2 3! 
C OR02~ 2aO 2 
" . 
uSOO, 0, 0, U'100, 1000, +CR2 (1( 
CORO ZR 2ulS 2 n. al~ r;. 0 , O. " 125, 1:)00, .CRZ.,! 
COR 02 J.t 2'50 Z 0, 375 C', 0 , 0, 3750, \ 0 ( I 0, +CH2 5( 
CClR O?R 255 2 0, 1175, 0 , 0, 3 J75, 1 O ~' : , .C~2 5c 
COR 02R 2*,0 2 0, 300 0. 0 , 0, 100 0. 1000" +CR2 b( 
COR02 R 2,,5 ? 
• 
0, 202 5, 0 , 0, 2&25. 1000, .CR2 &~ 
COR02R 270 2 O. ;'» 250, 0 , O. 22'50, tOOo, .CR 27c 
COR D2R 275 ~ 0, 1875, o D 0, IlH5 , 1000, .CR2 7~ 
Cl)RD?R 280 2 0, ,50 0. <' I O. 11500 , tOO O, +C~28 ( 
C O~1)2R 2~5 2 0, 112'5, 0, 0, t125 , 10 no, +eR28! 
r. r:lHD2Q 2QO 2 0, 150. 0, 0, 150. tOO O, +CR2C" 
CC)RP2R 2q3 2 C, 5? C; , Oe O. '52«5 , 100 0 , +CA2C) 
COHOiR ?qb 2 0, 300 , O. 0, 100. 100O, .CRZC, 
COR D2R zqq 2 0 , 0 , 0, O. 0, tOoo, +CR29 
+CR 200 300 0 71)00 . +aO O, 
.CR20 1 100. 7"0 &.25 .,,00 , 
• CR }' 05 10O, 71 25 • ." OO ~ 
+CR2 1n '\(In, b7 '50 . .aOO, 
+CR2 15 300 , b\ 75, ."00 ', 
• J 
. CR22 0 J{)O , bOOI). .,,00 • 
.CR ?25 30O, '3b2S. +a Ot'l . 
+CR2 ~O 300" 52'30. .u OO • 
• CR2 3c; 300, 'PHe; , .. "00 ' • 
+C R2" O 300, "15 00, +a OO " 
+CR 2a5 300, a, ?,;. .aO(' • 
• CR 2'5 0 30\). 37150, .",00. 
• CR25 5 100. 3 31S • +a oo, 
+CR 2bO JOO • 3 {'1 (\ O, .,,00, 
• CR 2b5 300, 20 215. +uO O, 
+CR 270 300 • 22C;0. +tlOO. 
• CR 27C; 300. 11:37«5. +uOO • 
.C~2 80 3eo, 1500. • ,,00 " 
.C :1 28C; 300, 1 1215. ." OO~ 
.C~2qO 300. 7~n. ." ()O~ 
• CA2q l 300, 5?5, .a OO • 
+CRZqb 300. 3no, .,, 00 • 
• CRZC, q ] 00, O. .,, 00. 
G~t() " 0 2 q q " . 
7,71 tOO O. 1}. ,Sa5c 
GRID "t ?q~ O. 2,t5 100 0. t2 3l.ic; " 
GRI l) "2 2qQ 0, n, 100 0, 1;> 5"'3b 
O"'ltG n NPAt) ?OOOO '3 ZOO OO 5 0, 
OMI G TE ~' P A O 2012" 5 201 20 '.t O. 
OM I G TfN PAO ?I'I';OO C; ?oc; oo 5 n, 
""" t G Tt. NP40 21 000 5 21 (100 5 {' 
O/l4I G T E~IP A O 2\'; 00 Ii 215 00 5 0, 
O"'IC; Tf. NPAI:' 22000 S 2200 0 5 (I , 
D"'IG n:NPAo 2?C;on r, 22500 C; 0, 
O"t G TE~P A O 2300(1 t; 2 500n 5 0, 
0'" Jr. H NPAI) i'lSnl) 5 ;» 3500 5 0, 
Olo4 1G TlNPAI) 2aooo 5 2 ~oon 5 n., 
OM IG Tf t.l PAD 2uSOo 5 2~s.;OO 5 0, 
O"' IG TENPAI) 251\00 5 2S0 00 r; 0, 
OM IG TENPAn ?SSno 5 t? SSOO S 0, 
OMt G TENPAO 2hOOO S 2 b() OO 5 n, 
D"'I(; n .NPAD 20500 5 20t;00 'l 0, 
D~t G TENPAD 27"00 5 2 70no 5 0, 
O"' IG TEll/PAD 27500 5 ~ 750 0 r; n, 
D ~IG TfNPAi) 28001) '5 28000 5 0, 
D"' IG TfPl:PAO 2RC;OO 5 2 ~C;00 'l n, 
OMI r. TE.NPAO 29000 S 29000 5 0, 
DMIG Tt.NP AO 2930 0 5 293120 5 0, 
DMIG Tt..., PAO 29bOO 5 29bO '0 5 0, 
DMIC; HNPAD 29700 5 29700 5 n. 
OHIIi Tf.NPAO 4q 35G 5 29~!" 5 n. 
APPENDIX R 
ton KEDATA. HUBA~D7 
S CIlWH> I NA TE TRA~SF'ClR"IAT IPNS 
COR0 2R ~Ot)O O. O. 0, o. n, 1 , +CHqOO 
+CQqO OO I, D, O. 
GRID qoooon qooo 0, o. n, qOOo 
S ~lTEqtAL CONSTANTS 
M& Tl 10 120,b;.q 
.3 
MATt 20 ,u30Q+Q 
"" Tl 30 ,QAU.o 
S 
S CENTW IF UGAL LOAD DATA 
S 
RF ORCE* ! qnOl)On qo no ,U2 q7183UbJE-2 +WF'Ol'l 
flR FORI O.EC O.F.O 1, EO 1 
S MOO(S TYPE BULl( DATA 
S 
EI GH 2 MGIV O. ~02 17 1 7 I,-q +EIGH2 
+EIGH2 MASS 
ASETI 2 tOO()O 12'500 ,50nO tq700 
AsEn 135 tOOOO In120 10500 110eO 11500 12000 12500 
.1SETl 135 13(100 13501) taOon l uC;OO 15000 15500 16000 
ASETl 135 le,Sr.IO 170(10 17500 18000 18500 lqOOO lq300 
AsEn 135 1 qc (/ 0 1q700 11)8';u 
ASETS 2 20000 ?25(\" 2500(1 2q700 
'SEll 135 20000 2nt2n ?Oc;On 210 00 21500 22000 221500 
ASETl 13 '; 23()on 2350/l ~aooo 2(1 500 215000 2S500 2bOOO 
ASEfl 135 2&500 27000 27500 28000 28500 2qono 2qlOO 
'SETl 135 2Q&00 2910(\ c)C~RSU 
S CvCLtC ,..nOF.S TYPE" DATA 
lSETt t 10000 10S"n 11S(l0 12500 13C;00 1,,500 15500 
ASETI 1 1&500 17'ion 181500 lQ300 lQ 700 lq q Q7 
ASETt 2 10000 1'5500 lqQQ7 
EIG!: J H~SS ~AX 1, -8 .f.IGC 
+EI GC qqQQ 
EIGC Q DEi ~AX 1,-3 · .F.:I(;CO 
+EIGCO 0, ,0 2 O. '.01.1 ,002 , 
" SPCl 1 ";0 lqqq7 
~PCl 1 U~b 2qqq7 
SPCl 1 350 ~OO()OO 
spe1 1 3C;b qnoon t 
OMl O~1 I) 1 ? '- fi b 
OMI* aMI t ~ -,5"0000 00000.' +01 
. 01 
O~I1ft OM1 ~ 1 +.5"0000noooo-, +D2 
+02 
OM! OP12 n It 2 0 b 
f)MI* 0,..2 t t -.72QOOOOOooO-3 ."1 
+~t 
OMI_ OM2 2 2 -~72qoooOCOOC.] +~2 
f)M I * 0",2 i! ~ 0,00 ."'2 
+M2 
0"'1. 0 .. 2 5 c; +.72 Q{lOOOOOOO-' +~J 
.... 3 
OMU. r.nUPLx 0 t 0 
OMIt; C[)lJPL X qoClooo t qqqQqO 0 O. 1 • 
Ot-lTG CQUPLx q I),) 0 0 0 ? QQQQ qo 0 t • O. 
O"'lG r:n.UFJLx q9q qqn 0 q Ooono 1 n, 
-.1. +C OUPl 
• -:lhJPL X '100 000 2 + t • 0, 
OMIt; TE NPA n 0 b 1 0 
SPotN T qqq qqo 
, 
, T~ O BLAnED !"'OI)EL DATA 
S 
S LtJ\liE~ HUB GRID 
GR Jn q oOOO\ qOOo 0, 0, .q. QOl)o 
S 5 T~UC TIJwE 8ETIoIEEN T~F Tlol n HUBS 
CBAR q oOOO qooon qOOOO 1 qOI)OO O t OI)O, 0, 0, 1 
PfU~ '1 0000 10 3,17 7-Q .ftql-Q , Hq 3-Q ,eQ3- l.I 
s CyCLIC ~OI)E S DATA F f.l ~ TwO BLAnED ~OOELS 
o~rG CflUPUC qOOoCl1 1 Qqqqql 0 0, 1 • OMtG CIl UPLX QOOO0 1 2 qqqqql 0 1 • 0, OMIG C (1 1.' PL X Qqqqql 0 <300001 1 O. -1. +COUPl 
